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ABSTRACT

Network Formation Games is a rich category of games which studies how a network

emerges as an outcome of strategic interaction of self-interested nodes (agents) pursu-

ing their own objectives. The conflicts among node objectives can affect the stability and

efficiency of resulting outcomes. In this thesis, we focus on investigating stability and

quality of outcomes in a variety of network formation games in the context of social and

communication networks.

In Chapter 3 and 4 we propose two separate models of network formation games

motivated from the observation that in social networks the utility (or happiness) of an

agent is composed of his own contribution as well as contribution from his friends (and

friends-of-friends, etc.). Specifically, the model in Chapter 3 studies the effect of friendship

among the nodes on stable matching games. We show that whenever nodes care for well-

being of each other, instead of caring only about their own reward, then it greatly improves

the quality of stable matchings. In Chapter 4 we introduce a general framework of two-

hop games where the utility of a node not only depends on its direct connections but also

on the usefulness of its two-hop connections. We analyze two natural variants of two-hop

games and show that high-quality stable outcomes exist in both these formulations.

Routing games is a special category of network formation games applied to commu-

nication networks which studies formation of traffic routes on top of physical infrastructure

controlled by multiple competing agents (such as internet service providers or ISPs). In

Chapter 5, we provide a model that captures the interdependence between the traffic

routes and their prices for the traffic flowing directly between competing ISPs. We prove

that we can carefully design prices that not only facilitate a socially optimal flow but also

agree with the individual ISP objectives. In Chapter 6, we turn our attention to Internet

eXchange Points (IXPs) which is another important mechanism by which ISPs exchange

traffic. We study a network formation game motivated by the interaction between ISPs

and IXP and show that stable as well as efficient outcomes exist when the fees charged

by the intermediary (i.e., IXP) to facilitate the connections between the nodes (i.e., ISPs)

follow well-known pricing schemes such as proportional pricing and marginal cost pricing.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Graphs or networks arise in almost every branch of science and engineering - Gene reg-

ulatory networks, electrical networks, communication networks, transportation networks,

electrical networks, social networks, trading networks are just a few examples. Speak-

ing abstractly, graphs represent interaction of agents where the specific interpretation of

agents (nodes) and their interaction (edges) depends on the scenario being modeled. In-

vestigating how a network forms (network formation) and how it behaves under various

conditions (network analysis) can reveal important insights about the modeled scenario .

There are two important ways how a network comes into existence - either a central

planning entity designs it or it emerges from a distributed phenomenon. One of the

most important distributed phenomenon behind network formation is nodes interacting

in a “selfish” manner, i.e., trying to maximize their own individual objectives (also called

node utilities). Furthermore their individual objectives may not be aligned or can even

be in direct conflict with each other, leading to competition between the nodes. This

competition between nodes can often affect stability and efficiency of the resulting network

(unlike when designed by central planning entity). Network formation through interactions

of competing, selfish nodes is often modeled as Network Formation Games using the

framework of Game theory. Routing games are a special case Network Formation Games

applied to Communication Networks where a network of routes is formed on top of physical

infrastructure when nodes compete to maximize their benefit.

In this thesis, we will focus on investigating stability and efficiency incurred in a

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer. (2012, Apr.) Friendship, altruism, and reward sharing

in stable matching and contribution games. [Online]. Available: http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.5780 (Last

Accessed on Feb. 8, 2015).

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer, “Friendship and stable matching,” in Algorithms - ESA,

vol. 8125. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 49–60.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” in Algorithmic Game Theory, vol. 8146. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 62–73.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” Theory Computing Syst., vol. 8146, pp. 1–42, Oct. 2014.
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2

variety of network formation games (and routing games). In Chapter 3 and 4 we will

propose two separate models of network formation games incorporating the observation

that in social networks the utility (or happiness) of an agent is based on contribution from

not only himself but his friends (and friends-of-friends, etc.) as well. In Chapter 5 and 6,

we turn our attention to how self-interested internet service providers (ISPs) route traffic

over the internet. Chapter 5 we model the interplay of routing and pricing when the traffic

flows directly between the ISPs whereas in Chapter 6 we analyze the scenario when the

ISPs exchange traffic via the internet exchange points (IXPs) as intermediaries.

1.1 Stable Matching with Friendship Utilities

Stable matchings and matching related games study how agents partner among

themselves given their preferences over each other. A large body of literature exists that

investigates various aspects of matching related games (sans social context): see [1] - [2]

for some examples. Most of these traditional models of stable matching games assume

that the utility of a node in a graph depends only on its match quality, i.e., the reward

it obtains from connecting to the node(s) it gets matched with. In Chapter 3, We study

stable matching games under new utility structures inspired from social networks, called

friendship utilities, where the utility of a node also depends on the match qualities of nodes

designated as its “friends” (and also match qualities of friends-of-friends and beyond). This

is motivated by the observation that happiness of friends also contributes to a person’s

happiness. We study how incorporating such a social context can influence stability and

efficiency in matching games.

Our approach in Chapter 3 uses dyadic influence values tied to the hop distance

in the graph: we assume that the perceived utility of each node depends on the well-

being (or the match quality) of every other node to some degree, with the degree of this

contribution possibly decaying with increase in the hop distance (i.e., decaying as the

“closeness” between two people decreases). In this way, the perceived utility of a node is

the weighted average of match qualities of all other nodes. Nodes who care about well-

being of only their neighbors, as well as fully altruistic players, are special cases of this

model.

To measure match quality of a node in Chapter 3, we initially consider that both

partners receive exactly the same reward from their partnership, which we call as equal

reward sharing. This assumption is closely related to the standard model of correlated
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stable matching [3] - [4]. Although equal reward sharing property is intuitive and bears

a simple beauty, but there are a variety of other reward sharing methods that can be

more natural in different contexts. For instance, in mathematics and theoretical computer

science it is common practice to list authors alphabetically, but in other disciplines the

author sequence is carefully designed to ensure a proper allocation of credit to the different

participants of a joint paper. Here the credit is often supposed to be allocated in terms

of input, i.e., the first author should be the one that has contributed most to the project.

Such input-based or proportional sharing is then sometimes overruled with sharing based

on intrinsic or acquired social status, e.g., when a distinguished expert in a field is easily

recognized and subconsciously credited most with authorship of an article. Hence apart

from equal sharing, in Chapter 3 we also investigate how such unequal reward sharing rules

affect stable matching scenarios. In particular, we consider a large class of local reward

sharing rules and characterize the impact of unequal sharing on existence and inefficiency

of stable matchings, both in cases when players are embedded in a social context and when

they are not.

We investigate how friendship utilities impact the stability and efficiency of outcomes

for both equal reward sharing and unequal reward sharing scenarios. We show that with

equal reward sharing, having friendship utilities, where nodes care even a little for the well-

being of other nodes, can create stable solutions of significantly better quality than the

solutions obtained when we have traditional utility structures without friendship. We also

show how to construct such solutions in polynomial time. Compared to the equal reward

sharing case, friendship utilities have even more pronounced effect with unequal reward

sharing: If the reward sharing is extremely unfair then the traditional utility structure can

lead to extremely inefficient stable solutions, but having friendship utilities can improve

the quality of stable solutions drastically, sometimes by a factor of thousands.

1.2 Two-Hop Games

The literature that investigates the issue of how people form ties has focussed mostly

on two extreme cases: models such as public good games (see e.g., [5], [6], [7] and the

references therein), stable matching (see e.g., [1], [8]) and others [9], it is often assumed

that people make strategic decisions or form friendships/partnerships based on the benefit

they derive from their immediate neighbors, independent of the rest of the network. On

the opposite end of the spectrum, many game-theoretic models such as [10] and its many
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extensions (see [11] and references therein) consider players that form a network with the

goal of maximizing their influence over nodes that can be far away from them, i.e., caring

not just about their local neighborhood but about their position in the entire network.

In many settings, however, agents are neither so myopic as to consider only the

benefit they get from their immediate connections alone, nor do they form relations con-

sidering the effects on the whole network. For example, one of the aspects people consider

when forming a relationship is the two-hop benefit they can get from the friends of such

a friend. This is especially important in the world of business, but also occurs naturally

when forming everyday friendships and collaborations: we judge people by the company

they keep, and become better friends with those whose friends we like as well. Inspired by

such settings, in Chapter 4 we consider games on networks where a node tries to maximize

its utility taking into account the benefit it gets from the nodes it is directly connected to

(called direct benefit), as well as the benefit it gets from the nodes it is acquainted with via

a two-hop connection (called two-hop benefit). We will call such games Two-Hop Games.

We will define the general setting of Two-Hop games in Chapter 4 and investigate

two natural classes of Two-Hop games, called Sum Two-Hop games (S2H games) and

Min Two-Hop Games (M2H games). In S2H games, the strength of a direct or two-hop

tie is given by adding the strength of relationship in each direction. In M2H games, the

strength of a tie is dictated by the minimum effort contributed by an agent (for two-hop

path, the strength is given by the product of minimum efforts on each involved link). As

discussed in Chapter 2, both S2H games and M2H games can be thought of as extensions

of well-known classes of games. In Chapter 4 we will investigate stability and efficiency

of outcomes in S2H games and M2H games. We will show that there always exist stable

outcomes in S2H games. Moreover, for both S2H and M2H games, stable solutions are

also efficient for the natural assumption that a single direct friendship (or tie) between

two nodes brings them at least as much as the benefit as they would have obtained by

getting connected in two-hop relationships.

1.3 Inter-domain Routing

High-efficiency inter-domain traffic engineering involves many challenges ranging

from technical capabilities to economics and policy [12]. One of the difficulties is that it

requires involvement of (agreement by) multiple Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that

are naturally interested in maximizing their own profits, and their individual objectives
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are often in conflict with each other. While multi-ownership is in general essential for

competition, efficiency, and growth of a system, the multi-provider structure of the Internet

has been a hindrance towards attaining efficiency in routing beyond individual ISP or AS

boundaries. These facts also imply that an inter-domain traffic engineering solution will

only be adopted easily if it allows individual ISP business goals and policies to be respected,

and is economically profitable/justifiable to each ISP. Another challenge in this context is

the counter-productive effects of intra-domain and inter-domain traffic engineering policies

if they are not designed with careful consideration of their interaction with each other [13],

[14], [15].

However, the current inter-domain traffic routing and pricing strategies are typically

driven by simple heuristic rules and policies, and do not in general optimize the overall

use of Internet resources. Inter-domain routing follows the BGP standard [16] that only

attempts to minimize the number of ISP hops on the path of a flow, in addition to

following local policy considerations and certain heuristic rules. Traffic exchange contracts

between ISPs are mostly negotiated manually and span months, even years. Even at these

long timescales, these contracts are often simplistic, with no detailed quality metrics, and

usually specifying a minimum base traffic volume for charging. How an ISP charges fees for

forwarding the traffic of a customer ISP is typically done based on the total traffic offered

by the customer ISP, irrespective of their destination; this is also refereed to as ‘point-to-

anywhere pricing’ [17]. It has been argued correctly that point-to-point or destination-

based pricing can result in better efficiency of network resource usage [18]. Moreover,

recent measurements also show fast-changing patterns for inter-domain traffic [19]; inter-

domain service pricing and traffic engineering solutions need to be flexible enough to

adapt to such dynamically changing traffic patterns, as well as variations in customer

requirements and willingness-to-pay values.

Taking into account the competitive nature of ISPs and the potential of better net-

work resource utilization with point-to-point pricing, we provide a game-theoretic model

of inter domain routing and price-setting by ISPs in Chapter 5. We assume that each

ISP is solely interested in maximizing its profits, while anticipating the changes to the

overall traffic pattern that will result from changes to its pricing scheme. We establish the

existence and efficiency of a coalitional equilibrium (see below) for this game, where each

coalition corresponds to an ISP network. In our model, an ISP is represented as a cloud

– a subnetwork of nodes (routers) and edges (links) connected in an arbitrary topology,
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or even a collection of (possibly disjoint) subnetworks. This general ISP model is well

representative of the administrative structure in the current Internet where an ISP can

control multiple Autonomous Systems (ASes) [20]. Our view of ISPs as coalitions aligns

well with the fact that an ISP will jointly optimize the prices it quotes at all its ingress

points, along with the traffic forwarding paths inside its network.

The notion of stability (coalitional equilibrium) that we consider is quite strong,

and is resilient to (i) ISPs being optimistic about the flows that may result from changing

their price; (ii) any ownership (coalition) structure in the network, or equivalently, any

partitioning of the network (Internet) into ISP boundaries. However, the outcomes corre-

sponding to coalition equilibria may not necessarily be a socially optimal outcome, where a

socially optimal solution is a traffic flow that maximizes the aggregate utility (generalized

network throughput) in the entire network (Internet). Note that such socially optimal

outcomes do not need to take into account the ISP boundaries.

However in our model, despite our strong stability concept, we show that the socially

optimal flows are stabilizable, i.e., we show how to compute prices and routes which form

a coalitional equilibrium, and which also results in a socially optimal flow. Furthermore,

we show that this holds for the case when per-node traffic constraints are modeled as a

hard capacity limit, as well as when they are modeled as convex transit costs. The results

can be shown to extend even if capacities or transit costs are associated with links instead

of nodes. By the nature of coalition equilibria, such solutions will remain stable even

if the ownership structures (ISP boundaries) change, as long as the underlying physical

topology remains unaltered.

1.4 Network Formation through Intermediaries

Settings in which independent self-interested agents form connections with each

other are extremely common, and range from computer networks to social networks to

economic networks. Such settings are usually studied using network formation games. The

extensive body of work on network formation games (see [21] for a survey) looks at many

different settings, different notions of node utility (e.g. [22], [10]), different concepts of

network stability (e.g., [23], [24]), convergence dynamics (e.g., [25], [26]), etc. For example,

the classic work of [22] considers an abstract setting in which both agents must agree to

form a connection or link between them, but a single agent can break this connection; this

work was later extended in many works such as [27, 28] and forms the foundation of the
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network formation game which we consider in this work.

The work on network formation games mentioned above assumes that agents can

form links (connections, relationships, etc.) themselves. The key question that we ask

in Chapter 6 is what happens when the agents cannot form connections themselves, and

must instead do it by paying an intermediary. This occurs, for example, when traders

exchanging goods need to pay fees to the freight companies or when the Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) exchange traffic by paying Internet eXchange Points (IXPs). Our primary

motivation is the interaction between ISPs and IXPs, see Chapter 2 for more details. In

such settings, agents are paying some centralized service for their connections, instead of

forming connections themselves. If the intermediary charges exorbitant fees which exceed

the benefits of forming connections, then nodes would rather not establish connections at

all. On the contrary, the work mentioned above can be interpreted as the intermediary

being absent, or connections having fixed costs.

In Chapter 6, We define network formation games with an intermediary as a natural

generalization of the basic model of network formation games in [22]. We will investigate

the natural case when the fees charged by the intermediary are determined by its operating

costs. We will assume the operating cost of an intermediary to be a function c(y), where

y is the total strength of connections formed by all the nodes. We will focus on the

following two popular notions of proportional pricing and marginal cost pricing by which

the intermediary can recover its operating costs. For both these pricing schemes, and

in fact for a much larger class of pricing schemes, we prove the existence and provide a

complete characterization of stable outcomes. Furthermore, as our main result, we show

that the stable solutions are also efficient with both of the above pricing schemes despite

of the nodes behaving in a self-interested manner.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: we present the literature related to our

work in Chapter 2. Then we present our work on network formation games with social

context (Chapter 3 and 4), inter-domain routing in (Chapter 5) and network formation

games with intermediary (Chapter 6). We conclude the thesis by discussing some imme-

diate and some long-term directions in Chapter 7. Portions of these chapters appeared in

our works [29, 30, 31, 32].



CHAPTER 2

Background and Related Work

Game Theory is the most important framework for analyzing systems where selfish agents

interact [33]. Before reviewing literature more specific to our work, we describe relevant

game-theoretic notions of stability and efficiency of outcomes of a game..

Nash equilibrium is the central concept of stability in game theory [33]. It denotes

an outcome in which no agent can deviate from their present strategy to achieve higher

utility. Depending on the problem at hand, different extensions of the concept of Nash

equilibrium can be adopted to suit the analysis. Versions like pure/mixed Nash equilibria,

Correlated Nash equlibria, Coarse-correlated Nash equilibria fall under a category which

draws upon the formulation of strategy space and allowed deviations for an agent in an

outcome [33]. Another extension of Nash equilibria is obtained by allowing coalitions of

agents to deviate in an outcome instead of allowing only one agent to deviate at a time.

When the maximum allowed size of deviating coalition is k, the notion of equilibria is

knows as k-strong equilibria. Such games where coalitions are allowed to deviate can be

classified as Transferable Utility Games or Non-Transferable Utility Games depending on

whether coalitions are allowed to deviate based on increase in the aggregate utility of

members or when each agent must increase her utility [33]. Another equilibrium concept

is approximate equilibrium where the agents are allowed to deviate from their strategies

only if such deviation increases their utility by a certain minimum ratio, thus effectively

decreasing the space of allowed deviations.

There are different ways to measure the quality of an equilibrium, utilitarian and

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer. (2012, Apr.) Friendship, altruism, and reward sharing

in stable matching and contribution games. [Online]. Available: http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.5780 (Last

Accessed on Feb. 8, 2015).

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer, “Friendship and stable matching,” in Algorithms - ESA,

vol. 8125. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 49–60.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” in Algorithmic Game Theory, vol. 8146. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 62–73.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” Theory Computing Syst., vol. 8146, pp. 1–42, Oct. 2014.
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egalitarian functions are some example. Two most popular measures of efficiency of out-

comes are Price of Anarchy (introduced in [34]) and Price of Stability (introduced in [35]).

Price of Anarchy (PoA) is the ratio of quality of worst-quality equilibrium to the maxi-

mum quality any outcome can have (such an outcome need not be an equilibrium). Price

of Stability (PoS) is the ratio of the quality of best-quality equilibrium to the maximum

quality any outcome can have. Thus PoA guarantees a certain quality in any stable out-

come of the system whereas PoS guarantees at least one of the stable outcomes to be of

certain quality. In our work, to characterize the stability we will adopt a suitable notion

of equilibria depending on the model and we will focus on PoA and PoS as measures of

efficiency of equilibria.

The game-theoretic models that we investigate in this thesis (see Chapter 1) fall

under the broad category of network formation games. Network formation games is a class

of games which studies the emergence of networks through strategic interactions of selfish

agents and analyzes properties of such networks (see [22], [27], [10], [36] for a tiny sample).

Whereas the strategy space in stable matching games and two-hop games involves agents

choosing among ties with their neighbors, in inter-domain routing games the strategy space

involves agents choosing a combination of routes and prices for forwarding the traffic. Now

we will discuss literature more specific to our work in Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.4.1 followed by a

description of the focus of this thesis.

2.1 Stable Matching Games and Contribution Games

Stable matching problem was introduced in [1] under the basic setting of nodes par-

titioned into two sets (i.e., a bipartite graph), with each node having preferences over the

nodes from the other set, and each node desiring to get matched (i.e., getting assigned)

to at most one node from the other set as high as possible in its preference list. Stable

matching problem investigates the possibility of stable outcomes (called stable matchings)

in this setting, where stability corresponds to no two nodes prefering each other over their

present partners. Different variants of stable matching problems have been studied inten-

sively over the last few decades. On the algorithmic side; existence, efficient algorithms,

and improvement dynamics for stable matchings over bipartite graphs have been of interest

(for references, see standard textbooks [37], [38], [39]). Many-to-one and many-to-many

versions of stable matching have also been studied in the literature and it has been shown

that stable matchings exist when the underlying graph is bipartite [40], [41], [8].
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In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we build on the more general stable roommates problem,

in which every player can be matched to every other player. For general preference lists,

there have been numerous works characterizing and algorithmically deciding existence of

stable matchings [42], [43], [2] for stable roommates problem. It has been known [42]

that there are some instances of stable roommates problem which do not admit a stable

matching. Irving [42] gives a polynomial time algorithm which detects the existence of

a stable matching and if so, finds one such matching. Chung [2] identified that non-

existence of odd rings is a sufficient condition for stable matchings to exist and proved

that in such a situation letting randomly selected blocking pairs to get matched converges

with probability one. Although stable matchings may not exist for some instances of

stable roommates problem, another natural solution concept for matching problems is

fractional stable matching. In a fractional stable matching, a node gets matched to each

of its adjacent node with a fraction with sum of fractions at most 1, thus generalizing the

concept of stable matching. It has been proved that fractional stable matchings are always

guaranteed to exist [44]. Furthermore, it has been shown that fractional stable matchings

exhibit interesting polyhedral properties [44], [45], [43], e.g., the extreme points of the

polyhedron representing stable matchings are always half-integral. For the correlated

stable roommates problem, where the preference lists are implicitly specified by associating

weights with each edge, the existence of (integral) stable matchings is guaranteed by

a potential function argument [3], [46], and convergence time of random improvement

dynamics is polynomial [47]. In [4], price of anarchy and stability bounds for approximate

correlated stable matchings were provided. Similar studies in a setting with geometric

distances were conducted in [48].

Stable roommates problems can be closely tied to some of the results that involve

game-theoretic models for contribution. A prominent example of game-theoretic models

of contribution is the general approach by Ballester et al [49], in which equilibria exhibit

similarities with a commonly known centrality index in social networks. See [7] for an

analysis of a broad framework that includes this game and several others (such as public

goods games [5]). In all these games, however, players contribute quite generally to the

whole society, and not to particular links or relationships. In [9] the authors consider

a contribution game closely connected to stable roommate problem. Here the agents

have a budget of effort and contribute parts of this effort towards specific projects and

relationships. In the most basic setting that they consider, each project is modeled as an
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edge between two nodes and there is a convex reward function associated with each project

which specifies the reward obtained by the endpoints as a function of their contribution to

the project. Stable matching with cardinal utilities is a specific version of this basic setting,

with each agent having a unit budget to be spent fully on each edge. The authors in [9]

further consider a variety of edge reward functions and investigate existence and quality

of associated equilibria assuming that the reward of a project is split equally among the

participants. Different frameworks for reward sharing has been a central theme in game

theory since its beginning, especially in cooperative games [50]. Recently, there have been

prominent algorithmic results also for network bargaining [51], [52] and credit allocation

problems [53]. Another recent line of work [54], [55] treats extensions of cooperative games,

where players invest into different coalitional projects, with the focus of the work being

global design of reward sharing schemes to guarantee cooperative stability criteria. In

Chapter 3, we will take an approach that is closer to, e.g., recent work on profit sharing

games [56], [57]. In these works, the authors describe and calculate PoA of several reward

sharing schemes under the framework of cooperative games with a guarantee that strong

Nash equilibria always exist for these schemes.

2.2 Games Theoretical Models of Inter-domain Routing

Research in inter-domain traffic engineering has gained momentum over the last

decade, although the bulk of this work has been devoted to inter-domain traffic engi-

neering solutions in the context of BGP, through intelligent use of some of its parame-

ters/flexibilities. Works such as [58], [59] discuss methods for doing inter-domain traffic

engineering by careful control of BGP route advertisements, while [60] discusses how the

BGP AS-Path attribute can be manipulated for that purpose. General guidelines for traffic

engineering within the context of BGP are discussed in [12]. The authors in [61] discuss an

extension to BGP to enable multipath inter-domain routing. A cooperative optimization-

based approach to inter-domain traffic engineering based on dual decomposition and Nash

bargaining is described in [62]. The authors of [63] analyze the current tiered pricing

practices in the wholesale transit market, and suggest that incorporating both traffic de-

mand and carrying cost into a small number of tiers yields good performance. A symbiotic

optimization based inter-domain traffic engineering approach is discussed in [64]. How-

ever, the above line of work on inter-domain traffic engineering does not take into account

strategic pricing by different ISPs/domains or study the inter-domain traffic engineering
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question from a game-theoretic perspective. The efficiency of selfish flow routing by users

is considered in [65] and [15] studies flow equilibrium efficiency with optimal routing at the

intra-domain level and selfish routing across domains. The pricing competition question

across domains (ISPs) is however not considered in these works.

There is a growing body of literature on strategic pricing of bandwidth/flow/services

over the Internet, although most of the existing work uses restrictive network topology

models [66]. The flow and price control leader-follower game between a set of users (fol-

lower) and an ISP (leader) – which controls a link, or a set of tandem links – is studied

in [67], [68]. The authors in [69, 70] studies the question of pricing/tolling of network edges

(links) towards realizing efficient Nash flow equilibria, but does not address the issue of

price competition between providers. For a single profit-maximizing ISP, equilibrium ef-

ficiency questions are studied in [71]. The scenario in [72] considers pricing competition

between multiple providers at a single access point, and shows that Nash equilibria are

socially efficient; the work however does not consider more general topologies, or coali-

tional deviations. In [73], the authors show the inefficiency of Nash equilibria in a pricing

game model with general concave user utilities, and proposes a revenue-sharing policy that

encourages ISPs to cooperate towards attaining better efficiency.

Next-hop routing and pricing models have been considered in, for example, [74] and

[75]. However, these papers only consider a single-source single-sink network, and associate

latency functions with links instead of link capacities. In [76], the authors consider next-

hop inter-domain routing as in BGP, but focuses on the issue of incentive-compatibility.

The work [77] looks at the incentive-compatibility of best-response dynamics in BGP

routing. Somewhat more general routing game is considered in [78] that can also include

next-hop routing as a special case, but uses a very different pricing mechanism from the

one considered here. Specifically, in our work the ISP can change the price that it is asking

to forward traffic unilaterally, while in [78] a price is considered to be a bilateral contract,

so that it takes both participants (the payer and the payee) in order to change the asking

price.

Routing with pricing mechanisms can also be related to classic economic theory as

an instance of exchange economy: transit nodes are selling bandwidth, and source nodes

are purchasing it. The study of such markets, and the Walrasian (a.k.a. competitive)

equilibria in these settings, is a major area in Economics, see for example [79]. However,

it is not known whether these classic results hold if the players are also in charge of setting
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the prices for the goods: a setting which we will analyze in Chapter 5.

Because in our setting in Chapter 5 the players are in control of the prices, and

may change them if it is to their benefit, this work is also relevant to the area of path

auctions, and in general settings where firms or edges can choose prices while anticipating

their return based on these prices. In path auctions (e.g. [80]), edges choose prices, and

the cheapest path is purchased; such work usually only involves a single path and integral

purchase of edges. In works such as [74], [15], [81], [82], the edges in the network choose

prices, and the cost of a route depends both on these prices and on the latency cost of

this route. Thus, instead of choosing the cheapest route, source nodes also must worry

about the routes of others, and the resulting latency, resulting in a Nash equilibrium of a

congestion game. This setting considers ISPs to be single nodes instead of subnetworks,

does not include edge capacities, and is usually analyzed only for special network types

such as parallel links or parallel-path networks. While inter-domain pricing-forwarding

games have been considered in our recent work as well [83], the results there have been

obtained under a restricted model in which there is a single destination node, the internal

capacities of ISPs are sufficiently large, and certain link capacity assumptions are satisfied

to ensure that the system remains non-monopolistic.

The authors in [84], [85] uses a very similar model to our Path model in Chapter 5

with convex costs. Although they only consider single-node ISP topologies, another major

difference which completely changes the equilibrium properties is that in [84], [85] each

player is only allowed to choose quadratic pricing functions (i.e., the price grows linearly

with the amount of load), while in our model each player chooses linear price functions (i.e.,

a constant price for each unit of bandwidth). Both types of price functions are reasonable

for different contexts. We would argue that having linear pricing is more natural and

common, and leads to simpler user behavior: users simply choose routes that cost the

least, instead of expecting the cost of the route to change based on the choices made by

other users. Finally, our Path model in Chapter 5 is essentially a special case of [86, 87]; by

considering linear source utilities we are able to show the existence of coalitionally-stable

pricing for optimal flows. In contrast, [86], [87] do not consider players that may control

an entire subnetwork, and due to their more general source utilities, are only able to show

the existence of good stable pricing under optimistic assumptions about the absence of

monopolies or the sparsity of the network.
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2.3 Network Formation and ISP-IXP Interaction

The interaction between the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet eX-

change Points (IXPs) is extremely important for the modern Internet: a considerable

portion of Internet traffic [88], [89] passes through an IXP, and thus requires two ISPs to

form a connection with each other by paying an IXP to forward their traffic. A typical IXP

architecture corresponds to an ethernet switch through which member ISPs can exchange

traffic [90], [88]. In return, each member ISP makes a payment to the IXP of which the

recurring charges are determined by the port capacities requested by ISPs: see the follow-

ing sample fee structures [91], [92]. Then each member ISP can form connections with a

subset of other ISPs in order to exchange traffic [88]. A large number of IXPs, especially

in Europe, are operated on a non-profit basis [93] and the operating costs of an IXP are

largely determined by the cost of the infrastructure needed for traffic exchange [94].

This view of nodes (ISPs) forming connections for mutual benefit is most similar to

the classic network formation game introduced in [22]. In this work the authors consider

a setting in which two nodes can form links with mutual consent (if it benefits both of

them) but any node can sever the connection if it hurts its utility. However, the crucial

factor that makes our work different is the presence of an intermediary, for example, in the

same version if the intermediary charges exorbitant prices for nodes to form connections

then no nodes would be able to form any connections. Our network formation game with

intermediary can be viewed as a natural extension of this abstract setting (introduced

in [22]) to incorporate the presence of an intermediary. In fact, our notion of stability is

also a direct extension of the notion of pairwise stability in [22]. Similar pairwise-stability

notions are explored in other network formation games and related works such as [25],

[95], [9].

Taking a slightly different view of the IXP-ISP interaction, the IXP can be seen as

a marketplace in which the seller (the IXP) sells capacity for forming connections to its

clients (the ISPs). This is most similar to the concept of envy-free pricing. This was first

explored by Guruswami et al. [96] and subsequently analyzed in work such as [97, 98, 99]

etc. In envy-free pricing, the seller (or the central intermediary) finds pi for each good i

such that given these prices every buyer gets a good (or a bundle of goods) with maximum

utility. This is similar to an IXP determining a price to be charged for sharing a unit of

traffic, and given this price the ISPs share traffic that’s most beneficial to them. However,

the crucial difference between the above work of envy-free pricing and our work is that the
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the intermediary/IXP (i.e., the seller) is selling pairwise connections instead of connections

(items) to individual buyers which leads to the additional complexities. For example, in

our work marginal cost pricing would lead to optimal as well as stable solutions instead of a

worst-case factor of 2 (See Theorem 27), if not for the requirement of pairwise connections.

2.4 Our Focus

2.4.1 Incorporating Social Context

The models in which the rewards earned by rest of the agents play a direct role in the

reward of an agent have been recently popular in algorithmic game theory. One important

motivation for these models has been social setting where people care about the rewards

earned by the people they are close to. Ledyard [100] and Fehr [101] present evidence of

social traits such as friendship, reciprocity, fairness affecting economic activities. Several

later works discuss how incorporating such social traits impacts the outcome of various

classes of games. In many of such works, variations of a popular model has been considered,

this base model being each agent optimizing a perceived utility that is a weighted linear

combination of his own utility and the utilitarian welfare function. For example, [102]

show that altruism can deteriorate performance of atomic congestion games but improves

performance for the class of symmetric load balancing games. Hoefer and Skopalik [103]

investigate convergence issues with altruistic agents and discuss hardness results for finding

minimum number of altruistic agents needed for system stability. Elias et al [104] show

that having socially-aware agents can yield improved networks, a special case being ISP

networks. Chen and Kempe [105] give precise PoA bounds for traffic routing games where

players exhibit altruistic tendencies and Chen et al [106] extend the game-theoretic notion

of smoothness to altruistic games. They also prove that for congestion games and cost-

sharing games, robust PoA (introduced by [107]) increases but does not change for utility

games. They also show that pure PoA decreases for symmetric singleton linear congestion

games with increasing altruistic tendencies. Rahn and Schafer [108] have a similarly

themed work as [106] for contribution games.

There are some works which differ from the above by taking a more local view of

altruism, i.e., in their models agents need not care about social welfare of the whole system

but the welfare of only some agents. Ashlagi et al [109] define several such games (e.g.,

surplus collaboration, minmax collaboration) and show that introducing social context can

have an effect of non-existence of potential function or sometimes non-existence of even
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pure NE in the games otherwise known to have a potential function. Anagnostopoulos et

al [110] discuss inefficiency of congestion games and minsum scheduling games when the

extent to which an agent cares about rewards of other agents can be different for all the

agents. For a similar framework, Hoefer and Skopalik [111] characterize the class of games

with social context which admit potential function Buehler et al [112] prove tight PoA

bounds for load-balancing games when an agent cares about rewards of nodes designated

as her friends and show that PoA can become worse than load-balancing games without

friendship.

1. Friendship utilities: In approaches like [102] - [106], the social context is global

in nature, i.e., an agent cares about the social welfare of the whole system whereas

the approaches in works like [112], [109], [111] has been mostly local in nature, i.e.,

an agent cares about the welfare of only a selected group of agents. In Chapter 3,

we will apply social context to stable matching games with the results extending to

contribution games by taking an approach that smoothly interpolates between these

global and local approaches. We will call the agent utility model we consider for this

purpose as friendship utilities.

2. Two-Hop Games: In most of the network formation games (e.g., [22], [27], [10],

[36]) as well as in the games with social context discussed above, the agents try to

optimize their utility considering the whole network or derive benefit just from the

local neighborhood. In contrast with this, we will investigate a setting where agents

may neither be as farsighted to be concerned about the actions of remote nodes nor be

so myopic as to consider only the benefit they derive from their immediate neighbors.

In particular, in chap 4 we will state the framework of Two-Hop games where the

agents derive benefit from their immediate as well as two-hop neighborhood. The

decision of not considering nodes beyond two hops stems from the observation that

human agents rarely consider “contacts of a contact of a contact” (3-hop contacts)

or further while forming their relationships. After stating the framework, we will

analyze two natural classes of two-hop games.

2.4.2 Inter-domain Routing

The pricing and forwarding questions for inter-domain traffic are intertwined: the

“price of forwarding” as chosen by an ISP will naturally impact the traffic it receives, as

it will determine how much traffic its neighboring ISPs will offer. Similarly, traffic routing
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by an ISP from the ingress to the egress nodes through its internal network will depend

on the prices offered by its neighboring nodes, since each ISP would naturally like to send

flow to the destination at minimum cost. The question we study in this thesis involves

finding the “right” price that ISPs should charge for traffic forwarding services within the

framework of destination-based, next-hop routing, which is the current Internet practice.

Note that an ISP obtains payments from its upstream neighbors for accepting their traffic

for forwarding, and must in turn pay its downstream neighbors for receiving its traffic

(i.e., the traffic it has accepted to forward, plus the traffic that originates within its own

network).

We assume that ISPs are interested in maximizing their individual profits, defined as

the revenue (or utility) an ISP earns by accepting its neighbors’ traffic as well as that of its

own subscribers (end-users), minus the cost incurred for sending traffic to its neighbors. In

this framework, the question we consider in our work is how inter-domain traffic forwarding

services should be priced so that it is stable and efficient. Posed another way, we address

the question of whether efficient inter-domain traffic engineering can be realized within a

framework where ISPs compete with each other for traffic and revenue. More specifically,

this comprises of studying the two following issues: (i) The existence of equilibrium prices

and flows, from which ISPs (that can anticipate how the traffic would vary in response

to price changes) would not have any incentive to deviate; (ii) The efficiency of this

equilibrium, in terms of maximizing the overall network utility (generalized throughput)

defined solely in terms of the traffic flows. (iii) Resilience of this equilibrium in terms of

ISPs having no incentive to cooperate to obtain a higher utility.

2.4.3 Network Formation with Intermediaries

Primarily motivated by the ISP-IXP interaction from 2.3, we propose a model of

network formation games through intermediary in Chapter 6. In this model, we assume

that the cost of a node is composed of two components: (i) The total connection cost

incurred due to connections with its neighbors and (ii) Payment to the intermediary. The

nodes form connections through the intermediary so as to minimize their cost. It requires

mutual consent of two nodes to form a connection between them, or to increase its strength,

however severing a connection (or decreasing its strength) could be a unilateral decision.

In this framework, we are interested in analyzing whether stable as well as efficient

networks of connections exist where the intermediary splits its operating cost among the
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nodes according to the well-known notions of proportional and marginal cost pricing. Here

a stable network of connections means a state where no pair of nodes have any incentive

to increase their connection strength and no node benefits by severing (or weakening)

an adjacent connection. Efficiency of a solution is measured in terms of how close its

social cost is to the minimum possible social cost. Existence of efficient stable solutions

in this context would imply that despite of strategic behavior of nodes (e.g., ISPs), the

system performs well in terms of achieving a low social cost with marginal cost pricing

and proportional cost pricing.

Now that we have reviewed the related work and focus of this thesis, we will proceed

to describe in details the main body of our work.



CHAPTER 3

Stable Matchings in Social Context

In this chapter, we will investigate how incorporating social context of friendship between

nodes can influence stable matching games whenever the perceived utility of nodes a

function of its own reward and the rewards of the nodes it cares about. Afterwards, we

present our results in Section 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Model

Correlated stable matching games is a prominent subclass of general cardinal stable

matching games. In these games, we are given a (non-bipartite) graph G = (V,E) with

edge weights re > 0 for all e ∈ E. Every node is a player and strives to build (at most)

one incident edge from E. A matching M ⊆ E is a non-overlapping set of edges. In a

matching M , if node u is unmatched, the reward of node u is 0. Otherwise, if u is matched

to node v, the reward of node u is defined to be exactly re. This can be interpreted as both

u and v getting an identical reward from being matched together. We will also consider

unequal reward sharing, where for each e = {u, v} ∈ E in addition to re we have two

rewards rue , r
v
e ≥ 0 with rue + rve = re. Therefore, the preference ordering of each node over

its possible matches is implied by the rewards that this node obtains from different edges.

A pair of nodes {u, v} is called a blocking pair in matching M if u and v are not matched

to each other in M , but can both strictly increase their rewards by being matched to each

other instead. A matching with no blocking pairs is called a stable matching.

While the matching model above has been well-studied, in this thesis we are inter-

ested in stable matchings with externalities that arise in the presence of social context.

Denote the reward obtained by a node v in a matching M as Rv. We now consider the

case when node u not only cares about its own reward, but also about the rewards of

its friends. Specifically, for node v ∈ V we denote by Nd(v) the set of nodes that have

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer. (2012, Apr.) Friendship, altruism, and reward sharing

in stable matching and contribution games. [Online]. Available: http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.5780 (Last

Accessed on Feb. 8, 2015).

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer, “Friendship and stable matching,” in Algorithms - ESA,

vol. 8125. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 49–60.
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shortest distance of exactly d to v in G. Then the perceived or friendship utility of node v

in matching M is defined as

Uv = Rv +

diam(G)∑
d=1

αd
∑

u∈Nd(v)

Ru,

where 1 ≥ α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0 (we use ~α to denote the vector of αi values). In other words,

for a node u that is distance d away from v, the utility of v increases by an αd factor of

the reward received by u. Thus, if αd = 0 for all d ≥ 2, this means that nodes only care

about their neighbors, while if all αd > 0, this means that nodes are altruistic and care

about the rewards of everyone in the graph. The perceived utility is the quantity that the

nodes are trying to maximize, and thus, in the presence of externalities, a blocking pair

is a pair of nodes such that each node can increase its perceived utility by matching to

each other. Using this definition of blocking pair, a stable matching is again a matching

without such a blocking pair.

Example 1. Consider a simple path of four nodes, with edges e1 = {w, u}, e = {u, v}, e2 =

{v, z}. This structure will play a prominent role throughout the thesis. First assume that

re1 = re2 = 1 and re = 1 + ε, for ε > 0. We consider equal sharing, that is, both incident

players receive the same reward from an edge. For small values of ε, the matching with

maximum total reward is M∗ = {e1, e2}. For ~α = 0, however, the unique stable matching

is Ms = {e}, as both u and v can strictly improve their rewards for every matching M

with e 6∈M .

Now assume that ε < 0.33 and we have friendship utilities with α1 = 0.5 and

α2 = α3 = 0. It is easy to observe that Ms remains a stable matching. Consider one of

the possible pairs {u,w} and {v, z}. In each one, the perceived utility of u or v would go

down from 1.5 · (1 + ε) to 1.5, respectively. Hence, none of them constitutes a blocking

pair and Ms is stable. If, however, both of these edges are constructed, then M∗ is also a

stable matching. The only possible blocking pair e destroys both {u,w} and {v, z}. Then

the perceived utility deteriorates from 2 to 1.5 · (1 + ε) < 2 for both u and v. Hence, e is

not a blocking pair, and M∗ is stable. �

We also study more general stable matching models with nodes u and v receiving

different rewards ruuv and rvuv from an edge {u, v} ∈ M . Under these conditions, a stable

matching is not guaranteed to exist. Instead, we resort to fractional stable matchings

defined as follows. In a fractional matching M there is a real number xe ∈ [0, 1] for
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each edge e. It represents the degree to which edge e is “in the matching” and can be

thought of as the strength of the match between the nodes incident to e. In addition,

for every node u there is a budget constraint
∑

e∈E,e3u xe ≤ 1. Fractional matching is

especially well-motivated in a social context, since it captures the idea of relationships of

varying strengths. The budget constraint models the fact that a single person cannot be

involved in an unlimited amount of strong relationships. With fractional link strengths,

the reward of a node u for an edge e becomes xe · rue , and the total reward of node u

becomes
∑

e∈E,e3u xer
u
e .

A fractional stable matching is a fractional matching without blocking pairs. Analo-

gous to a blocking pair for an integral matching, a blocking pair for a fractional matching is

an edge {u, v} such that by increasing the strength of edge {u, v} (and possibly decreasing

the strengths of some other edges {u,w} and {v, z} to keep the budget constraints), both u

and v strictly improve their utilities. For fractional matching, the extension to friendships,

social context, and perceived utility is straightforward. Throughout the thesis, the term

stable matching refers to an integral stable matching. We will explicitly mention when

fractional stable matchings are studied.

Example 1 (contd.). For our path example with equal sharing above without friendship

and ~α = 0, Ms is the unique stable matching. It is also the unique fractional stable

matching, as every fractional matching M that has xe < 1 allows u and v to jointly increase

xe to 1 (and thereby possibly decreasing xe1 and xe2). In every case, this represents an

increase of the reward of both u and v.

For the case of friendship utilities with α1 = 0.5 and ε < 0.33, every linear combi-

nation between the stable matchings Ms and M∗ constitutes a fractional stable matching,

and it is easy to see that these are the only fractional stable matchings. For instance,

xe1 = 0.75, xe = 0.25 and xe2 = 0.75 is one such fractional stable matching. A small

increase of δ on either xe1 or xe2 leads to a decrease on xe by the same amount. The

changes in perceived utility are the same as observed above (times δ), so this represents

a deterioration of the reward of u or v, respectively. An increase on e is not profitable for

neither u nor v for the same reasons. �

3.2 Our Contribution

Equal Sharing In Section 3.3, we consider stable matching with friendship utilities

and equal reward sharing. We express the perceived utility of a node as a weighted linear
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combination of utilities of all the nodes, with αi being the weight associated with utility of

a node i-hops away. Our first insight here is a monotonicity result about the set of stable

matchings: when we increase any αi, the set of stable matchings only expands. This

implies that a stable matching exists, the price of anarchy (ratio of the maximum-weight

matching with the worst stable matching) can only increase, and the price of stability

(ratio with the best stable matching) can only decrease. In fact, the price of anarchy

remains at most 2, the same as in the case without friendship. The price of stability, on

the other hand, improves in the presence of friendship, as we can show a tight bound of

2+2α1
1+2α1+α2

. Moreover, we present a dynamic process that converges to a stable matching of

at least this quality in polynomial time if initiated from a social optimum matching. Our

results imply that with network externalities, the price of stability can greatly improve:

e.g., if α1 = α2 = 1
2 , then the price of stability is at most 6

5 , and a solution of this quality

can be obtained efficiently.

The price of stability relies only on α1 and α2, because a deviation to a blocking

pair {u, v} affects the matching only w.r.t. nodes in distance of at most 2 from u and v.

To construct a good stable matching we have to ensure resilience to such deviations, and

as their effect is “local” in this sense, this locality is reflected also in the bound.

General Reward Sharing In Section 3.4 we study more general reward sharing schemes.

When two nodes matched together may receive different rewards, an integral stable match-

ing may not exist. Thus, we focus on fractional stable matchings which we show to always

exist, even with friendship utilities. Fractional matching is well-motivated in a social con-

text, since the fractional amount of an edge in the matching corresponds to the strength

of the link/relationship between this pair of nodes. We show that for arbitrary reward

sharing, prices of anarchy and stability depend on the level of inequality among reward

shares. Specifically, if R is the maximum ratio over all edges {u, v} ∈ E of the reward

shares of node u and v, then the price of anarchy is at most (1+R)(1+α1)
1+α1R

. Thus, compared

to the equal reward sharing case, if sharing is extremely unfair (R is unbounded), then

externalities become even more influential: changing α1 from 0 to 1
2 reduces the price of

anarchy from unbounded to at most 3. In addition, for several particularly natural local

reward sharing rules, we show that an integral stable matching exists, give improved price

of anarchy guarantees, and show tight lower bounds.
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Figure 3.1: Biswivel deviation.
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  before the deviation)

 (both u and v were unmatched

Figure 3.2: Swivel deviation.

General Additive-Separable Externalities Some of our results continue to hold

when the values of α are not tied to hop distance. In particular, suppose for each unordered

pair u, v ∈ V there are values αuuv ≥ 0 and αvvu ≥ 0, possibly independent of their distance,

and perceived utility of a node v is given by Uv = Rv +
∑

u6=v α
v
uvRu.

For equal sharing and αuv = αuuv = αvuv, a stable matching under friendship utilities

still exists. However, the set of stable matchings can change completely when increasing

~α from 0. Both prices of anarchy and stability can strictly increase in this case.

3.3 Stable Matching with Equal Reward Sharing

We begin by considering correlated stable matching in the presence of friendship

utilities. In this section, the reward received by both nodes of an edge in a matching is

the same, i.e., we use equal reward sharing, where every edge e has an inherent value

re and both endpoints receive this value if edge e is in the matching. We consider more

general reward sharing schemes in Section 3.4. Recall that the friendship utility of a node

v increases by αdRu for every node u, where d is the shortest distance between v and

u. We abuse notation slightly, and let αuv denote αd, so if u and v are neighbors, then

αuv = α1.

Given a matching M , let us classify the following types of improving deviations that

a blocking pair can undergo.

Definition 1. We call an improving deviation a biswivel whenever two neighbors u and

v switch to match to each other, such that both u and v were matched to some other nodes

before the deviation in M .
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See Fig. 3.1 for explanation. For such a biswivel to exist in a matching, the following

necessary and sufficient conditions must hold.

(1 + α1)ruv > (1 + α1)ruw + (α1 + αuz) rvz (3.1)

(1 + α1)ruv > (1 + α1)rvz + (α1 + αvw) ruw (3.2)

Intuitively, the left side of (3.1) quantifies the utility gained by u because of getting

matched to v and the right side quantifies the utility lost by u because of u and v breaking

their present matchings with w and z respectively. Hence (3.1) implies that u gains more

utility by getting matched with v than it loses because of u and v breaking their matchings

with v and z. Both sides of (3.2) can similarly be explained in the context of node v.

Definition 2. We call an improving deviation a swivel whenever two neighbors get

matched such that at least one node among the two neighbors was not matched before

the deviation.

See Fig. 3.2 for explanation. For such a swivel to occur, the following set of condi-

tions must hold.

(1 + α1)ruv > (1 + α1)ruw (3.3)

(1 + α1)ruv > (α1 + αvw)ruw (3.4)

Equation (3.3) says that u gains more utility by getting matched with v than it loses by

breaking its matching with w. Equation (3.4) says that v gains more utility by getting

matched with u than the utility it loses because of u breaking its matching with w. As

α1 + αvw ≤ 1 + α1, (3.4) is implied by (3.3). This means that if v is unmatched, the only

condition for {u, v} to be a blocking pair is that u should have net increase in utility by

getting matched with v. This is true even if v and w are neighbors. Canceling the factor

of 1 +α1, we can thus summarize this (necessary and sufficient) condition for swivel to be

an improving deviation as:

ruv > ruw (3.5)

All improving deviations by a blocking pair can be classified as either a biswivel or a swivel,

depending only on whether both nodes are matched or not. The following observation will

later be useful. It is straightforward to see it with inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) for a biswivel
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and (3.5) for a swivel.

Observation 1. Suppose nodes u and w are matched in M . If {u, v} forms a blocking

pair, then ruv > ruw.

3.3.1 Existence and Welfare of Stable Matchings with Friendship Utilities

Theorem 1. A stable matching exists in stable matching games with equal sharing and

friendship utilities. Moreover, the set of stable matchings without friendship (i.e., when

~α = 0) is a subset of the set of stable matchings with friendship utilities on the same

graph.

Proof. If ~α = 0, a stable matching M exists, because in this special case our model is

correlated stable matching. We prove now is that the same M is stable when we have

friendship utilities.

Suppose for contradiction that M is unstable for some value of ~α. This is possible

only if we have a blocking pair {u, v}. But this cannot happen because:

• If both u and v were unmatched in M then M could not have been stable for ~α = 0.

• If exactly one of u and v is unmatched in M , say u is matched to w and v is

unmatched, then for {u, v} to be a blocking pair, ruv > ruw by Observation 1. But

in such a case, M could not have been stable for ~α = 0.

• Suppose both u and v are matched in M , say u is matched to w and v is matched

to z. In such a case if {u, v} forms a blocking pair corresponding to a biswivel, then

by Observation 1, we have ruv > ruw and ruv > rvz and thus M could not have been

stable for ~α = 0.

Hence we have shown that no blocking pair exists in M with friendship utilities, thus

proving the theorem.

Let us quickly comment on coalitional deviations. Stable matchings exactly compose

the core of the stable matching game, i.e., every stable matching is also resilient to coali-

tional deviations that allow each deviating player to improve strictly. With externalities,

however, this relation breaks. In particular, while the set of stable matchings (resilient to

blocking pairs) expands when friendship increases, the core can become empty.
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Example 2. Consider a game with 6 nodes V = {v1, . . . , v6}. There is a square: e1 =

{v1, v2}, e2 = {v2, v3}, e3 = {v3, v4}, e4 = {v4, v1}. In addition, there are two leaves:

e5 = {v1, v5}, e6 = {v3, v6}. The rewards are re1 = re3 = 1, re2 = re4 = 0, re5 = re6 = 1.1.

Consider α1 = 1 and αd = 0 for d > 1. Observe that v1 and v5 always have an incentive

to deviate to e5, respectively, as this swivel improves both their (perceived) rewards. The

same for holds v3 and v6. Hence, the unique stable matching is M = {e5, e6}. However, in

M the coalition {v1, . . . , v4} can then jointly deviate to {e1, e3}, increasing their perceived

utility from 2.2 and 1.1 to 3. This shows that there is no strong equilibrium, i.e., the core

of the game with friendship is empty. �

While the core might be empty, our previous existence argument for stable matchings

can be significantly generalized to the case of general symmetric, non-negative influence

values αuv = αuuv = αvuv ≥ 0. Let us define quv = (1 + αuv)ruv for each unordered pair

u, v ∈ V . We term quv the “perceived edge reward” for every edge {u, v} ∈ E. It is

straightforward to set up the conditions for profitable biswivels and swivels similar to

(3.1)-(3.4) above. By inspection, we see that necessary conditions for a profitable biswivel

are quv > quw and quv > qvz. Similarly, for a swivel it is necessary that quv > quw. This

implies the same statement as in Observation 1 using quv instead of ruv. The perceived

edge reward is the same for both incident players. Now define an auxiliary stable matching

game SMGq with equal sharing and no friendship, which has exactly the same set of edges,

and each edge {u, v} ∈ E has reward quv. A stable matching M exists in SMGq. As we

only strengthen the requirements for a blocking pair when going from SMGq to our game

with friendship, M is also stable in our game with friendship.

Corollary 1. A stable matching exists in stable matching games with equal sharing and

friendship utilities based on general symmetric, non-negative α.

As the last result in this section, we bound the price of anarchy.

Theorem 2. The price of anarchy in stable matching games with equal sharing and friend-

ship utilities is at most 2, and this bound is tight.

This theorem is simply a special case of our much more general Theorem 6 below,

where we show a price of anarchy bound of 1 + R+α1
1+α1R

, with R being a measure of how

unequally players can share rewards on an edge. When players share edge rewards equally,

the price of anarchy bound in Theorem 6 reduces to 1 + 1+α1
1+α1

= 2, as desired. Observe

that Theorem 6 provides this bound even for all fractional stable matchings.
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3.3.2 Price of Stability and Convergence

The main result in this section bounds the price of stability in stable matching games

with friendship utilities to 2+2α1
1+2α1+α2

, and this bound is tight (see Theorem 4 below). This

bound has some interesting implications. It is decreasing in each α1 and α2, hence having

friendship utilities always yields a lower price of stability than without friendship utilities.

Also, note that values of α3, α4, ..., αdiam(G) have no influence. Thus, caring about players

more than distance 2 away does not improve the price of stability in any way. Also, if

α1 = α2 = 1, then PoS = 1, i.e., there will exist a stable matching which will also be a

social optimum. Thus loving thy neighbor and thy neighbor’s neighbor but nobody beyond

is sufficient to guarantee that there exists at least one socially optimal stable matching.

In fact, due to the shape of the curve, even small values of friendship quickly decrease the

price of stability; e.g., setting α1 = α2 = 0.1 already decreases the price of stability from

2 to ∼ 1.7.

We will establish the price of stability bound by defining an algorithm that creates

a good stable matching in polynomial time. One possible idea to create a stable matching

that is close to optimum is to use a Best-Blocking-Pair algorithm: Start with the best

possible matching, i.e. a social optimum, which may or may not be stable. Now choose the

“best” blocking pair {u, v}, the one with maximum edge reward ruv. Allow this blocking

pair to get matched to each other instead of their current partners. Check if the resulting

matching is stable. If it is not stable then allow the best blocking pair for this matching

to get matched. Repeat the procedure until there are no more blocking pairs, thereby

obtaining a stable matching.

This algorithm gives the desired price of stability and running time bounds for the

case of “altruism” when all αi are the same, see Corollary 2 below. To provide the desired

bound with general friendship utilities, we must alter this algorithm slightly using the

concept of relaxed blocking pair.

Definition 3. Given a matching M , we call a pair of nodes {u, v} a relaxed blocking pair

if either {u, v} form an improving swivel, or u and v are matched to w and z respectively,

with the following inequalities being true:

(1 + α1)ruv > (1 + α1)ruw + (α1 + α2) rvz (3.6)

(1 + α1)ruv > (1 + α1)rvz + (α1 + α2) ruw (3.7)
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In other words, a relaxed blocking pair ignores the possible edges between nodes u

and z, and has α2 in the place of αuz (similarly, α2 in the place of αvw). It is clear from this

definition that a blocking pair is also a relaxed blocking pair, since the conditions above

are less constraining than (3.1) and (3.2). Thus a matching with no relaxed blocking pairs

is also a stable matching. Moreover, it is easy to see that Observation 1 still holds for

relaxed blocking pairs. We will call a relaxed blocking pair satisfying (3.6) and (3.7)

a relaxed biswivel, which may or may not correspond to an improving deviation, since a

relaxed blocking pair is not necessarily a blocking pair.

3.3.2.1 The Best-Relaxed-Blocking-Pair Algorithm

Our algorithm to compute a near-optimal stable matching is the Best-Relaxed-

Blocking-Pair algorithm described below as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (Best-Relaxed-Blocking-Pair algorithm).

1. Initialize M = M∗ where M∗ is a socially optimum matching.

2. If there is no relaxed blocking pair, terminate. Otherwise, resolve relaxed blocking

pair {u, v} with maximum edge reward ruv by adding {u, v} to M and removing from

M any other matching edges incident to u and v.

3. Repeat step 2.

To establish the efficient running time and the price of stability bound of the re-

sulting stable matching, we first analyze the dynamics of this algorithm and prove some

helpful lemmas. We can interpret the algorithm as a sequence of swivel and relaxed

biswivel deviations, each inserting one edge into M , and removing up to two edges. It is

not guaranteed that the inserted edge will stay forever in M , as a subsequent deviation

can remove this edge from M . Let O1, O2, O3, · · · denote this sequence of deviations, and

e(i) denote the edge which got inserted into M because of Oi. We analyze the dynamics

of the algorithm as follows.

Observation 2. The first deviation O1 during the execution of Best-Relaxed-Blocking-

Pair is a relaxed biswivel.

This is straightforward, as O1 being a swivel would strictly improve the value of the

matching by Observation 1. As we begin the algorithm with M = M∗, O1 cannot be a

swivel, because there is no matching with value strictly greater than M∗.
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Lemma 1. Let Oj be a relaxed biswivel that takes place during the execution of the best

relaxed blocking pair algorithm. Suppose a deviation Ok takes place before Oj. Then we

have re(k) ≥ re(j). Furthermore, if Ok is a relaxed biswivel then e(k) 6= e(j) (thus at most

|E(G)| relaxed biswivels can take place during the execution of the algorithm).

It is important to note that this lemma does not say that re(i) ≥ re(j) for i < j. We

are only guaranteed that re(i) ≥ re(j) for i < j if Oj is a relaxed biswivel. Between two

successive relaxed biswivels Ok and Oj , the sequence of re(i) for consecutive swivels can

and does increase as well as decrease, and the same edge may be added to the matching

multiple times. All that is guaranteed is that re(j) for a biswivel Oj will have a lower value

than all the preceding re(i)’s. Thus, this lemma suggests a nice representation of Best-

Relaxed-Blocking-Pair in terms of phases, where we define a phase as a subsequence

of deviations that begins with a relaxed biswivel and continues until the next relaxed

biswivel. Observation 2 shows that the start of the sequence is also the start of the first

phase. Lemma 1 guarantees that at the start of each phase, the re(j) value is smaller than

the values in all previous phases, and that there is only a polynomial number of phases.

Now we proceed to prove Lemma 1.

Proof. Let e(j) = {v, z} get inserted in M because of a relaxed biswivel Oj . We first give

a brief outline of the proof. Suppose that the claim re(k) ≥ re(j) for k < j is false, and

we have an Ok with k < j such that re(k) < re(j). Clearly {v, z} could not have been a

relaxed blocking pair just before Ok, otherwise the algorithm would have chosen {v, z} as

the best relaxed blocking pair instead of Ok. We will show that this leads to a conclusion

that {v, z} cannot be a relaxed blocking pair even for Oj . This is a contradiction, hence

our assumption of re(k) < re(j) could not have been correct. Thus for all Ok such that

k < j we will have re(k) ≥ re(j). Later we will use similar reasoning to prove that if Oi with

i < j is a relaxed biswivel that takes place before a relaxed biswivel Oj , then e(i) 6= e(j).

Now let us proceed to the proof.

Suppose to the contrary that we have Ok with k < j such that re(k) < re(j) with

Oj being a relaxed biswivel. As discussed in the outline of the proof, this implies that

{v, z} was not a relaxed blocking pair at the time Ok was selected. Let S be the set of

nodes with whom v and z are matched at the time that Ok is selected. As long as S

does not change, v and z will not be a relaxed blocking pair, since the change in utility

experienced by v and z from matching to each other depends only on their partners in

the current matching, i.e., the set S. Thus for the relaxed biswivel Oj to occur, S must
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change between Ok and Oj . We will show that this leads to a contradiction: {v, z} cannot

be a relaxed blocking pair for the time Oj is selected.

Suppose v is matched to x and z is matched to y just before biswivel Oj . Since

{v, z} is a relaxed blocking pair at this point, we thus have

(1 + α1)rvz > (1 + α1)rvx + (α1 + α2)rzy (3.8)

(1 + α1)rvz > (1 + α1)rzy + (α1 + α2)rvx . (3.9)

Recall that {v, z} was not a relaxed blocking pair just before Ok, and to make it a relaxed

blocking pair for Oj , S must change between Ok and Oj . Let Ol be the last deviation

which changed S to {x, z}. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Ol adds the

edge {v, x}. Now we have two cases:

• {v, z} was a relaxed blocking pair at the time Ol is selected. In this case {v, x} could

not have been the best relaxed blocking pair for Ol, because (3.8) tells us rvz > rvx.

• {v, z} was not a relaxed blocking pair at the time Ol is selected. Suppose v was

matched with w before Ol. As {v, z} was not a relaxed blocking pair just before Ol,

we have

Either (1 + α1)rvz ≤ (1 + α1)rvw + (α1 + α2)rzy (3.10)

OR (1 + α1)rvz ≤ (1 + α1)rzy + (α1 + α2)rvw . (3.11)

(If v was unmatched just before Ol, then substitute rvw = 0 to obtain the appropriate

condition.) Assume that (3.10) that holds. Then, because Ol removes edge {v, w}

and adds edge {v, x}, we have rvx > rvw as Observation 1 holds for relaxed blocking

pairs. Thus, it holds

(1 + α1)rvz ≤ (1 + α1)rvx + (α1 + α2)rzy . (3.12)

This contradicts (3.8), and thus {v, z} cannot be a relaxed blocking pair at the time

Oj is selected. The same conclusion can be reached if we assume inequality (3.11)

holds true.

In either case we obtain a contradiction, thus showing that if Oj is a relaxed biswivel,

then for all Ok with k < j, we have re(k) < re(j).
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The only remaining piece is to prove e(k) 6= e(j) if Ok is a relaxed biswivel. Notice

that if e(k) = e(j) = {v, z}, then S has to change between Ok and Oj . Now we use exactly

the reasoning from the previous paragraph to arrive at a contradiction, thus proving that

e(k) 6= e(j).

If α1 = α2, the conditions for a blocking pair are identical to the conditions for

a relaxed blocking pair. Hence, our algorithm corresponds to letting the best blocking

pair deviate at each step. As a special case, for ~α = 0 and correlated stable matching,

this algorithm is known to provide a stable matching in polynomial time [47]. For friend-

ship utilities, however, (quick) convergence was previously unknown. We now show that

even with the addition of friendship, Best-Relaxed-Blocking-Pair (and thus Best-

Blocking-Pair when α1 = α2) terminates and produces a stable matching. Moreover,

it does so in polynomial time.

If instead of the best we pick some arbitrary blocking pair, then there exists an

instance in which, starting from the empty matching, a sequence of blocking pairs of

length 2Ω(n) exists until reaching a stable matching, even without friendship. This is

directly implied by recent results in correlated stable matching [113].

A trivial adjustment of the gadget in [113] allows us to construct the exponential

sequence even when starting from the social optimum. We scale the reward of each (origi-

nal) edge i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} in the gadget from i to 1+i ·ε, for some tiny ε > 0. This preserves

all incentives and the structure of all blocking pairs. Then, we add an auxiliary neighbor

for each (original) player and connect it via an auxiliary edge of reward 1. The social

optimum is obviously given by matching each original player with his auxiliary neighbor.

However, the exponential sequence of blocking pairs still exists, because auxiliary edges

are not rewarding enough to influence blocking pairs among original players. Given that

such exponential-length sequences exist, it is perhaps surprising that our algorithm indeed

finds a stable matching and it terminates in polynomial time.

Theorem 3. Best-Relaxed-Blocking-Pair outputs a stable matching after O(m2)

iterations, where m is the number of edges in the graph.

Proof. Consider the three possible changes that can occur to the matching M during

each iteration: a swivel could add a new edge, or it could delete an edge and add an

edge with strictly higher re value. A relaxed biswivel deletes two edges and adds an edge

with higher re value than either. If no biswivels take place, the number of edges in the
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matching cannot decrease. Hence, the total number of consecutive swivels is O(m2). Now

consider the structure of the sequence in phases. The relaxed biswivel in the beginning

can allow at most m additional swivels to occur, since it reduces the number of edges

by one. As there are at most m relaxed biswivel deviations possible by Lemma 1, the

algorithm terminates after at most O(m2) deviations. At the end of the algorithm, there

exist no relaxed blocking pairs. Since a blocking pair is also a relaxed blocking pair, the

final matching produced by the algorithm is a stable matching.

3.3.2.2 Upper Bound on Price of Stability

To prove the bound, we need some notation. We define a sequence of mappings

from M∗ to E(G). Define h0 : M∗ → E(G) as h0(e) = e. Depending on Oi, we define hi

as follows: Suppose Oi is a deviation that removes edge hi−1(ej) from M . If Oi inserts

edge el in M then set hi(ej) = el. For all other ek ∈ M∗, keep hi(ek) same as hi−1(ek).

Let us note that a deviation Oi may not remove any edges from {hi−1(ej) : ej ∈ M∗}.

This can happen because during the course of the algorithm, two unmatched nodes can

get matched, say to insert ep into M . No edges in M∗ get mapped to ep. If this edge

is removed from M by a later deviation, the mapping may not change, since no edge is

mapped to ep. To summarize, hi may be the same as hi−1, or may differ from hi−1 in one

location (in case of a swivel), or in two locations (in case of a relaxed biswivel). Denote

the resulting mapping when our algorithm terminates by hM .

Coupling Observation 1 with the definition of mappings hi, we directly see:

Observation 3. {rhi(e)}i≥0 is a nondecreasing sequence and rhi+1(e) > rhi(e) whenever

hi+1(e) 6= hi(e).

The next lemma will be instrumental in proving the price of stability bound.

Lemma 2. If hM (ei) = hM (ej) with ei 6= ej then

1. There must exist a relaxed biswivel Ok such that hk−1(ei) 6= hk−1(ej) but Ok makes

hk(ei) = hk(ej). Furthermore, for all p ≥ k we have hp(ei) = hp(ej).

2. There does not exist another el ∈M∗ such that hM (el) = hM (ei) = hM (ej).

3. rei + rej <
2+2α1

1+2α1+α2
× rhM (ei)

Proof. To prove the first part, say Ol was the first deviation such that hl−1(ei) 6= hl−1(ej)

and hl(ei) = hl(ej). This cannot happen because of a swivel deviation because a swivel
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can make hl(e) 6= hl−1(e) for at most for one e ∈M∗. Thus Ol must be a relaxed biswivel.

Set k = l, and it is easy to see that for p ≥ k we have hp(ei) = hp(ej). Hence the first

part is proven.

To prove the second part, suppose there exists an el with el 6= ei 6= ej such that

hM (el) = hM (ei) = hM (ej). From the first part, there must exist a relaxed biswivel Ok

s.t. hk−1(ei) 6= hk−1(el) but hk(ei) = hk(el). Similarly there must exist a relaxed biswivel

Op s.t. hp−1(ei) 6= hp−1(ej) but hp(ei) = hp(ej). Without loss of generality say p > k.

Using Lemma 1 we get re(k) ≥ re(p). But from Observation 3, we have re(k) < re(p), since

e(p) = hp(ei) > hk(ei) = e(k). We obtain a contradiction here, thus proving that there

does not exist another el ∈M∗ with hM (el) = hM (ei) = hM (ej).

To prove the third part, consider a relaxed biswivel Ok such that hk−1(ei) 6= hk−1(ej)

and hk(ei) = hk(ej). Substitute ruv = rhk(ei), ruw = rhk−1(ei) and rvz = rhk−1(ej) in (3.1)

and (3.2). Adding these inequalities and simplifying we get

rhk−1(ei) + rhk−1(ej) <
2 + 2α1

1 + 2α1 + α2
· rhk(ei) . (3.13)

From Observation 3, we know {rhi(e)}i≥0 is a nondecreasing sequence. Using this in (3.13)

we get

rei + rej <
2 + 2α1

1 + 2α1 + α2
· rhM (ei) . (3.14)

Using Lemma 2, we can partition edges of M∗ into two sets as follows. Let B denote

the set of edges ei ∈M∗ such that hM (ei) = hM (ej) for some ej ∈M∗. Let A denote the

remaining edges in M∗. We can further partition set B into two sets P and Q as follows.

Choose a pair ei and ej in B such that hM (ei) = hM (ej). Denote ej by µ(ei). Put ei in P

and µ(ei) in Q. Notice that value of the matching M that Best-Relaxed-Blocking-

Pair gives as output is at least
∑

e∈A rhM (e) +
∑

e∈P rhM (e). Possible additional edges in

M are produced because of swivels which match two previously unmatched nodes with

each other.

This allows us to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4. The price of stability in stable matching games with equal sharing and friend-

ship utilities is at most 2+2α1
1+2α1+α2

, and this bound is tight.
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Proof. The value of M∗ is given by

w(M∗) =
∑
e∈A

re +
∑
e∈P

re +
∑
e∈Q

re

=
∑
e∈A

re +
∑
e∈P

(re + rµ(e)) .

Using Lemma 2, for e ∈ P we have re + rµ(e) <
2+2α1

1+2α1+α2
· rhM (e). Using Observation 3,

for e ∈ A we have re ≤ rhM (e). Thus, we get

w(M∗) ≤
∑
e∈A

rhM (e) +
∑
e∈P

2 + 2α1

1 + 2α1 + α2
· rhM (e)

≤ 2 + 2α1

1 + 2α1 + α2
·

(∑
e∈A

rhM (e) +
∑
e∈P

rhM (e)

)
.

Note that this inequality may not be strict since A may be empty. This could happen

if each edge in M∗ gets removed because of a relaxed biswivel as the algorithm proceeds

(though it may be possible that it is inserted later). We also have w(M) ≥
∑

e∈A rhM (e) +∑
e∈P rhM (e) for the final matching M of the algorithm. Using this,

w(M∗) ≤ 2 + 2α1

1 + 2α1 + α2
· w(M) ,

which proves the bound on the price of stability, since M is a stable matching.

To prove the tightness of the bound, assume α2 = 0 and set ruv = 1+2α1+ε
1+α1

, ruw =

rvz = 1 in Fig. 3.1. Then we have {{u, v}} as the only stable matching but the social

optimum is {{u,w}, {v, z}}. Thus, we get a price of stability of 2+2α1
1+2α1+ε . With ε→ 0, this

yields a tight bound for α2 = 0.

Theorems 3 and 4, yield the following corollary about the behavior of best blocking

pair dynamics. It applies in particular to the model of altruism when αi = α for all

i = 1, . . . , diam(G), as for α1 = α2, Best-Relaxed-Blocking-Pair is Best-Blocking-

Pair.

Corollary 2. If α1 = α2 and we start from a socially optimum matching, Best-Blocking-

Pair converges in O(m2) time to a stable matching that is at most a factor of 2+2α1
1+2α1+α2

worse than the optimum.
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3.4 Stable Matching with Friendship and General Reward Sharing

In the previous section we assumed that for {u, v} ∈M both u and v get the same

reward ruv. Let us now treat the more general case where u and v receive different rewards

for {u, v} ∈M . We define rxxy as the reward of x from edge {x, y} ∈M . We interpret our

model in a reward sharing context, where x and y share a total reward of rxy = rxxy + ryxy.

The correlated matching model of Section 3.3 can equivalently be formulated as equal

sharing with nodes u and v receiving a reward of ruv/2.

Let us again write explicit conditions for nodes to form a blocking pair in this context

and define some helpful notation. The necessary and sufficient conditions for nodes {u, v}

to form a biswivel from nodes w and z (See Fig. 3.1) in reward sharing with friendship are

ruuv + α1r
v
uv > ruuw + α1(rwuw + rvvz) + αuzr

z
vz

rvuv + α1r
u
uv > rvvz + α1(rzvz + ruuw) + αvwr

w
uw .

We define qxxy = rxxy + α1r
y
xy. Then the conditions for biswivel such as shown in Fig. 3.1

are

quuv > quuw + α1r
v
vz + αuzr

z
vz (3.15)

qvuv > qvvz + α1r
u
uw + αvwr

w
uw . (3.16)

Similarly, the necessary and sufficient conditions for swivel (See Fig. 3.2) are

ruuv + α1r
v
uv > ruuw + α1r

w
uw

rvuv + α1r
u
uv > α1r

u
uw + αvwr

w
uw .

Using the definition of qxxy(·, ·), the conditions for swivel become

quuv > quuw (3.17)

qvuv > α1r
u
uw + αvwr

w
uw . (3.18)

Let us define qxy = qxxy + qyxy. Thus we obtain qxy = (1 + α1)rxy.
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3.4.1 Existence of a Stable Matching

Without friendship utilities, our stable matching game reduces to the stable room-

mates problem (i.e., non-bipartite stable matching), since reward shares can be arbitrary

and thus induce arbitrary preference lists for each node. It is well known that a stable

matching may not exist in instances of the stable roommates problem [1]. While we are

able to prove existence of integral stable matching for several interesting special cases

(see Section 3.4.4 below), the addition of friendship further complicates matters. In Sec-

tion 3.3.1 we showed that for equal sharing, a stable matching without friendship utilities

(i.e., ~α = 0) is also a stable matching when we have friendship utilities. This is no longer

true for unequal reward sharing: adding a social context can completely change the set

of stable matchings. In Section 3.4.5 we give such examples, including an example where

adding a social context (i.e., increasing ~α above zero) destroys all stable matchings that

exist when ~α = 0.

Although stable matchings may not exist in general non-bipartite graphs, fractional

stable matchings are guaranteed to exist [44]. Fortunately, as we prove below, this holds

even in the presence of friendship utilities with general reward sharing: A fractional stable

matching always exists.

A fractional stable matching is a fractional matching without blocking pairs. Specif-

ically, a biswivel occurs when there is an edge {u, v} such that increasing the strength of

edge {u, v}, and decreasing the strength of some other edges {u,w} and {v, z} would

strictly improve the utilities of both u and v. The inequalities that would make this be

true are exactly (3.15) and (3.16); they do not change simply due to the fractional nature

of the matching (note, however, that for a biswivel to make sense, it is necessary that

xuv < 1, xuw, xvz > 0). Similarly, a swivel occurs when increasing the strength of an edge

{u, v} with node v not being tight (i.e.,
∑

e3v xe < 1), and decreasing the strength of

some edge {u,w} would strictly improve the utilities of both u and v; or when there are

two adjacent nodes that are not tight. The inequalities that would make this be true are

exactly (3.17) and (3.18).

Theorem 5. A fractional stable matching always exists, even for general reward sharing

and friendship utilities.

Proof. We use the same line of reasoning as for equal sharing above. Denote by SMGq

an auxiliary stable matching game where we have exactly the same edges, no friendship,

and rewards as in q, i.e., a node u will prefer node v over w iff quuv > quuw, breaking ties
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arbitrarily. SMGq has at least one fractional (and, in fact, half-integral) stable match-

ing [44]. Similar as before, the requirements for a blocking pair in our game with friendship

are stronger than in the auxiliary game. Hence, a (fractional) stable matching in SMGq

remains stable in our game with friendship.

More formally, suppose a fractional stable matching M for SMGq is not a fractional

stable matching for unequal reward sharing with friendship utilities. Then there exists a

blocking pair {u, v} with one of the following two possibilities:

• {u, v} forms a biswivel, so (3.15) and (3.16) must hold true. These inequalities imply

quuv > quuw and qvuv > qvvz. But then {u, v} would be a blocking pair in SMGq. This

contradicts that M is stable in SMGq.

• {u, v} forms a swivel, say with v such that
∑

e3v xe < 1 and with u such that∑
e3u xe = 1. (It cannot be that both u and v are not tight, since otherwise M would

not be stable in SMGq.) Then for {u, v} to be a blocking pair (3.17) and (3.18)

must hold true. But these inequalities imply quuv > quuw and thus {u, v} would be a

blocking pair in SMGq. This contradicts that M is stable in SRPq.

Hence, M must be stable with unequal reward sharing and friendship utilities. Moreover,

the set of fractional stable matchings in SMGq is a subset of the set of fractional stable

matchings in unequal reward sharing with friendship utilities. Since there exists at least

one fractional stable matching in SMGq, the theorem is proved.

Note that the argument extends to general non-negative values of α with αuuv, α
v
uv ≥

0. Setting up conditions for profitable biswivels and swivels, and defining qxxy = rxxy+α
x
xyr

y
xy

allows to derive the necessary conditions quuv > quuw and qvuv > qvvz for profitable biswivel,

and quuv > quuw for swivel. Hence, using the relation to the auxiliary game SMGq, we see

that our game has at least one fractional stable matching.

Corollary 3. A fractional stable matching always exists, even for general reward sharing

and friendship utilities based on general non-negative α.

3.4.2 Price of Anarchy with General Reward Sharing

In this section we prove tight bounds for the price of anarchy of stable matching

with friendship utilities in the presence of general reward sharing. Since an integral stable

matching may not exist, we instead consider fractional matching; by price of anarchy here
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we mean the ratio of the total reward in a socially optimum fractional matching with the

worst fractional stable matching. The corresponding ratio between the integral versions

is trivially upper bounded by this amount as well.

We define R as

R = max
{u,v}∈E(G)

ruuv

rvuv
. (3.19)

Note that we will always have R ≥ 1. By definition of q, we also have

qxxy
qyxy

=
rxxy + α1r

y
xy

ryxy + α1rxxy
.

Using the fact that p+α1

1+α1p
is an increasing function of p and using the definition of R, we

thus obtain

qxxy
qyxy
≤ R+ α1

1 + α1R
. (3.20)

We show the following theorem.

Theorem 6. The (fractional) price of anarchy for general reward sharing with friendship

utilities is at most 1 +Q, where Q = max{u,v}∈E(G)
quuv
qvuv
≤ R+α1

1+α1R
, and this bound is tight.

Proof. We first introduce some notation. We denote by M∗ an optimum fractional match-

ing and use M to denote a fractional or integral stable matching. Let x∗uv (or xuv) denote

the fraction of edge {u, v} present in M∗ (or M). Furthermore,

S = {e ∈ E(G) : x∗e > xe}

T = {e ∈ E(G) : x∗e ≤ xe}

Su = {e ∈ E(G) : e is incident on u and e ∈ S}

Tu = {e ∈ E(G) : e is incident on u and e ∈ T}

Eu = All edges incident on u. Note that Eu = Su ∪ Tu

yu = 1−
∑

{u,v}∈Eu

xuv

y∗u = 1−
∑

{u,v}∈Eu

x∗uv

∆u =
∑

{u,v}∈Tu

(xuv − x∗uv) + max{(yu − y∗u), 0}
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The idea of the proof is the following. Consider an edge {u, v} ∈ S. If the fraction

of the edge {u, v} in M was increased to x∗uv from xuv by decreasing fractions of some

other edges in M incident on u and v, then at least one of the endpoints of {u, v} does not

improve its utility. Tag this endpoint as corresponding to edge {u, v} and denote the set

of tagged nodes by B. We get one inequality for each node u ∈ B for such a modification

of fractions of adjoining edges. We will show that adding all such inequalities gives us the

following:

∑
{u,v}∈S,u∈B

quuv · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤
∑
u∈B

∑
{u,w}∈Tu

quuw · (xuw − x∗uw) . (3.21)

We prove (3.21) separately below. Now, as quuv ≥ quv/(1 +Q) and quw = quuw + qwuw, (3.21)

becomes

∑
{u,v}∈S

1

1 +Q
quv · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤

∑
{u,w}∈T

quw · (xuw − x∗uw) .

Using algebraic simplifications and the fact that we have 1 ≥ 1/(1 + Q), we get the

following sequence of inequalities:

∑
{u,v}∈S

1

1 +Q
· quv · x∗uv +

∑
{u,v}∈T

quv · x∗uv ≤
∑

{u,w}∈T

quw · xuw +
∑

{u,w}∈S

1

1 +Q
· quw · xuw

⇒
∑

{u,v}∈S∪T

1

1 +Q
· quv · x∗uv ≤

∑
{u,w}∈S∪T

quw · xuw

⇒
∑
{u,v}∈G quv · x∗uv∑
{u,w}∈G quw · xuw

≤ 1 +Q , (3.22)

where for the last inequality we have used the fact that S ∪ T covers all the edges in the

graph. This proves the claim.

It remains to prove (3.21). Suppose node u gets tagged for edge {u, v} if we increase

xuv to x∗uv by doing the following two steps:

• Decrease fraction of each {u,w} ∈ Tu by (x∗uv − xuv)(xuw − x∗uw)/∆u and decrease

fraction of each {v, z} ∈ Tv by (x∗uv − xuv)(xvz − x∗vz)/∆v AND

• If yu > y∗u, then decrease yu by (x∗uv−xuv)(yu−y∗u)/∆u, and if yv > y∗v , then decrease

yv by (x∗uv − xuv)(yv − y∗v)/∆v.
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If the utility of u does not improve, then

quuv · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

quuw · (xuw − x∗uw) · cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

α1r
v
vz · (xvz − x∗vz) · cuvv

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

αuzr
z
vz · (xvz − x∗vz) · cuvv , (3.23)

where cuvu = (x∗uv − xuv)/∆u and likewise for cuvv . To understand (3.23), note that quuv ·

(x∗uv − xuv) denotes the utility gained by u on edge {u, v} by increasing xuv to x∗uv. The

term quuw · (xuw − x∗uw) · cuvu denotes the utility lost by u because of decreasing xuw for an

edge {u,w} ∈ Tu. When xvz decreases for an edge {v, z} ∈ Tv then by virtue of friendship

with v, node u loses α1r
v
vz · (xvz − x∗vz) · cuvv . When xvz decreases for an edge {v, z} ∈ Tv

then depending on αuz node u loses α1r
z
vz · (xvz − x∗vz) · cuvv . Note that decreasing yu is

important when xuv cannot be increased to x∗uv without decreasing yu.

As α1r
v
vz + αuzr

z
vz ≤ rvvz + α1r

z
uz = qvvz, one can simplify (3.23) to

quuv · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

quuw · (xuw − x∗uw) · cuvu +
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

qvvz · (xvz − x∗vz) · cuvv (3.24)

We can form one such inequality for all edges {u, v} ∈ S. Let us inspect the coefficient of

a term quuw(xuw−x∗uw) appearing on right hand side if we add all these inequalities. Notice

that quuw(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu appears only once for each edge {u, v} ∈ S adjoining u. These

are precisely the edges in Su. Thus the coefficient of quuw(xuw−x∗uw) will be
∑
{u,v}∈Su

cuuv

if we add all the inequalities like (3.24). By definition of cuuv, we have
∑
{u,v}∈Su

cuuv is at

most 1. Thus a term quuw(xuw − x∗uw) can appear with coefficient at most 1 if we add all

these inequalities like (3.24). Thus we get,

∑
{u,v}∈S,u∈B

quuv · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤
∑
u∈G

∑
{u,w}∈Tu

quuw · (xuw − x∗uw) .

We have proved (3.21) which in turn proves our claim about price of anarchy bound. The

following example shows tightness of our bound.

Example 3. Consider the path as shown in Fig. 3.1. Set α2 = α3 = · · · = 0 and use the
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following values:

ruuv =
1

1 + α1
rvuv =

1

1 + α1

ruuw =
1

1 + α1R
rwuw =

R

1 + α1R

rvvz =
1

1 + α1R
rzvz =

R

1 + α1R

As desired, we have max{x,y}∈E(G)
rxxy
ryxy

= R. Using qxxy = rxxy + αryxy, we obtain

quuv = 1 qvuv = 1

quuw = 1 qwuw = Q

qvvz = 1 qzvz = Q

As desired, we have max{x,y}∈E(G)
qxxy
qyxy

= R+α1
1+α1R

= Q. We have {{u, v}} as a stable match-

ing: Given this matching, {u,w} is not a blocking pair, because quuw ≤ quuv. Similarly, {v, z}

is not a blocking pair in matching {{u, v}}. Another stable matching is {{u,w}, {v, z}}:

Given this matching, {u, v} will not be a blocking pair, becasue quuv < quuw + α1r
v
vz, and

so (3.15) is violated. Since there are no other stable matchings for this graph, the price of

anarchy will be determined by the value of the worst stable matching which is {{u, v}}.

It is given by

ruw + rvz
ruv

=
quw + qvz

quv
= 1 +Q .

This completes the example and the proof of the above theorem.

Let us consider the implications of this bound. If R = 1, the bound is 2. This result

implies Theorem 2, since when we have R = 1, then both u and v get the same reward

from an edge {u, v} ∈ M . If α1 = 0, the bound is 1 + R. The tightness of this bound

implies that as sharing becomes more unfair, i.e., as R→∞, we can find instances where

the price of anarchy is unbounded. Unequal sharing can make things much worse for the

stable matching game.

Notice, however, that R+α1
1+α1R

is a decreasing function of α1. As α1 goes from 0 to

1, the bound goes from 1 + R to 2. Without friendship utilities (~α = 0), we have a tight

upper bound of 1 + R, which is extremely bad for large R. As α1 tends to 1, however,

the price of anarchy drops to 2, independent of R. For example, for α1 = 1/2 it is only 3.
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Thus, social context can drastically improve the outcome for the society, especially in the

case of unfair and unequal reward sharing.

3.4.3 Price of Stability with General Reward Sharing

In this section, we give a simple lower bound Q′ on the price of stability for stable

matching games with friendship and reward sharing. Furthermore, we show that this

bound is within an additive factor of 1 of optimum, i.e., Q < Q′ ≤ PoS ≤ 1 +Q.

To prove the lower bound, we analyze the following example.

Example 4. Consider the 3-length path as shown in Fig. 3.1. Set α2 = α3 = · · · = 0 and

use the following rewards:

ruuv =
1

1 + α1

(
1 + α1(R+ 1)

(1 + α1R)
+ ε

)
rvuv =

1

1 + α1

(
1 + α1(R+ 1)

(1 + α1R)
+ ε

)
ruuw =

1

1 + α1R
rwuw =

R

1 + α1R

rvvz =
1

1 + α1R
rzvz =

R

1 + α1R

As desired we have max{x,y}∈E(G)
rxxy
ryxy

= R. Using qxxy = rxxy + α1r
y
xy, we obtain

quuv =
1 + α1(R+ 1)

1 + α1R
qvuv =

1 + α1(R+ 1)

1 + α1R

quuw = 1 qwuw =
R+ α1

1 + α1R

qvvz = 1 qzvz =
R+ α1

1 + α1R

As desired, we have max{x,y}∈E(G)
qxxy
qyxy

= R+α1
1+α1R

= Q. We have {{u, v}} as a stable

matching: {u,w} is not a blocking pair, because quuw ≤ quuv. Similarly {v, z} will not

be a blocking pair. Any other fractional matching is no longer stable because {u, v} is

a blocking pair as (3.15) and (3.16) are satisfied. However, {{u,w}, {v, z}} is still the

socially optimal matching. Hence, the price of stability is given by

ruw + rvz
ruv

=
quw + qvz

quv
=

(1 + α1)(1 +R)

1 + α1(R+ 1)
.

This completes the above example for the lower bound on the PoS. �

Let us define Q′ = (1+α1)(1+R)
1+α1(R+1) . Example 4 establishes a lower bound on the price

of stability of Q′, where we will soon show that Q ≤ Q′ ≤ Q+ 1. Thus Q+ 1 is an upper
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bound on the price of stability, so our lower bound of Q′ is within an additive term of 1

of optimum.

Theorem 7. The (fractional) price of stability of stable matching games with friendship

and general reward sharing is in [Q′, Q+ 1], with Q < Q′ ≤ Q+ 1.

Proof. The only part that is yet to be proven is Q ≤ Q′ and Q′ ≤ 1 +Q. We have

Q′ −Q =
(1− α1 + α1R)(1 + α1)

(1 + α1 + α1R)(1 + α1R)
.

As (1− α1 + α1R) ≤ (1 + α1 + α1R) and 1 + α1 ≤ 1 + α1R, we have that Q′ −Q ≤ 1. As

R ≥ 1, the numerator is always positive. Hence 0 < Q′ − Q ≤ 1. With our lower bound

on the price of stability of Q′, the theorem follows.

3.4.4 Specific Reward Sharing Rules

In this section we consider some particularly natural reward sharing rules and show

that games with such rules have nice properties. Specifically, while for general reward

sharing an (integral) stable matching may not exist, for the reward sharing rules below

we show they always exist (although only if there is no social context involved) and how

to compute them efficiently. We also give improved bounds on prices of anarchy for these

special cases. Specifically, we consider the following sharing rules:

• Matthew Effect sharing: In sociology, “Matthew Effect” is a term coined by Robert

Merton to describe the phenomenon which says that, when doing similar work, the

more famous person tends to get more credit than other less-known collaborators.

We model such phenomena for our network by associating brand values λu with each

node u, and defining the reward that node u gets by getting matched with node v as

ruuv = λu
λu+λv

· ruv. Thus nodes u and v split the edge reward in the ratio of λu : λv,

and a node with high λu value gets a disproportionate amount of reward.

• Parasite sharing: This effect is opposite to the Matthew effect in the sense that by

collaborating with a renowned person, a less-known person becomes famous, whereas

the reputation of the already renowned person does not change significantly from

such a collaboration. We model this situation by defining the reward that node u

gets by getting matched with node v as ruuv = λv
λu+λv

ruv. Thus nodes u and v split

the edge reward in the ratio of λv : λu, in the exactly opposite way to the Matthew

Effect sharing.
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• Trust sharing: Often people collaborate based on not only the quality of a project

but also how much they trust each other. We model such a situation by associating

a value βu with each node u, which represents the trust value of player u, or how

pleasant they are to work with. Each edge {u, v} also has an inherent quality huv.

Then, the reward obtained by node u from partnering with node v is ruuv = huv +βv.

For the sake of analysis, Matthew Effect sharing and Parasite sharing are the same

if we change λu of Parasite sharing to 1/λu of Matthew Effect sharing. We will refer to

both the models as Matthew Effect sharing from now on.

Existence With friendship utilities, even these intuitive special cases of reward sharing

do not guarantee the existence of an integral stable matching; see examples in Section 3.4.5.

Without friendship, however, an integral stable matching exists and can be efficiently

computed for Matthew Effect sharing and Trust sharing, unlike in the case of general

reward sharing [1].

Theorem 8. An integral stable matching always exists in stable matching games with

Matthew Effect sharing and Trust sharing if ~α = 0 (i.e., if there is no friendship). Fur-

thermore, this matching can be found in O(|V ||E|) time.

Proof. Let us define a preference cycle as a cycle (u1, u2, · · · , uk) in the graph G such

that ruiuiui+1
≥ ruiuiui−1

with at least one inequality being strict. [2] defines odd rings and

proves that if a graph does not contain odd rings, then a stable matching exists. It

is straightforward to see that absence of preference cycles implies absence of odd rings.

Hence, if a graph has no preference cycles, then a stable matching must exist. Below we

prove the stronger statement that such a matching can also be found efficiently.

In brief, we show below that whenever there exist no preference cycles in a graph,

we can always find two nodes which prefer getting matched to each other over other nodes.

We allow them to get matched to each other and eliminate such matched nodes from the

graph. Neither of these two nodes will ever deviate from this matching. Applying the same

greedy scheme on the reduced graph will give us a stable matching. Then we will prove

that this algorithm produces a stable matching in O(|V ||E|) time. Let us now proceed to

the details.

Let Tu denote the sets of “best” neighbors of u as follows:

Tu = {v ∈ N1(u) : ruuv ≥ ruuw ∀{u,w} ∈ E} . (3.25)
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Now we construct a directed graph GD as follows. For all nodes u, choose a node v ∈ Tu
and draw an edge from u directed to v. Every node in this graph has one outgoing edge, so

this graph contains a (directed) cycle. If we find a cycle of length 2 then we have found two

nodes which prefer each other the most. If a (directed) cycle (u1, u2, . . . , uk) has length

k > 2, then we have ruiuiui+1
≥ ruiuiui−1

. Now we cannot have ru2u2u3 > ru2u1u2 , otherwise in

the original graph G, (u1, u2, . . . , uk) would have constituted a preference cycle. Hence we

have ru2u1u2 = ru2u2u3 . Thus u1 and u3 both are u2’s most preferred nodes. But we also have

u1 prefer u2 the most as GD has an edge from u1 to u2. Hence u1 and u2 is the pair of

nodes that prefer each other the most.

Therefore we will always be able to find two nodes in G which prefer each other the

most in their preference lists. Match them to each other and they will never have incentive

to deviate from this matching. Remove these two nodes and repeat the procedure until no

more nodes can be matched. Because no nodes matched in this process will ever deviate,

we obtain a stable matching.

It takes O(|E|) time to find each matched pair because for each edge we check if

two nodes prefer each other the most. Since the total number of nodes to be matched are

O(|V |), we find a stable matching in O(|V ||E|) time, as long as there are no preference

cycles. All that is left to show is that Matthew effect sharing and Trust sharing do not

lead to preference cycles.

Suppose a preference cycle exists in Matthew Effect sharing. Then there exists a

cycle (u1, u2, . . . , uk) such that

λui
λui + λui+1

· ruiui+1 ≥ λui
λui + λui−1

· ruiui−1 (3.26)

with at least one inequality being strict. Multiplying all these inequalities and canceling

common factors, we reach a contradiction that 1 > 1. Thus, a preference cycle cannot

exist in Matthew Effect sharing.

Suppose a preference cycle exists in Trust sharing. Then there exists a cycle

(u1, u2, . . . , uk) such that

huiui+1 + βui+1 ≥ huiui−1 + βui−1 (3.27)

with at least one inequality being strict. Adding all these inequalities and canceling

common factors, we reach a contradiction that 0 > 0. Thus, a preference cycle cannot
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exist in Trust sharing.

Price of Anarchy The price of anarchy of Matthew effect sharing can be as high as

the guarantee of Theorem 6, with R = max{u,v}
λu
λv

. For Trust sharing, however, things

are much better.

Theorem 9. The price of anarchy for (fractional) stable matching games with Trust

sharing and friendship utilities is at most max{2 + 2α1, 3}.

Proof. We first introduce some notation. We denote by M∗ an optimum fractional match-

ing and by M a fractional or integral stable matching. Let x∗uv (or xuv) denote the fraction

of edge {u, v} present in M∗ (or M). Furthermore,

S = {e ∈ E(G) : x∗e > xe}

T = {e ∈ E(G) : x∗e ≤ xe}

Su = {e ∈ E(G) : e is incident on u and e ∈ S}

Tu = {e ∈ E(G) : e is incident on u and e ∈ T}

Eu = All edges incident on u. Note that Eu = Su ∪ Tu

yu = 1−
∑

{u,v}∈Eu

xuv

y∗u = 1−
∑

{u,v}∈Eu

x∗uv

∆u =
∑

{u,v}∈Tu

(xuv − x∗uv) + max{(yu − y∗u), 0}

cuvu = (x∗uv − xuv)/∆u

We will show below that

∑
{u,v}∈S

(
huv +

βu
2

+
βv
2

)
(x∗uv − xuv)

≤ max{2 + 2α1, 3} ·
∑

{u,w}∈T

(
huw +

βu
2

+
βw
2

)
(xuw − x∗uw) (3.28)
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This implies that

∑
{u,v}∈S∪T

(2huv + βu + βv) · x∗uv

≤
∑

{u,w}∈S∪T

max{3, 2 + 2α1} · (2huw + βu + βw) · xuw (3.29)

Now S∪T covers all the edges in the graph. Also, for trust sharing with friendship utilties

we have qxxy = (1 + α1)huv + α1βu + βv, thus qxy = qxxy + qyxy = (1 + α1)(2huv + βu + βv).

Using this, (3.29) implies that the price of anarchy is at most max{2 + 2α1, 3}. All that

remains to show is (3.28) holds which we do next.

To start with, notice that each edge {u, v} ∈ S can be classified into two categories:

a) {u, v} ∈ S such that yu ≤ y∗u and yv ≤ y∗v AND b) {u, v} ∈ S such that yu > y∗u

and yv ≤ y∗v . Note that we cannot have both yu > y∗u and yv > y∗v , because then the

fraction xuv can be increased by min(yu−y∗u, yv−y∗v) by decreasing yu and yv by the same

quantity. Both u and v would improve their utility in such a case, thus M could not be a

(fractional) stable matching.

We will show that whichever category {u, v} ∈ S belongs to, for one of the endpoints,

say u, the following inequality will hold true with ζ = max{1/2, α1}:(
huv +

1

2
βu +

1

2
βv

)
(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

(
(1 + α1)huw +

1

2
βu + βw

)
(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz + ζβv + ζβz) (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.30)

We call u a witness node for {u, v} ∈ S. We will observe that adding all the inequalities

like (3.30) corresponding to each edge {u, v} ∈ S leads us to (3.28), thus proving the

theorem in turn.

Now let us see how (3.30) can be proved for every edge {u, v} ∈ S. As mentioned

before, {u, v} ∈ S can be classified into two categories and we will prove (3.30) for each

of them. This analysis can be broken down into two cases as shown below.

Case (1). {u, v} ∈ S with yu ≤ y∗u and yv ≤ y∗v : Here we increase xuv to x∗uv by

decreasing fraction of each {u,w} ∈ Tu by (xuw − x∗uw)cuuv and decreasing fraction of each

{v, z} ∈ Tv by (xvz−x∗vz)cvuv. As M is a stable matching, this does not improve the utility
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of at least one of the endpoints of {u, v}, say u. Call u a witness node for edge {u, v}.

Since the utility of node u does not improve, we get

quv(x
∗
uv − xuv) ≤

∑
{u,w}∈Tu

quw(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu + α1 ·
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

rvvz(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

+ αuz ·
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

rzvz(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.31)

Equation (3.31) can be explained as follows: Its left-hand side represents utility gained

by u by increasing xuv to x∗uv. The first summation on the right hand side represents

the utility lost by u because of decreasing xuw by (xuw − x∗uw)cuvu for each {u,w} ∈ Tu.

The second summation on the right hand side represents the utility lost by u by virtue of

friendship with v when we decrease xvz by (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv for each {v, z} ∈ Tv. The third

summation on the right hand side represents the utility lost by u by virtue of friendship

with w when we decrease xvz by (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv for each {v, z} ∈ Tv. Because for trust

sharing we have rxxy = hxy + βu and qxxy = (1 + α1)huv + α1βu + βv, we can see (3.31)

implies that

((1 + α1)huv + α1βu + βv)(x
∗
uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

((1 + α1)huw + α1βu + βw)(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((α1 + αuz)hvz + αuzβv + α1βz)(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.32)

Equation (3.32) has similar interpretation as (3.31). To simplify (3.32), notice that when

yu ≤ y∗u, calculating ∆u does not involve yu − y∗u giving us
∑
{u,w}∈Tu(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu =

(x∗uv − xuv). Thus we have

(1/2− α1)βu(x∗uv − xuv) = (1/2− α1)βu
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu (3.33)
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Let us add (3.33) to (3.32) and replace βv by βv/2 on the left-hand side. Additionally,

using αuz ≤ α1 ≤ ζ results into the following equation:(
(1 + α1)huv +

1

2
βu +

1

2
βv

)
(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

(
(1 + α1)huw +

1

2
βu + βw

)
(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz + ζβv + ζβz)(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.34)

Thus we have proved (3.30) holds for a node u acting as witness for {u, v} ∈ S such that

yu ≤ y∗u and yv ≤ y∗v .

Case (2). {u, v} ∈ S with yu > y∗u and yv ≤ y∗v : Here we find a constant ε > 0 such

that ε · (x∗uv − xuv) ≤ yu − y∗u. Then we increase xuv by ε · (x∗uv − xuv) by decreasing yu

by the same amount and by decreasing each {v, z} ∈ Tv by ε · (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv . By doing

this the utility of at least one of the endpoints of {u, v}, does not improve because M is a

stable matching. This endpoint can be either u or v. We will prove that (3.30) holds for

each of these subcases.

2(a): Suppose the utility of node u does not improve: Call u a witness node for edge

{u, v} ∈ S. Since the utility of node u does not improve, we have

((1 + α1)huv + α1βu + βv) · ε · (x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((α1 + αuz)hvz + αuzβv + α1βz) · ε · (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.35)

Equation (3.35) can be explained on the similar lines of (3.31) and (3.32). The only

difference being that the first summation from (3.32) is absent from (3.35) as fractions

xuw do not change for {u,w} ∈ Tu. Canceling ε from each side of (3.35), we get

((1 + α1)huv + α1βu + βv) · (x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((α1 + αuz)hvz + αuzβv + α1βz) · (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.36)
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The above equation implies the following:

α1βu(x∗uv − xuv) ≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((α1 + αuz)hvz + αuzβv + α1βz) · (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.37)

We multiply (3.37) by (1/2−α1)/α1 on both sides and add it to (3.36) to get the following:

((1 + α1)huv +
βu
2

+ βv) · (x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

(
α1 + αuz

2α1
hvz +

αuz
2α1

βv +
1

2
βz

)
· (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.38)

Note that to get to (3.38), we are performing division by α1 which requires α1 > 0.

However, also notice that if α1 = 0 (and hence all αi = 0) and yu > y∗u, then node u can

only improve its utility by increasing xuv by ε · (x∗uv − xuv). Thus the case of yu > y∗u and

u not improving its utility does not arise. Now replacing βv by βv/2 and using αuz ≤ α1

in (3.38), we get

((1 + α1)huv +
βu
2

+
βv
2

)
· (x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

(
hvz +

1

2
βv +

1

2
βz

)
· (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

⇒ ((1 + α1)huv +
βu
2

+
βv
2

)
· (x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

(
(1 + α1)huw +

1

2
βu + βw

)
(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

(
hvz +

1

2
βv +

1

2
βz

)
· (xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

⇒ ((1 + α1)huv +
1

2
βu +

1

2
βv

)
(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

(
(1 + α1)huw +

1

2
βu + βw

)
(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu

+
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz + ζβv + ζβz)(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

(3.39)

Thus (3.30) holds in this case too.
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2(b): Suppose the utility of node v does not improve. Call node v a witness node for

edge {u, v}. As the utility of node v does not improve, we get

((1 + α1)huv + α1βv + βu) · ε(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz + α1βv + βz) · ε(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.40)

Equation (3.40) can be explained similarly as (3.32) and (3.31). The only differences are

that the roles of u and v are reversed and the summation corresponding to the utility lost

by v because of decreasing xuw is absent from the right hand side as fractions xuw do not

change for {u,w} ∈ Tu in this case.

To simplify (3.40), we cancel ε from each side. We also note that as yv ≤ y∗v , calculating

∆v does not involve yv − y∗v giving us
∑
{v,z}∈Tv(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv = x∗uv − xuv. This implies

that

(1/2− α1)βv(x
∗
uv − xuv) = (1/2− α1)βv

∑
{v,z}∈Tv

(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv (3.41)

Adding (3.41) to (3.40) and replacing βu by βu/2 on the left hand side, we get

((1 + α1)huv +
1

2
βv +

1

2
βu)(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz +
1

2
βv + βz)(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

⇒ ((1 + α1)huv +
1

2
βv +

1

2
βu)(x∗uv − xuv)

≤
∑

{v,z}∈Tv

((1 + α1)hvz +
1

2
βv + βz)(xvz − x∗vz)cuvv

+
∑

{u,w}∈Tu

((1 + α1)huw + ζβw + ζβw)(xuw − x∗uw)cuvu (3.42)

Thus (3.30) holds in this case as well.

We showed in cases 2(a) and 2(b) that for every edge {u, v} ∈ S, for one of its

endpoints, say u, the inequality given by (3.30) holds true. Now we will show that adding

these inequalities leads us to (3.28) which in turn proves the theorem as discussed before.

Let us look at the coefficients of various terms after we add these inequalities:
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• A term huw(xuw − x∗uw) on the right hand side will have coefficient at most

(1 + α1) · (
∑
{u,v}∈S

cuvu +
∑

(w,x)∈S

cwxw ) ,

which is at most 2(1 + α1) using
∑
{x,y}∈S c

xy
x ≤ 1.

• Let u = t(u, v) denote that u acts as witness node for edge {u, v} ∈ S. Then a term

βu(xuw − x∗uw) on the right hand side will appear with coefficient

∑
{u,v}∈S
u=t(u,v)

1

2
· cuvu +

∑
{u,v}∈S
u6=t(u,v)

ζ · cuvu +
∑

{w,x}∈S
w=t(w,x)

cwxw +
∑

{w,x}∈S
w 6=t(w,x)

ζ · cwxw .

When α1 ≥ 1/2, we have ζ = α1, thus the coefficient of βu(xuw − x∗uw) becomes

∑
{u,v}∈S
u=t(u,v)

1

2
· cuvu +

∑
{u,v}∈S
u6=t(u,v)

α1 · cuvu +
∑

{w,x}∈S
w=t(w,x)

cwxw +
∑

{w,x}∈S
w 6=t(w,x)

α1 · cwxw .

This quantity can be at most α1 + 1.

On the other hand, when α1 < 1/2, we have ζ = 1/2, thus the coefficient of βu(xuw−

x∗uw) becomes

∑
{u,v}∈S
u=t(u,v)

1

2
· cuvu +

∑
{u,v}∈S
u6=t(u,v)

1

2
· cuvu +

∑
{w,x}∈S
w=t(w,x)

cwxw +
∑

{w,x}∈S
w 6=t(w,x)

1

2
· cwxw .

This quantity can be at most 3/2.

Taking into account these coefficients when we sum the inequalities given by (3.30) over

all {u, v} ∈ S, we get

∑
{u,v}∈S

(huv +
βu
2

+
βv
2

)
(x∗uv − xuv)

≤ max{2 + 2α1, 3} ·
∑

{u,w}∈T

(
huw +

βu
2

+
βw
2

)
(xuw − x∗uw)

and thereby prove (3.28) and our claim in turn.
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Figure 3.3: Existence of a stable matching without friendship does not guar-
antee existence of a stable matching with friendship.

3.4.5 Integral Stable Matchings with Social Context

In Section 3.3.1 we showed that for equal sharing with friendship utilities, an (inte-

gral) stable matching always exists by observing that a stable matching without friendship

utilities (i.e. ~α = 0) remains a stable matching for friendship utilities.

For unequal reward sharing with friendship, the set of stable matchings for ~α = 0

is no longer a subset of the set of stable matchings when we have friendship utilities.

Moreover, existence of a stable matching for ~α = 0 no more guarantees the existence

of a stable matching with friendship utilities. We will give examples below to justify

both claims. Finally, we will conclude this section by giving a sufficient condition for the

existence of a stable matching for stable matching games with unequal reward sharing and

friendship utilities.

The following is an example which has non-overlapping sets of stable matchings with

and without friendship.

Example 5. Consider the graph structure shown in Fig. 3.2. We assign ruuw = rwuw = 1,

ruuv = 10/11, rvuv = 100/11 with α1 = 1/2 and α2 = α3 = · · · = 0. Without friendship

utilities, {{u,w}} is the only stable matching as u and w will always want to get matched

to each other. However, with friendship utilities we have quuv = 60
11 , quuw = 3

2 , q
v
uv = 105

11 ,

qvuw = 3
2 . Thus, using (3.17) and (3.18) we see that with friendship utilities, the only

stable matching is {{u, v}} as u will always want to get matched to v. Thus for unequal

reward sharing with friendship utilities, the set of stable matchings can be completely non-

overlapping with the set of stable matchings for unequal reward sharing without friendship

utilities.

Next, we give an example with a stable (integral) matching for ~α = 0 but no stable

(integral) matching with friendship utilities.
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Example 6. Consider the Matthew Effect sharing example as shown in Fig. 3.3. Edge

labels indicate edge rewards, values in the brackets beside a node label are the brand

values (λ values). By Theorem 8, for ~α = 0 a stable matching always exists for Matthew

Effect sharing. Let us analyze the example in Fig. 3.3 with α1 = 4/5, α2 = α3 = · · · = 0.

We have

qqqx = 90 > qqpq = 89.1667

qxxy = 91.7493 > qxqx = 90

qyyz = 92.1545 > qyxy = 91.8507

qzzp = 112 > qzyz = 111.2455

qppq = 103.4333 > qpzp = 102.2

Suppose there exists a stable (integral) matching. In such a matching exactly one node

would stay unmatched. Consider the candidate matching {{q, x}, {z, p}}. Now y is un-

matched and {x, y} is a blocking pair, because qxxy > qxqx and qyxy > α1r
x
qx. Hence

{{q, x}, {z, p}} is not a stable matching. Similarly every other matching can be shown

to be not stable. Thus, there is no stable matching with friendship utilities, even though

with ~α = 0 a stable matching exists.

3.5 Extension to Contribution Games

We showed that the presence of a social context, such as friendship or altruism, can

make a large difference in the existence and the quality of stable matchings, especially if

the rewards obtained by neighboring nodes are unequal/unfair. Most of our results can

be extended (with minor modifications) to contribution games [9] as well, as they can be

considered non-standard fractional versions of stable matching. For details, see our arXiv

preprint at [29].



CHAPTER 4

Two-Hop Games

In Chapter 3, we investigated how friendship influences stable matchings, where we in-

corporated friendship by having node utilities a combination of its own reward and the

rewards earned by its friends. In this chapter, we will see another example of social con-

text influencing well-known games. It has usually been the case in the literature that in

network formation games agent utilities are based on either immediate neighborhood of a

node or the complete network. However, as observed in Section 2.4, in many scenarios to

compute its utility an agent may take into account more than its immediate neighborhood

but not the whole network. In this chapter in particular, we will focus on the case where

it depends on two-hop neighborhood of a node. First we will give a general framework of

Two-Hop games along with defining S2H and M2H games which we interpret as natural

extensions of some well-known games. Later we will briefly summarize our contributions

before moving on to presenting our results on S2H and M2H games.

4.1 Model

Before formally defining Two-Hop games, we distinguish between two concepts - one

being the ability to form a relationship with someone, and another being the ability to

extract benefit out of a direct or two-hop acquaintance. The ability to form a relationship

indicates whether two agents can interact directly with each other (due to geographical

proximity, etc). The ability to extract benefit out of a direct or two-hop acquaintance

instead tells us about how compatible the agents are with each other. We distinguish

between these two concepts by having two graphs:

• Connection Graph (GC): The edges in this graph denote which pairs of agents are

able to form connections/relationships with each other.

• Friendship Graph (GF ): The edges in this graph indicate whether two agents are

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” in Algorithmic Game Theory, vol. 8146. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 62–73.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” Theory Computing Syst., vol. 8146, pp. 1–42, Oct. 2014.
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compatible with each other. If they are compatible, then they can derive benefit if

they are connected either directly or via a two-hop connection. Thus GF governs the

utility extracted from acquaintances (the formation of which is governed by GC).

We now formally define Two-Hop games as follows: Each Two-Hop game is specified

by a triple (GC , GF , k), with GC and GF having the same node set and k ≥ 0. These

nodes are the players of the game. We want to model the case where different friendships

and relationships can be of different strength. Thus the strategy of a node, say u, consists

of choosing to contribute to each of its adjacent edges (uv) in GC , with an amount 0 ≤

xuvu ≤ 1. The contribution xuvu represents the effort u puts into its relationship with v.

Note that we restrict the contributions of u to edges adjoining u in GC , as those are the

nodes that u can connect to directly. We can represent the strategy of u in a compact

way using a vector xu = (xuvu ) with number of components equal to the degree of u in GC .

As usual, x−u = (x1, · · · ,xu−1,xu+1, · · · ,xn) denotes the strategies of all other nodes

except u. We restrict
∑

(uv)3u x
uv
u = min(k, du) where du is the degree of u in GC . The

limit of k represents the fact that any person has only finite time/resources at his disposal

to form acquaintances, and thus can contribute at most k effort in total. The objective of

a node u is to maximize its utility given by

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uw)∈GF∩GC

ruw(xuwu , xuww ) +
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

suvw(xuvu , x
uv
v , x

vw
v , xvww ) (4.1)

The function ruw(xuwu , xuww ) represents the strength of the direct relationship between u

and w: this depends only on the effort that u and w put into the relationship. The function

suvw(xuvu , x
uv
v , x

vw
v , xvww ) represents the strength of a bond between u and w formed due to

a mutual friend v. The strength of such a two-hop acquaintance can potentially depend

on all the intermediate efforts on the 2-link path. Thus the utility of a node u is the total

strength of its (direct and 2-hop) relationships with all of its neighbors in GF , i.e., the

nodes who actually benefit node u. Note that the two-hop benefit over all two-hop paths

between u and w adds up: a larger number of mutual friends increases how much people

can influence each other, a larger number of internal referrals increases the chances that a

job-seeker gets an interview, etc. We are interested in the following two types of Two-Hop

games.
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• Sum Two-Hop Games (S2H Games):

ruv(x
uv
u , x

uv
v ) = xuvu + xuvv (4.2)

suvw(xuvu , x
uv
v , x

vw
v , xvww ) = α · (xuvu · xuvv + xvwv · xuww ) (4.3)

We call 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 the two-hop benefit factor. It represents the intuitive notion that

a two-hop acquaintance between u and w via v should yield less benefit than a direct

acquaintance. Equation (4.2) defines the strength of a relationship as the addition

of strengths in each direction: strength in the direction u → v is given by xuvu , and

in the reverse direction given by xuvv . Similarly the term xuvu · xuvv in 4.3 represents

the strength of the two-hop acquaintance between u and w via v in the direction

u → v → w (e.g., how likely information is to pass from u to w via v). The term

xvwv · xuww is the strength of this indirect relationship in the other direction.

If not for the 2-hop effect, S2H Games would be a simple variation of network

contribution games [9] (see Section 4.2 for further details) and it is not difficult to

show that in such a game, a Nash Equilibrium always exists and its Price of Anarchy

is 1. As we show in this work, however, the addition of 2-hop benefit changes the

properties of this game.

• Min Two-Hop Games (M2H Games):

ruv(x
uv
u , x

uv
v ) = min(xuvu , x

uv
v ) (4.4)

suvw(xuvu , x
uv
v , x

vw
v , xuww ) = α ·min(xuvu , x

uv
v ) ·min(xvwv , xvww ) (4.5)

In M2H games, a relationship is only strong if both participants contribute a lot of

effort. As before, the strength of a 2-hop effect is the product of the strengths of the

two relationships in the 2-link path, attenuated by a factor α ∈ [0, 1].

Without the 2-hop effect, this game is essentially a fractional version of k-stable

matching (see Section 4.2 for details). As discussed in Section 4.2, existing work on

stable matching immediately implies various results about the existence and quality

of equilibrium for such a game. However, just as with S2H games, the addition of

2-hop benefit greatly changes the properties of this game.

To assess the quality of a solution M in S2H and M2H games, we will use social

welfare, given by U(M) =
∑

u Uu(xu,x−u). For S2H games, we will focus on the existence
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and the quality of Nash Equilibria (NE’s). For M2H games, however, using the concept

of 2-strong Nash Equilibrium, also called pairwise equilibrium [22], makes more sense to

consider than the concept of Nash equilibrium. A pairwise equilibrium (PE) is a solution

stable with respect to deviations by any pair of players, as well as any single player. This

is consistent with previous work on such games: if we think of integral versions of these

games (where xuvu is constrained to be in {0, 1}) as network formation games, then S2H

corresponds to a game where a node can unilaterally form a link and reap the benefits of

this link, while M2H corresponds to a game in which both endpoints of a link are needed

to form this link. Traditionally pairwise equilibria have been used to analyze the latter

types of games [95, 9] simply due to the fact that any single-player deviation would not be

able to create a new link. Similarly, in our fractional version of M2H, it is reasonable to

expect for a pair of people (u, v) to increase the level of their friendship at the same time,

thus increasing min(xuvu , x
uv
v ). Thus for M2H games, we study pairwise equilibria and

investigate their quality compared to the optimal solution. We call the ratio between the

quality of the worst pairwise equilibrium and the optimal solution 2-PoA to differentiate

it from the PoA (price of anarchy) with respect to Nash Equilibria.

4.2 Impact of Two-Hop Benefit

Let us describe the impact that introducing two-hop benefit can have. Without

two-hop benefit, the utility of a node u in S2H games becomes

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈u
(uv)∈GC∩GF

(xuvu + xuvv ) (4.6)

This is most closely related to one of the models for network contribution games considered

in [9] where the authors also consider that the utility obtained by a node from contributing

an edge is given by cuv · (xuvu +xuvv ) where cuv > 0 is an edge-specific constant. S2H games

without two-hop benefit can be seen as a variation of this game where we have cuv = 1

if (uv) ∈ GC ∩GF and 0 otherwise, however we place an additional upper bound of 1 on

xuvu ’s along with a limit
∑

(uv)∈u x
uv
u = k. In [9], when the utility function of a node u

is given by
∑

(uv)∈u c
uv(xuvu + xuvv ), the authors prove that a (integral) Nash Equilibrium

always exists and that the PoA is 1. Here by integral NE we mean that xuvu ’s are restricted

to {0, 1}. Although we place an additional constraint of xuvu ≤ 1, using similar techniques

it is easy to show that for S2H games with α = 0 (i.e., no two-hop benefit) an integral NE
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always exists and PoA is 1. With addition of two-hop benefit, we can view S2H games as

an extension of such network contribution games: we show that a NE still exists (although

it may not be integral), and that the PoA does not increase by too much.

For M2H games, if we do not have any two-hop benefit then the utility of a node

becomes

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

xuv =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

min(xuvu , x
uv
v ) (4.7)

For k = 1, the version of this with edge weights becomes equivalent to stable matching.

More precisely, it becomes the “correlated” version of stable matching [3] for which a

stable matching is known to exist for arbitrary graphs, and the 2-PoA (quality of stable

matching compared to the optimum one) is bounded by 2 [4]. For k > 1, this becomes

a many-to-many version of stable matching, where each node is allowed to match with

k partners. In fact, many bilateral network formation games can also be interpreted in

the stable matching framework. However, to the best of our knowledge the correlated

version of many-to-many stable matching has not been studied before. Nevertheless, it

is easy to show using the techniques from [4] that existence of integral stable matching

and the same bound on 2-PoA still holds. This even holds for fractional stable matching,

by which we mean that a node u is allowed to choose an adjacent edge with a fractional

amount 0 ≤ xuvu ≤ 1 such that
∑

(uv)3u x
uv
u = k, and an edge (uv) is present in a matching

with fraction min(xuvu , x
uv
v ). This is a precise generalization of the usual notions of stable

matching and pairwise equilibrium, since a single node can destroy or weaken an edge,

but both endpoints are required to form or strengthen an edge. With the introduction of

two-hop benefit, an integral pairwise equilibrium may no longer exist; however we show

that the quality of pairwise equilibrium remains good in the instances when they do exist.

4.3 Our Contribution

We define Two-Hop games, which are natural generalizations of well-studied games.

We observe that S2H games without any two-hop benefit reduce to simple network contri-

bution games; thus they are potential games, an integral NE always exists for them, and

they have Price of Anarchy (PoA) of 1. As we show in Section 4.4, despite the introduc-

tion of two-hop benefit, a NE always exists for general S2H games. However, an integral

NE may no longer exist, and S2H games are not potential games (except for some special
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cases: see Theorem 13).

The introduction of two-hop benefit also changes the behavior of PoA. For the

important special cases of GF ⊆ GC (I can connect to all of my friends) and GC ⊆ GF

(I can only connect to friends), we show a tight PoA bound of 1 + αk, and in the very

nice case when GF and GC are complete graphs, the PoA is 1+αk
1+α(k−1) . As we show in

Theorem 14, in general for S2H games PoA decreases as the overlap between GF and

GC increases, i.e., PoA decreases as nodes get more opportunities to form acquaintances

with nodes they are compatible with. For example, if every node has at least k/2 nodes

which are its neighbors in both GF and GC , then the PoA is at most 1 + 2αk. Note

that for the most reasonable values of α the PoA bounds above are rather small. For

example, we can often assume that a single direct friendship brings more benefit than

connecting to someone solely because of the 2-hop contacts being made; this is quantified

by assuming that α ≤ 1
k since any node can have at most k friends. For this range of α,

the above PoA bounds become merely 2 and 3. We further consider weighted S2H games

(See Section 4.4.2) in which different acquaintances can potentially yield different intrinsic

benefit, and show that the results obtained for S2H games also hold for weighted games

when GF ⊆ GC .

Because of its connection to many-to-many stable matching, it is not difficult to show

that for M2H games without 2-hop benefit an integral pairwise equilibrium (PE) always

exists, and 2-PoA is at most 2. For general M2H games with 2-hop benefit, however, we

show that a integral PE may not exist (existence of a fractional PE for this and related

games is an important open question). For the cases when PE does exist, our main result

for M2H games proves that 2-PoA for the important case of GC ⊆ GF is at most 2 + 2αk,

which for the “reasonable” range of α ∈ [0, 1/k] mentioned above evaluates to at most 4.

For weighted versions, we also carried out simulations by scattering nodes uniformly

in a unit square and experimented with different classes of weight functions which depend

on the distance between the nodes. We found that although the worst-case PoA bounds

could be quite high, the average quality of equilibria was very close to the optimum. We

also found that although integral NE may not exist for S2H games, in our simulations

for majority of the instances it did exist, and simple dynamics converged to it extremely

quickly in almost all instances. Our simulations also showed that as two-hop benefit

decreases, nodes transition from forming small interconnected clusters to forming more of

a “backbone” tree-like network.
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4.4 Sum Two-Hop Games

In this section, we present our results on S2H games. Recall that in S2H games,

the utility Uu(xu,x−u) of a node u is obtained by substituting (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1)

which gives us

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF

(xuvu + xuvv ) + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC

s.t. (uw)∈GF

(xuvu · xuvv + xvwv · xuww ) (4.8)

We introduce some more notation which will prove useful later. Define Uoutu (xu,x−u) and

U inu (xu,x−u) as:

Uoutu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

xuvu + α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu · xvwv (4.9)

U inu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

xuvv + α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xvww · xuvv (4.10)

Note that

Uu(xu,x−u) = Uoutu (xu,x−u) + U inu (xu,x−u) (4.11)

Uoutu (xu,x−u) can be interpreted as the share of the utility of node u that u gets

by virtue of its own contributions, i.e., this is the share of utility Uu(xu,x−u) in which

the contributions made by u play a role. Similarly, U inu (xu,x−u) can be interpreted as

the share of the utility Uu(xu,x−u) independent of the contributions made by u. Let us

define Uout(M) for any solution M as
∑

u U
out
u (xu,x−u) and U in(M) as

∑
u U

in
u (xu,x−u).

Furthermore, it can be observed that

U(M) = 2 · Uout(M) = 2 · U in(M) (4.12)

Without any two-hop benefit, there always exists an integral pure NE for S2H games

(i.e., a NE in which all the contributions are either 0 or 1) and they are exact potential

games. Even after introducing two-hop benefit (i.e., α > 0), we can prove that a NE always

exists for S2H games using Proposition 20.3 of [33]. However, all NE may be fractional,

and this ceases to be a potential game.

Theorem 10. For S2H games, a pure Nash Equilibrium always exists.
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Proof. We begin the proof by defining some notation. Let du denote the degree of node u

in GC . If v1, v2, . . . , vdu are neighbors of u in GC then the strategy space of u is a set of

du-dimensional vectors given by:

Su = {xu : 0 � xu � 1 and
∑

(uvi)3u

xuviu = min{k, du}} (4.13)

where by 0 and 1 we denote the vectors with all components zero and one respectively.

Let S denote S1 × S2 × . . . × Sn. Define a preference relation �u for a node u on the

set S as follows: For x,y ∈ S, we have y �u x whenever the utility of the node u in the

outcome y is at least as much as its utility in the outcome x.

We will prove that a NE exists for S2H games using Proposition 20.3 of [33]. Propo-

sition 20.3 of [33] states that we have a (pure) Nash Equilibrium whenever the strategy

space Su of each node is a non-empty, compact, convex set and the preference relation �u
continuous and quasi-concave on Su for each node u. We will explain the terms as we will

encounter them in the proof. We will prove the existence of NE by showing that each of

these conditions hold for S2H games.

• Su is a non-empty, compact and convex set for each node u:

If there are no isolated nodes in GC , as we have assumed already, then the set Su is

not empty as seen from (4.13). Since Su is also a closed and bounded set, it is also

a compact set. From (4.13), we can also see that it is a convex set.

• The preference relation �u is continuous for each node u:

Let {xk}∞k=0 denote a sequence of strategy profiles x1,x2, · · · with each strategy

profile in the sequence {xk}∞k=0 belonging to set S. Now let us define by what is

meant by preference relation �u for a node u being continuous on S (definition taken

from Section 1.7 of [33]). Suppose there are two strategy profile sequences {xk}∞k=0

and {yk}∞k=0 converging to x ∈ S and y ∈ S respectively such that xk �u yk for all

k. If this also implies x �u y for any two such sequences of strategy profiles then

the preference relation �u is said to be continuous. Recall that xk �u yk means

Uu(xk) ≥ Uu(yk). Now for S2H games, the utility function Uu(x) is continuous in x.

This continuity implies x �u y where x,y ∈ S are limits of two sequences {xk}∞k=0

and {yk}∞k=0 such that xk �u yk for all k. Thus for any node u, the preference

relation �u is continuous.
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• The preference relation �u is quasi-concave on Su: Let us define Bu(xu,x−u) =

{yu ∈ Su : (yu,x−u) �u x}. Informally, if we fix x−u then the set Bu(xu,x−u)

is the set of strategies for u for which u gets at least as much utility as it gets

by playing xu. The preference relation �u is said to be quasi-concave on Su if

Bu(xu,x−u) is convex for each x ∈ S. Thus to prove that �u is quasi-concave on

Su, we have to prove that if (yu,x−u) �u x and (zu,x−u) �u x hold true then

(λyu + (1 − λ)zu,x−u) �u x holds true (where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). This follows from the

linearity of Uu(xu,x−u) in xu given x−u, i.e.,

Uu ( λyu + (1− λ)zu , x−u)

=
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF

(λ(yuvu + xuvv ) + (1− λ)(zuvu + xuvv ))

+
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC

s.t. (uw)∈GF

[αλ(yuvu · xuvv + xvwv · xuww ) + α(1− λ)(zuvu · xuvv + xvwv · xuww )]

= λ · Uu(yu,x−u) + (1− λ) · Uu(zu,x−u)

≥ λ · Uu(x) + (1− λ) · Uu(x) ≥ Uu(x) (4.14)

Hence the preference relation �u is quasi-concave on Su for each node u.

Thus we have shown that for each node u, its strategy space Su is a non-empty, compact,

convex set and the preference relation �u is continuous and quasiconcave on Su. Thus by

Proposition 20.3 of [33], a (pure) NE exists for S2H games.

Theorem 11. There are instances of the general S2H game which do not admit any

integral pure Nash equilibrium.

Proof. We will describe the construction of an instance of S2H games for arbitrary k such

that an integral NE does not exist for such instances. Fig. 4.1 shows such an instance but

for k = 2. To construct an instance for arbitrary k, consider three nodes u, v, w such that

the edges (uv), (vw) and (wu) exist in GC but not in GF , i.e. (uv), (vw), (uw) ∈ GC \GF .

We will call the triangle formed by (uv), (vw), (uw) as the central triangle. The edges

which belong to GC \ GF are shown in semi-solid pattern in Fig. 4.1. The node u is

further connected to k nodes outside the central triangle in GC . These edges will also

belong GF . These edges adjacent to u which belong to both GC and GF are shown in

solid pattern in Fig. 4.1. We will call these nodes as satellite nodes of u (e.g., in Fig. 4.1,

nodes u1 and a are satellite nodes of u). Similarly v and w will have their own k satellite
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u1

u

v

w

a

b

c

y
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Figure 4.1: Example in which an integral NE does not exist for S2H game.
Example shown for k = 2. Note 1/k < α < 1/(k − 1).

nodes. Among these satellite nodes, we select nodes u1, · · · , uk−1 and connect them further

to k nodes using edges in GC ∩ GF . We will call these k nodes as subordinate nodes of

the satellite node under consideration (e.g., Fig. 4.1, satellite node u1 has y and z as

its subordinate nodes). Each node of the central triangle is connected in GF to all the

subordinate nodes of its satellite nodes. These edges do not belong to GC . The edges that

belong to GF but not in GC are shown in dotted manner. Note that there exists a special

satellite node for each node of the central triangle such that it has no subordinate nodes.

For example satellite node a is such a node corresponding to u. Each vertex of the central

triangle is further connected in GF to satellite nodes of the vertex of the central triangle

in clockwise direction. These edges belong to GF but not in GC . For example, node u is

connected to satellite nodes of v (only in GF but not in GC). To summarize the notation

for Fig. 4.1, the solid edges belong to GC ∩GF , semi-solid edges belong to GC and dotted

edges belong to GF . We choose 1/k < α < 1/(k − 1).

Now let us prove that an integral NE does not exist for such a construction. In

this proof, by u → v we will mean xuvu = 1. Since we are considering only integral

contributions, a satellite node, say u1, has to choose k edges for its contributions from

k + 1 adjoining edges. Thus u1 makes a full contribution to at least k − 1 subordinate

nodes of u1. Now we claim that a vertex of the central triangle, say u, always contributes

1 to the edges leading to all its satellite nodes, except a, in any candidate solution for NE.

To prove this claim, we show that if there is any satellite node, say u1 (except a), such
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that xuu1u = 0 then u can always increase its utility by making xuu1u = 1 by making its

contribution to some other edge 0. To see it, notice that:

• Node u cannot contribute to (ua) and not to (uu1) because in such a case, by making

xuau = 0 node u can lose utility by 1 and it can more than compensate for this loss

by making xuu1 = 1 as it increases its utility by at least 1 + α(k − 1). This is

because now u obtains an additional direct benefit of 1 by contributing to (uu1) and

also gets the two-hop benefit of α(k− 1) obtained from the two-hop paths of nature

u→ u1 → p where p is a subordinate node of u1 as u1 contributes 1 to at least k− 1

of its subordinate nodes.

• Node u would rather prefer contributing to (uu1) instead of (uw) because node u does

not obtain any utility by contributing to (uw) as there is no direct or two-hop benefit

to be obtained by contributing to (uw). There is no benefit for u in contributing to

(uw) because (uw) /∈ GF and no node connected to w in GF (solid or dotted edges)

has a two-hop path from u in GC . Thus u can always make xuu1u = 1 instead of

contributing to (uw) and get the additional utility of 1 + α(k − 1) as explained in

the previous case.

• Suppose node u contributes 1 to edge (uv) and not to (uu1). Then in this case

by reducing contribution to (uv) to 0, node u can lose only two-hop benefit as

(uv) ∈ GC \GF , thus there being no direct benefit obtained by contributing to (uv).

The two-hop benefit that node u can lose is at most αk because of destroying paths

of the nature u → v → p since there are at most k such paths. Thus, if u removes

its contribution from (uv) and instead contributed to (uu1) then it gets a utility of

1 + α(k − 1) (as explained in the previous case) which more than compensates for

its loss of at most αk utility due to our assumption that 1/k < α < 1/(k − 1).

Thus node umakes a contribution of 1 to the edges leading to all of its satellite nodes except

a in any candidate solution for NE. Similarly, node v (and node w) makes a contribution

of 1 to the edges leading to all of its satellite nodes except b (except c) in any candidate

solution for NE. Thus to examine the possibility of NE, we only need to examine where

the vertices of the central triangle make their remaining one contribution. In fact, the only

choices for the remaining contribution for node u are edges (ua) and (uv) (and not edge

(uw)) because it can always choose to contribute 1 to edge (ua) to get a direct benefit

of 1 instead of contributing to edge (uw) from which it gets no utility as argued above.
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Similarly the only choices for the remaining contribution for node v (node w) are edges

(vb), (vw) (edges (wu), (wc)). Now we will show that no combination of these choices is

possible in a candidate solution for NE. For convenience we will call edges (uv), (vw), (uw)

as the edges of the central triangle. Consider the following cases:

• u chooses (ua), v chooses (vb) and w chooses (wc). In such a case, u would prefer

to remove its contribution from (ua) to contribute to (uv) instead. This is because

in this process u gains the two-hop benefit of αk > 1 from the satellite nodes of v

which is more than the utility of 1 that it loses by removing its contribution to (ua).

• Suppose none of the edges (ua), (vb), (wc) were chosen for the remaining contribu-

tions, i.e. u chooses (uv), v chooses (vw), w chooses (wu). In this situation, by

contributing to (vw), node v gets an utility (only two-hop benefit) of α(k − 1) by

virtue of establishing two-hop paths to (k−1) satellite nodes of w where w makes its

(k−1) contributions (i.e., nodes w1, ·, wk−1). However, by removing its contribution

to (vw) and instead choosing to contribute to (vb) gets v an utility of 1 which is

more than the utility of α(k− 1) it loses by removing its contribution to (vw). This

is because we have assumed α < 1/(k − 1).

• Other then the above two cases, at least one and at most two edges from (ua), (vb), (wc)

are chosen for the remaining contributions by nodes u, v, w. To cover both these

cases, without the loss of generality assume that (ua) is chosen and (wc) is not cho-

sen whereas (vb) may or may not be chosen. This means that u chooses (ua) and

w chooses (wu) to contribute. Now if v has chosen (vb) then as explained in the

first case above, u can remove its contribution to (ua) and choose to contribute to

(vw) instead, increasing its utility in this process. Otherwise, if v has chosen (vw)

to contribute then v can remove its contribution from (vw) to contribute to (vb)

instead to increase its utility as explained in the second case above.

Thus we have shown that none of the combinations of choices for the remaining contribu-

tions of nodes u,v,w can lead to an integral NE, which was the only step remaining to be

proven for non-existence of integral NE in this construction. Hence we have proven that

there may not exist an integral NE for S2H games.

Theorem 12. The general S2H game is not a potential game.
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Figure 4.2: The S2H game is not a potential game. Example shown for k = 2.

Proof. We give an instance where better-response dynamics can cycle, thus establishing

that this is not a potential game. Fig. 4.2 shows such an instance of S2H games. In this

instance, we have k = 2. Now we will describe the construction and later prove that such

a cycle of states exists for this instance.

Fig. 4.2 consists a cycle of vertices p—q—u—v— · · ·—p. We call this cycle C1.

The total number of vertices in C1 is 5 (or any odd number greater than 3). We further

stitch one more cycle C2 through these vertices by connecting each vertex to a vertex two

positions ahead of it in C1. Since we have chosen the total number of vertices in C1 as an

odd number greater than 3, this process ensures that connecting this way indeed creates

another cycle. All the edges of C1 and C2 are in GC \GF . Each of the vertices of C1, say

u, is connected in GC \GF to two special nodes u1, u2 which we call as satellite nodes of u.

Similarly other vertices of C1 have their own satellite nodes with analogous notation (not

all of these are pictured in the figure). Each satellite node is further connected in GC \GF
to another node (for example u1 is connected to a) which we will call subordinate nodes

of the satellite node under consideration. So, the total number of nodes in the example

is 5 ∗ 5 = 25. Now let us describe the edges in GF . Each vertex of C1 is connected in

GF \GC to subordinate nodes of its satellite nodes. For example, u is connected to a and

b. In addition, each vertex of C1 is connected in GF \GC to satellite nodes of two vertices

of C1 in clockwise direction, for example, node q is connected to u1, u2, v1, v2 (again, not
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all such edges are shown in the figure). In Fig. 4.2, the edges that are in GC \ GF are

shown in solid pattern and the edges that are in GF \ GC are shown in dotted pattern.

Note that since GF ∩GC = ∅, then no node can obtain any direct benefit from connecting

to a neighbor.

Let us choose the initial strategies of the nodes. We choose the strategies of satellite

and subordinate nodes as follows: For the lack of choice, u1 contributes 1 to both (uu1)

and (u1a). Let every satellite node follow analogous strategies. Consider a subordinate

node, say a. Again for the lack of choice, a contributes 1 to (u1a). Let other subordinate

nodes follow analogous strategies. We choose the initial strategies of the vertices of C1

as follows: let all the vertices of C1 except p and q contribute 1 to the edges leading to

their satellite nodes. However, let node q contribute 1 to edges (qu), (qv) and let node p

contribute to edges (pp1), (pu). Let us call this initial state as S0. Beginning with S0, we

will show that better-response dynamics can lead to a cycle of states.

• In the first state transition, let u remove its contributions from edges (uu1), (uu2)

and contribute 1 to (uv), (uw) instead. Observe that if u completely removes its

contribution from the edge (uu1) then it loses an utility of α. This is because it

loses the two-hop benefit obtained from the path u→ u1 → a. However if u chooses

to contribute to (uv) then it increases its utility by 2α because of the the two-hop

benefit obtained from the paths u → v → v1 and u → v → v2. Using this, we

conclude that if u removes its contributions from edges (uu1), (uu2) and contribute

1 to (uv), (uw) instead, then u increases its utility by 2(2α − α) = 2α. Let us call

this state S1.

• However, the transition from S0 to S1 destroys all the benefit node p had been

getting in S0 by contributing to edge (pu). This is because in state S1 node p does

not obtain any direct benefit by contributing to (pu) as (pu) ∈ GC \GF and it also

does not obtain any two-hop benefit in S2 by contributing to (pu) as the node u does

not contribute to any edge (ut) s.t. (ut) ∈ GF (See (4.8) to see how two-hop benefit

is computed). Rather than getting no benefit by contributing to (pu), node p would

move this contribution to edge (pp2). This is because in this process p increase its

utility by α due to a two-hop benefit of α obtained by establishing two-hop path

directed to the subordinate node of p2 via p2. For the similar reason, node q would

prefer moving its contribution from edge (qu) to edge (qq1). Thus in next transition,

nodes p and q move their contributions from the edges leading from them to u to
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edges (pp2) and (qq1) respectively. Let us call this state S2.

• Notice that the state S2 is isomorphic to S0 in the sense that in S2 nodes q and u

play the roles that p and q respectively played in S0.

Thus we have shown that better-response dynamics can cycle in S2H games, and thus S2H

games are not potential games.

However, we now give a family of instances for which S2H games are exact potential

games and an integral NE exists. Let dC(u, v) denote the distance between u and v in

GC . Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 13. If du ≥ k for all nodes and if the condition dC(u, v) ≤ 2 implies (uv) ∈ GF
for all the pairs of nodes then the S2H game is an exact potential game and an integral

NE exists.

Proof. First we will prove the potential game part of the theorem. The condition “dC(u, v) ≤

2 implies (uv) ∈ GF ” tells us that

(uv) ∈ GC ⇒ (uv) ∈ GF (4.15)

(uv), (vw) ∈ GC ⇒ (uw) ∈ GF (4.16)

Thus the utility of node u given by (4.8) takes the following simpler form where the

summations just depend on GC :

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC

(xuvu + xuvv ) + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

(xuvu · xvwv + xvwv · xuvv ) (4.17)

We have introduced the versions of Uoutu (xu,x−u) and U inu (xu,x−u) in (4.9) and (4.10).

The versions of these quantities after applying the constraints given by (4.15) and (4.16)

are:

Uoutu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xuvu · xvwv (4.18)

= min(k, du) + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xuvu · xvwv (4.19)

U inu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvv + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xuvv · xvww (4.20)
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We have also defined Uout(M) =
∑

u U
out
u (xu,x−u). Note that (4.18) represents that

part of the utility of u (given by (4.17)) which depends on the contributions made by u,

whereas (4.20) is the remaining part which does not depend on contributions made by u.

Thus in a NE, a node u must choose a strategy that maximizes Uoutu (xu,x−u) given the

contributions of other nodes. Also, using (4.12) we have U(M) = 2 · Uout(M). Thus in

order to look at the behaviour of U(M) after a node changes its strategy, it is sufficient

to look at the behaviour of Uout(M) and in turn at Uoutu (xu,x−u) for every node.

Notice that Uoutu (xu,x−u) depends only on the contributions of u and its neighbors.

Thus when the node p changes its strategy, Uoutu (xu,x−u) changes only for p and for those

nodes which are neighbors of p. Let set N(p) denote the set of neighbors of p. Now let us

investigate how Uoutu (xu,x−u) changes for p and the nodes in N(p):

• First let us consider node p. Suppose p changes its strategy from xp to yp. Us-

ing (4.19), we get the following:

Uoutp (yp,x−p) − Uoutp (xp,x−p)

=
∑

(pv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=p

αypvp · xvwv −
∑

(pv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=p

αxpvp · xvwv

=
∑

v∈N(p)

αypvp
∑

w∈N(v)
w 6=p

xvwv −
∑

v∈N(p)

αxpvp
∑

w∈N(v)
w 6=p

xvwv

= (min(k, dv)− xpvv ) ·
∑

v∈N(p)

α(ypvp − xpvp )

=
∑

v∈N(p)

α(ypvp − xpvp ) ·min(k, dv) +
∑

v∈N(p)

α(xpvp − ypvp )xpvv

Also note that the theorem statement assumes that min(k, dv) = k for every node.

Thus the first summation in the above equation reduces to zero giving us

Uoutp (yp,x−p)− Uoutp (xp,x−p) =
∑

v∈N(p)

α(xpvp − ypvp )xpvv (4.21)

• Now consider the nodes in N(p). We use (4.19) to sum the Uoutu (xu,x−u) over all

the neighbors of u before and after p changes its strategy. The terms that change

are the terms which depend on the contributions of p. Hence the cumulative change
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in the utilities of node in N(p) after p changes its strategy is given by:

∑
v∈N(p)

αxvpv
∑

z∈N(p),z 6=v

ypzp −
∑

v∈N(p)

αxvpv
∑

z∈N(p),z 6=v

xpzp

However
∑

z∈N(p),z 6=v y
pz
p = k − ypvp and similarly

∑
z∈N(p),z 6=v x

pz
p = k − xpvp . Using

this in the above equation, the change in the value of cumulative Uoutu (xu,x−u) of

the neighbors of p is given by

∑
v∈N(p)

αxvpv (k − ypvp )−
∑

v∈N(p)

αxvpv (k − xpvp ) =
∑

v∈N(p)

αxvpv (xpvp − ypvp ) (4.22)

As argued before, Uoutu (xu,x−u) changes only for p and its neighbors. Thus using (4.21)

and (4.22) we conclude that Uout(M) increases by 2 · (Uoutp (yp,x−p)−Uoutp (xp,x−p)) and

thus U(M) increases by 4 · (Uoutp (yp,x−p)−Uoutp (xp,x−p)) using (4.12). This proves that

if du ≥ k for all nodes and if the condition dC(u, v) ≤ 2 implies (uv) ∈ GF for all the pairs

of nodes then the S2H game is a potential game and U(M) and Φ(M) = U(M)/4 is an

exact potential function.

Now we will prove how the existence of potential function implies the existence of an

integral NE in this case. Notice that the above analysis also applies verbatim if we restrict

the contributions xuvu ’s to take the values only from the set {0, 1}. Hence a potential

function exists and implies the existence of an integral NE for the integral version of the

game. Let us denote this integral NE by M . We will now show that this integral NE is

also a NE if we allow the contributions to be fractional. To prove this, we show that in

the fractional case, given x−u, there exists at least one strategy xu for node u such that

the contributions of u are integral and choosing xu maximizes the utility of node u. Thus

in M , if u could improve its utility when fractional contributions are allowed then in fact

u could have also improved its utility by choosing a strategy in which contributions are

integral. This would contradict our initial assumption of M being an NE for the integral

version of the game and in turn prove that M is also an NE when fractional contributions

are allowed. Thus now the only part that is to be proved is to show that in the fractional

case, given x−u, there exists at least one strategy xu for node u such that the contributions

of u are integral and choosing xu maximizes the utility of node u.

As mentioned before, in a NE M , a node u must choose a strategy that maximizes
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Uoutu (xu,x−u) given x−u. From (4.18), Uoutu (xu,x−u) can alternatively be expressed as

Uoutu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu · (1 +
∑

(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xvwv ) (4.23)

Let us denote
∑

(vw)∈GC ,w 6=u x
vw
v by cv. Notice that since x−u are fixed, the terms cv’s

are constants. Thus applying the constraints of S2H games, the problem of maximizing

Uoutu (xu,x−u) for u becomes a problem of choosing a strategy xu which solves the following

optimization problem

maximize
∑

(uv)3u,(uv)∈GC

xuvu · cv

s.t. 0 ≤ xuvu ≤ 1 and
∑

(uv)∈u

xuvu = min(k, du)

It is easy to see that if we sort the elements in {cv : (uv) ∈ u, (uv) ∈ GC} in descending

order and choose the top min(k, du) terms from the sorted array and set the contributions

xuvu ’s of node u corresponding to these terms as 1, with other contributions set to 0 then this

strategy solves the above problem. Note that this strategy is integral, i.e., the contributions

are chosen from the set {0, 1}. As argued before, given fixed x−u, the strategies that

maximize Uu(xu,x−u) are exactly the strategies that maximize Uoutu (xu,x−u), and thus

we have shown that there exists a strategy xu that maximizes Uu(xu,x−u) such that all

the contributions of u are integral. As discussed before, this was the remaining step to be

proven in order to show that M is also an NE when fractional contributions are allowed,

and hence we have proved our claim.

4.4.1 Price of Anarchy

To begin with, we give a quick overview of the results of this section. We know that

without any two-hop benefit, the PoA of S2H games is 1. We will first show that with

two-hop benefit, PoA can become unbounded for arbitrary GF and GC if GF ∩ GC = ∅.

However we will later prove that as the overlap between GF and GC increases then the

PoA for S2H games decreases and for the interesting cases of GF ⊆ GC and GC ⊆ GF ,

PoA becomes 1 + αk. Increasing the overlap between GF and GC can be interpreted as

nodes getting more opportunities to become directly acquainted with the nodes they are

compatible with.
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Figure 4.3: PoA for S2H games can be infinite.

Claim: For S2H games, PoA can be infinite if GF ∩GC = ∅.

Proof. Fig 4.3 shows an instance of S2H games such that GF ∩ GC = ∅ and the PoA is

infinite, In this instance, we have k = 1, and three nodes u, v, w are connected to a central

node z in GC . However, GF consists of only (uv). Thus GF ∩ GC = ∅. For analyzing

this example, we will take p → q to mean xpqp = 1. It can be verified that whenever we

have z → w, u→ z and v → z then it is a NE and has zero utility. However an optimum

solution is u → z, z → v, w → z which has utility 2α. Thus the PoA is infinite for this

instance.

Now we will show that as the overlap between GF and GC increases then the PoA

for S2H games decreases and for the interesting cases of GF ⊆ GC and GC ⊆ GF , PoA

becomes 1 + αk. First, we formally quantify what we mean by overlap between GF and

GC . Let Fv denote the degree of v in GF ∩ GC . We define overlap between GF and GC

as ρ(GF , GC) = minv Fv. We now give PoA bounds for several interesting cases:

Theorem 14. For the S2H game,

1. For arbitrary GF and GC , PoA ≤ 1 + αk · k
min(k,ρ(GF ,GC)) . Thus when there is large

overlap between GF and GC , say ρ(GF , GC) ≥ k/2 then we have PoA ≤ 1 + 2αk.

2. Furthermore, if GC⊆GF or GF⊆GC then PoA ≤ 1 + αk.

3. For the special case of GF = GC = Kn, we have PoA = 1+αk
1+α(k−1) .

First, we give a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 14. For arbitrary GF and GC ,

the PoA bound will follow by simple observations on the minimum utility obtained by a

node in a NE and its maximum attainable utility. This PoA bound can be large for a

small overlap because even if a node is capable of getting little direct benefit because of

its small degree in GF ∩GC (which is a lower bound on minimum utility obtained by it in
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a NE), it can still get a large two-hop benefit (hence large maximum attainable utility) by

connecting to a lot of its friends via GC \GF . However this changes in GC ⊆ GF because

GC \ GF = ∅. This also changes with GF ⊆ GC because here if a node can get a large

two-hop benefit by connecting to a lot of friends in GC then it must have a lot of frinds,

and therefore its degree in GF ∩ GC must be high. Thus these cases result in a much

improved bound on PoA regardless of the overlap size. Now we will proceed to prove each

of the above cases in details.

Theorem 14. Using (4.12), PoA can be expressed as

PoA = max
M is a NE

Uout(OPT )

Uout(M)
(4.24)

Recall that we have defined Fu as |(uv) ∈ u : (uv) ∈ GF ∩ GC |, i.e. Fu quantifies the

degree of u in GF ∩ GC . Let us define qu as min(k, Fu). Since Fu is at least as much as

the overlap ρ(GF , GC), we have:

qu = min(k, Fu) ≥ min(k, ρ(GF , GC)) (4.25)

Lemma 3. In any NE, Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu.

Proof. Notice from (4.10) that U inu (xu,x−u) is independent of the strategy chosen by

u. Thus a node u in a NE must choose a strategy which maximizes Uoutu . Now if

Uoutu (xu,x−u) < qu in some NE M then u can simply make xuvu = 1 for any qu edges

from the set {(uv) 3 u : (uv) ∈ GF ∩GC} to increase Uoutu (xu,x−u) and in turn increasing

its utility. This contradicts M being an NE, hence proving that Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu in

any NE.

Having proved Lemma 3, now let us continue the proof of Theorem 14. Let us

consider the first case, i.e., suppose GF and GC are arbitrary. Consider an NE M . We

already have Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu in any NE M . Now let us calculate the maximum value

that Uoutu (xu,x−u) can take in any solution. An upper bound on the value of the two-hop

benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution is given by

α
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu · xvwv ≤ α
∑

(uv)∈GC

[xuvu
∑

(vw)∈GC

xvwv ] ≤ α
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu · k ≤ αk2 (4.26)
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Thus the two-hop benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution can be at most

αk2. We also know that the direct benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution

can be at most qu using the definition of qu. Thus we get Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤ qu + αk2 in

any solution. We already know that Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu in a NE using Lemma 3. The

ratio of these two bounds is 1 +αk · k/qu. Using (4.25), we get that this ratio is less than

1 + αk · k/min(k, ρ(GF , GC)). Using this in (4.24), we get

PoA ≤ 1 + αk · k

min(k, ρ(GF , GC))
(4.27)

Now suppose we have GC⊆GF . Let us compute an upper bound on the value of

Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution. When GC⊆GF , an upper bound on the two-hop benefit

component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution is given by

α
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu · xvwv ≤ α
∑

(uv)∈GC

[xuvu
∑

(vw)∈GC

xvwv ] ≤ αk ·
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu (4.28)

But since GC⊆GF , every adjoining edge of u in GC is also in GF . Thus
∑

(uv)∈GC
xuvu ≤

qu. Using this in (4.28), we conclude that the value of two-hop benefit component of

Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution can be at most αk · qu. We already know that direct bene-

fit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤ qu using the definition of qu. Thus Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤

qu(1 + αk) in any solution (in particular an optimum solution). We also know that

Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu in a NE from Lemma 3. Combining these observations, we have

PoA ≤ 1 + αk (4.29)

Now supposeGF⊆GC . Let us compute an upper bound on the value of Uoutu (xu,x−u)

in any solution. Now the value of the two-hop benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any

solution can be bounded as follows:

α
∑

(uw)∈GF

∑
(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu x
vw
v ≤ α

∑
(uw)∈GF

∑
(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu

≤ α
∑

(uw)∈GF

k

= αFuk (4.30)

Combining this with (4.26), we get that when GF ⊆ GC the two-hop benefit compo-
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nent of Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution is upper bounded by min(αk2, αkFu) which can

also be expressed as αkqu using (4.25). We already know that direct benefit compo-

nent of Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤ qu in any solution using the definition of qu. Thus we have

Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤ qu(1 + αk) in any solution (in particular an optimum solution). We also

know that Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥ qu in a NE from Lemma 3. Combining these observations, we

have

PoA ≤ 1 + αk (4.31)

WhenGF= Kn andGC= Kn, we have qu = min(k, n−1). The value of Uoutu (xu,x−u)

in a NE can be lower bounded by

Uoutu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

xuvu + α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu · xvwv

≥ qu + α ·
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu
∑

(vw)∈GC ,w 6=u

xvwv

≥ qu + α ·
∑

(uv)∈GC

xuvu · (k − 1)

≥ qu + αqu · (k − 1) (4.32)

When GF = GC = Kn, for an upper bound on Uoutu (xu,x−u) in any solution (in particular

an optimum solution), we can use the upper bound of qu(1 + αk) we had derived on

Uoutu (xu,x−u) for GF ⊆ GC , since GF = GC = Kn is a special case of GF ⊆ GC .

Combining this upper bound with (4.32), we get

PoA ≤ 1 + αk

1 + α(k − 1)
, (4.33)

thus proving the PoA upper bound.

Theorem 15. The bounds on the price of anarchy in Theorem 14 are asymptotically tight.

Proof. To begin, we will investigate the case when GF and GC can be arbitrary. For this

case, the PoA is upper bounded by 1 + αk · k/min(k, ρ(GF , GC), see Theorem 14. We

have already discussed before that PoA can be infinite when ρ(GF , GC) = 0 using Fig. 4.3.

Now we will describe how to construct an instance to demonstrate the tightness for any

non-zero value of ρ(GF , GC).
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(k nodes)

A

B

C

D1

D2

(q nodes)

(k−q nodes)

(k nodes)

Figure 4.4: Tight example for PoA of S2H games for arbitrary GF and GC .

Consider Fig. 4.4 where nodes have been divided into five sets A, B, C, D1, D2. Let

set B contain q ≤ k nodes. Let set D1, D2 contain k nodes each. Let set C contain k − q

nodes. Let set A contain the remaining n − 3k nodes. Solid bidirectional arrow between

two sets denotes that all the nodes in one set are connected with all the nodes in the other

set in GF ∩ GC . In Fig. 4.4, such solid bidirectional arrow exists between set A and B,

set B ∪C and set D1 ∪D2. Semi-solid bidirectional arrow between set A and D1 denotes

that all the nodes from set A are connected with all the nodes in set D1 only in GF but

not in GC . Dotted bidirectional arrow between A and C denotes that all the nodes from

A are connected with all the nodes in C in GC but not in GF . Note that there exist no

edges in either GF or GC between the nodes belonging to the same set. From (4.8), in

S2H games a node u has an opportunity to obtain two-hop benefit only if it is a vertex

of a triangle uvw such that (uv), (vw) ∈ GC and (uw) ∈ GF but the two-hop benefit it

actually obtains depends on the contributions made by the u, v, w. Thus in Fig. 4.4, the

only nodes that have an opportunity to obtain two-hop benefit are the nodes from set A

and D1.

Recollect that for an instance, the overlap ρ(GF , GC) is the minimum number of

neighbors a node has in GF ∩GC in that instance. By the construction of the instance in

Fig. 4.4, the overlap ρ(GF , GC) for this instance is given by the degree of a node in set A in

GC ∩GF , and thus ρ(GF , GC) = q for this instance. To analyze the PoA for this instance,

we will use the alternate definition of PoA for S2H games given by (4.24). Recollect that
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C2

k nodes
k nodes

k nodes
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A1 B1

C1

A2 B2

Figure 4.5: Tight example for PoA for the S2H game when GF=GC .

Uout(M) is given by
∑

u U
out
u (xu,x−u) where Uout(xu,x−u) is given by (4.9).

We will now construct two solutions: M∗ and M , such that M is a NE. We will show

that Uout(M∗)/Uout(M) can be taken arbitrarily close to the PoA bound in Theorem 14,

as desired.

Let solution M∗ be as follows: Any node in set A, D1, D2 has exactly k adjoining

edges in GC , thus it contributes 1 to all these edges. Let each node in B and C contribute

1 to the k adjoining edges that lead to nodes in D1. Now let us compute Uout(M∗). Notice

that in M∗ each node in B, C, D1, D2 contributes to the edges that are in GC as well

as GF . Hence in M∗, the expression
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
xuvu evaluates to k for any node u that

belongs to B ∪ C ∪ D1 ∪ D2. However, in M∗ any node u ∈ A contributes to exactly q

edges that are in GF ∩GC , i.e., the edges connecting u to the nodes in set B. Thus in M∗

the expression
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
xuvu evaluates to q for any node u ∈ A. Thus if we sum the

expression
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
xuvu over all the nodes, we get (n− 3k)q+ 3k ·k = nq+ 3k(k− q).

We already mentioned that the only nodes that have an opportunity to obtain two-hop

benefit are the nodes in A and D1. Now recall that in Fig. 4.4, for every node u ∈ A and

w ∈ D1, we have (uw) ∈ GF . In the solution M∗ just described above, we have that

xuvu x
vw
v = 1 and (uw) ∈ GF ∀u ∈ A, v ∈ B ∪ C,w ∈ D1 (4.34)
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Hence in M∗, for a node u ∈ A we have

∑
(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu x
vw
v = k2 (4.35)

Using the above equation, we get that in M∗ the following holds:

∑
u∈A∪D1

∑
(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu x
vw
v = (n− 3k)k2 (4.36)

Thus in total,

Uout(M∗) = nq + 3k(k − q) + α(n− 3k)k2

≥ (n− 3k) · (q + αk2) (4.37)

Now we construct a NE M as follows: Let all the nodes have the same strategy they

follow in M∗ except that let the nodes in B and C contribute 1 to the edges leading to

the nodes in D2. Note that in M , for any node u the expression
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
xuvu (the

direct benefit of u) takes the same value as it has in M∗. However notice that in M no

node obtains two-hop benefit, thus we have

Uout(M) = nq + 3k(k − q) = (n− 3k)q + 3k2 (4.38)

Now we will show that M is indeed a NE: none of the nodes can change their

strategies to increase their utility. Consider a node in A ∪ D1 ∪ D2. While analyzing

solution M∗, we argued that such a node does not have a choice for strategy in any

solution but to contribute 1 to all the adjoining edges in GC . Thus a node belonging

to sets A ∪ D1 ∪ D2 cannot change its strategy. A node u ∈ B ∪ C cannot receive any

2-hop benefit, and so it simply tries to maximize the direct benefit that depends on its

contributions, i.e., Uoutu . Since it cannot get any 2-hop benefit, from this node’s point of

view contributing to any k edges gives the same utility, and so M is a NE.

Using (4.37) and (4.38), we get

Uout(M∗)

Uout(M)
≥ 1 + αk · k/q

1 + 3k2

(n−3k)q

(4.39)
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Note that in this instance we had q = min(k, ρ(GF , GC)). Thus from (4.39), by increasing

n, we can construct instances to reach within arbitrary precision of the upper bound on

PoA given by 1 + αk · k/min(k, ρ(GF , GC).

Now let us prove that the upper bound of 1+αk on PoA for GF ⊆ GC and GC ⊆ GF
is tight. To prove this, we will describe an instance with GF = GC , thus covering both

cases GF ⊆ GC and GC ⊆ GF . The scheme of such an instance is depicted in Fig. 4.5.

This instance consists of two complete tripartite graphs, with each partition consisting

of k nodes. Sets A1, B1, C1 constitutes one of the tripartite graphs and sets A2, B2, C2

constitutes another tripartite graphs. Sets A1 and A2 also constitute a complete bipartite

graph. Similarly sets B1, B2 (and sets C1, C2) constitute a complete bipartite graph.

To analyze the PoA for this instance, we will use the alternate definition of PoA for

S2H games given by (4.24). Recollect that Uout(M) is given by
∑

u U
out
u (xu,x−u) where

Uoutu (xu,x−u) is given by (4.9).

The direct benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) is given by
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF
xuvu which

can be at most k in any solution. From (4.26) the two-hop benefit component has an upper

bound of αk2 in any solution. Combining these observations, Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤ k(1 + αk)

in any solution (in particular an optimum solution). This implies that for our instance if

we could find a solution in which every node obtains an utility of exactly k(1 + αk) then

it is an optimum solution. Now we will construct such a solution. Let all the nodes in set

A1 contribute 1 to all the edges leading to the nodes in set B1. Note that this does not

violate the constraint of S2H games that
∑

(uv)∈Gc
xuvu = k as each partition consists of

exactly k nodes. Also, let all the nodes in set B1 (set C1) contribute 1 to all the edges

leading to the nodes in set C1 (set A1). Let the nodes in sets A2, B2, C2 make analogous

contributions. Let us denote this solution by M∗. Since GF = GC , the two-hop benefit

component of a node u in M∗ is given by

α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xuvu · xuvv = α ·
∑

(uv)3u

xuvu ·
∑

(vw)∈GC ,w 6=u

xvwv = α ·
∑

(uv)3u

xuvu · k = αk2

In the above series of equalities, the second equality follows from the first one using the

fact that in the solution M∗, at most one endpoint of an edge contributes to it. It is

straightforward to see that the direct-benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) which is given

by
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF
xuvu is exactly k for each node in solution M∗. Thus Uoutu (xu,x−u) for

each node u is k(1 + αk) in the solution M∗. As argued before, this proves that M∗ is an
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optimum solution. Thus Uout(M∗) = nk(1 + αk).

Now we will construct a NE, denoted byM , in which each node u obtains Uoutu (xu,x−u)

exactly equal to k. Thus we will have Uout(M) = nk. Combining it with Uout(M∗) =

nk(1 + αk) proves the tightness of PoA bound of 1 + αk. Now let us construct such a

NE M . To construct M , let all the nodes in A1 contribute 1 to all the edges leading to

nodes in A2 and vice versa. Let the nodes in all other partitions make analogous con-

tributions. Now let us prove that M is a NE. Since the network is symmetric, to prove

that M is a NE, it is sufficient to show changing its strategy cannot increase utility for

any one node. Hence without loss of generalization, consider a node u ∈ A1. The only

part of the utility Uu(xu,x−u) (See (4.8)) which depends on the contributions of u is ex-

pressed by Uoutu (xu,x−u). Hence to prove that the utility of u cannot increase by changing

its strategy, it is sufficient to prove that Uoutu (xu,x−u) cannot increase by changing its

strategy.

As argued before, the direct benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) can be at most

k in any solution. In M , the direct benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) is exactly k.

Hence if u can at all improve its utility by changing its strategy, then after changing the

strategy, the two-hop benefit component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) must go positive from its value

of 0 in M . Now we will show that this cannot happen which will prove that u cannot

change its strategy. To see this, notice that whenever u changes its strategy in M , it must

happen that it decreases its contributions on some of the edges leading to nodes in A2 and

increases its contributions on some of the edges leading to nodes in B1 or C1. Let (uv)

be among such edges where u increases its contribution. Without loss of generalization,

let v ∈ B1. However its contribution to (uv) cannot make the two-hop benefit component

of Uoutu (xu,x−u) positive because in M the node v ∈ B1 does not make any contributions

to edges of the type (vw) such that (uw) ∈ GF (See (4.9)). This holds irrespective of u’s

other contributions. Thus any change in the strategy of u cannot make the two-hop benefit

component of Uoutu (xu,x−u) positive which was the only remaining part while proving the

tightness of PoA bound of 1 + αk. Thus we have proved that the PoA bound of 1 + αk is

tight for GF ⊆ GC and GC ⊆ GF .

4.4.2 Weighted S2H Games

Sometimes a person can have different levels of intrinsic interest in different acquain-

tances. We incorporate this scenario into S2H games by having a positive weight fuv on
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each edge (uv) ∈ GF . We call this extension as Weighted S2H Games. The utility of a

node Uu(xu,x−u) in Weighted S2H games is given by:

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF

(xuvu + xuvv )fuv + α
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

(xuvu x
vw
v + xvww xuvv )fuw (4.40)

It is not difficult to see that the argument for the existence of NE for Weighted S2H games

is the same as the argument for the existence of NE of S2H games. Also, despite having

arbitrary weights on the edges of GF , whenever we have GF ⊆ GC the PoA proves to be

at most 1 + αk as it was in the absence of weights. Here by GF ⊆ GC , we mean that the

unweighted version of GF is a subset of GC . Because of having arbitrary positive weights

on the edges of GF we do not treat the case of GF = GC = Kn (i.e., the unweighted GF

is equal to Kn) separately but view it as a special case of GF ⊆ GC . Thus we get the

following results:

Theorem 16. For Weighted S2H games, a Nash Equilibrium always exists.

Theorem 17. For Weighted S2H games, whenever GF⊆GC we have PoA ≤ 1 + αk.

Theorem 17. We first introduce some notation. Analogous to (4.9) and (4.10) we define

Uoutu (xu,x−u) and U inu (xu,x−u) for Weighted S2H games:

Uoutu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

fuv · xuvu + α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

fuw · xuvu · xvwv (4.41)

U inu (xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

fuv · xuvv + α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

fuw · xvww · xuvv (4.42)

The definitions of Uout(M), U in(M) are the same as the ones in Section 4.4.1. We also

have Uu(xu,x−u) = Uoutu (xu,x−u) + U inu (xu,x−u). Lemma 4.12 also holds for Weighted

S2H games. Let du be the degree of node u in GC . Let Eu denote the set adjoining u in

GF ∩GC . Define Wu as

Wu = max
S⊆Eu s.t. |S|≤min(k,du)

∑
(uv)∈S

fuv (4.43)
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In other words, if we compute the cumulative weight of the member edges for each of the

subsets of Eu with at most min(k, du) edges then Wu is the maximum value of cumulative

weight of member edges for any such set. This is the maximum direct benefit that node u

could possibly attain from its incident edges. Now we will prove Lemma 4 and Lemma 5

which will help us prove Theorem 17.

Lemma 4. For Weighted S2H games, Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≥Wu in any NE.

Proof. Notice from (4.41) and (4.42) that Uoutu (xu,x−u) is the only part of the utility

obtained by u that depends on the contributions made by u whereas U inu (xu,x−u) is

independent of the contributions of u. Hence a node u in a NE M must choose a strategy

that maximizes Uoutu (xu,x−u) given the strategies played by the other nodes. If in M ,

we have Uoutu (xu,x−u) < Wu then the node u can increase Uoutu (xu,x−u) (and in turn its

utility as U inu (xu,x−u) doesn’t change) by simply making a contribution of 1 to the edges

that add up to Wu. This is a contradiction hence we have proved our claim.

Lemma 5. For Weighted S2H games, whenever GF ⊆ GC , Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤Wu(1 +αk).

Proof. Recall that
∑

(uv)3u x
uv
u = min k, du. Using this constraint and the definition of

Wu, we have that for any solution
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
fuv · xuvu ≤ Wu. Now we claim that for

any solution

α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

fuw · xvww · xuvv ≤ αkWu (4.44)

Note that the above inequality combined with the observation
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC
fuv ·xuvu ≤Wu

proves the lemma. To show that this inequality always holds, consider the quantity cuw

defined as:

cuw =
∑

v:(uv),(vw)∈GC

xuvu x
vw
v (4.45)

Since the total contributions of any node are at most k and each xvwv ≤ 1, then clearly

cuw ≤
∑

(uv)3u
xuvu ≤ k for every u,w. Now consider fixing node u, and summing cuw over

all w such that (u,w) ∈ GF . This equals
∑

(uv)3u[xuvu
∑

(vw)3v x
vw
v ], which is at most k2.
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Now let us prove that (4.44) holds. The left hand side of (4.44) can be rewritten as

α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

fuw · xvww · xuvv = α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

fuw ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC
w 6=u

xuvu x
vw
v

= α ·
∑

(uw)∈GF

fuwcuw (4.46)

Since each cuw is bounded by k and their sum is bounded by k2, then the above quality

is maximized when cuw is set to k for the k edges (u,w) ∈ GF with maximum value fuw,

and set to 0 otherwise. Since GF ⊆ GC , then these are exactly the edges considered in

Wu, and so the above quality is bounded by αkWu, as desired.

From Lemma 5, we have that in an optimum solution, Uoutu (xu,x−u) ≤Wu(1 +αk)

for any node u. Combining this with Lemma 4 we get that PoA for Weighted S2H games

is at most 1 + αk, proving Theorem 17.

4.5 Min Two-Hop (M2H) Games

Recall that M2H games are a natural extension of fractional stable matching games

obtained by introducing two-hop benefit. Denoting min(xuvu , x
uv
v ) by xuv, the utility

Uu(xu,x−u) of a node u in M2H games can be written as:

Uu(xu,x−u) =
∑

(uv)∈GC∩GF

xuv + α ·
∑

(uv),(vw)∈GC

(uw)∈GF

xuv · xvw (4.47)

We will call the first summation in (4.47) as direct benefit of node u and the term with

the coefficient of α in (4.47) as two-hop benefit of node u. Recall from Section 5.1 that

we use the concept of pairwise equilibria (PE’s) to assess the quality of a solution in M2H

games, denoting the ratio between the worst PE and the optimal solution as 2-PoA.

Recall that in an integral PE all the contributions are either 0 or 1. An integral PE

exists for M2H games without two-hop benefit (See Related Work). With two-hop benefit,

we construct an instance of M2H games which does not admit any integral pure NE by

adapting Example 1 from [2] which is an instance of stable roommates problem such that

no stable matchings exist. We also give 2-PoA bounds in Theorem 19 for some important

cases to assess the quality of PE’s whenever they exist.
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Figure 4.6: An integral PE may not exist for M2H game.

Theorem 18. There exist instances of M2H games that do not admit any integral pairwise

equilibrium.

Proof. To construct an instance of M2H games where an integral PE does not exist,

consider a pentagon constituted by nodes u, v, w, y, z (See Fig. 4.6). We will refer to this

pentagon as the central pentagon. All the edges of the central pentagon are in GC ∩GF .

These and the other edges that are in GC ∩ GF are shown in solid pattern in Fig. 4.6.

Each vertex of the central pentagon has three other nodes connected to it in GF ∩ GC
which we will refer as the satellite nodes of the vertex under consideration. For example

va, vb and vc are the satellite nodes of the vertex v. Each satellite node is connected

to 3 further nodes which we will refer as subordinate nodes of the satellite node under

consideration. In Fig. 4.6, for convenience we have shown the subordinate nodes va1, va2,

va3 of only one satellite node va, see the expansion of balloon pointed by the dark arrow.

All other balloons consist of analogous connections networks. A vertex of central pentagon

is connected in GF \GC to all the subordinate nodes of its satellite nodes. These and ther

other edges that are in in GF \ GC are shown in dotted pattern. In addition, a vertex

of the central pentagon is also connected in GF \GC to exactly one satellite node of the

vertex of the central pentagon in clockwise direction. For example, vertex u is connected

in GF \ GC to va, vertex v is connected in GF \ GC to wa and so on. We set k = 4 and

choose 0 < α < 1. Now we will show that an integral PE does not exist for this instance.

To begin with, notice that for the lack of choice, all the satellite nodes and subordi-
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nate nodes contribute 1 to all the adjoining edges in GC . Due to these nodes having a fixed

strategy in any solution, we need not analyze these nodes for changing the strategy. Thus

we will be concerned about the strategies of only the nodes that are the vertices of the

central pentagon. Now we claim that in any candidate solution for an integral PE, node

v will contribute 1 to edges (vva), (vvb) and (vvc). This is for the following reason: its

contribution to each of these edges, say (vva), fetches it a direct benefit of 1 and a two-hop

benefit of 3α as xvva · xvava1 = xvva · xvava2 = xvva · xvava3 = 1 (Refer (4.47)) to see how

two-hop benefit is calculated). Thus contributing to (vva) fetches v an utility of 1 + 3α in

every solution. However contributing to edge (vu) (or edge (vw)) can fetch u an utility of

at most 1 (or 1 + α). Thus in any candidate solution for PE, v will contribute 1 to edges

(vva), (vvb) and (vvc). Analogous conclusions hold for the other vertices of the central

pentagon. Hence to examine the possibility of an integral PE, we only need to look at the

last remaining contribution that these vertices make. For remaining contribution, each

vertex of the central pentagon has to choose between two edges of the central pentagon

that it is part of. Recall that it cannot contribute on the dotted edges as the dotted edges

are in GF but not in GC . Given these choices for the remaining contributions for the ver-

tices of the central pentagon, now we will show that any of the resulting solutions cannot

be an integral PE. To see this, let us make a simple observation that after each vertex of

the central pentagon chooses one of the adjoining edges of the pentagon to make its last

contribution, there is at least one vertex such that if it contributes to edge e of the central

pentagon then the other endpoint does not contribute to it. Without loss of generality,

say this vertex is v and it contributes to (vw) but w does not contribute to (vw). Thus v

does not get any direct or two-hop benefit by contributing to (vw) by using (4.47). Now

we have two cases: u contributing to (uv) or (uz). We will show that both cases do not

lead to an integral PE.

• u contributes to (uv): Here v can choose to contribute to (uv) instead of (vw), thus

making xuv = min(xuvu , x
uv
v ) = 1 to gain a direct benefit of 1 whereas its previous

contribution to (vw) fetched v no utility. Thus this case does not result in an integral

PE.

• u contributes to (uz): Here we will show that both u and v can instead choose

to contribute to (uv) and increase their utility, thereby proving that this case does

not lead to an integral PE. By contributing to (uz) node u cannot get any two-hop

benefit as there is no other neighbor of z in GC from which there is an edge to u
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in GF (Refer (4.47) to see when a node can obtain two-hop benefit). However, it

can get a direct benefit of 1 if z also happens to be contributing to (uz), resulting

in xuz = min(xuzu , x
uz
z ) = 1. Thus its contribution (uz) can fetch node u an utility

of at most 1. Now suppose u and v choose to contribute to (uv), making xuv =

min(xuvu , x
uv
v ) = 1. Thus both u and v get a direct benefit of 1 by their contribution

to (uv). This leads to an increase in the utility of v as its earlier contribution to edge

(vw) did not fetch any utility to v as argued before. In addition to the direct benefit

of 1, node u also gets a two-hop benefit of α because now the term xuvxvva becomes

1 and we have (uva) ∈ GF . Thus in this process, node u gains a total utility of 1+α

which more than compensates for the utility of 1 that it could have been getting by

contributing to (uz). Thus both u and v improve their utility in this process and

hence this case does not lead to an integral PE.

Hence we have shown that an integral PE does not exist for the instance shown in Fig. 4.6

thus proving that an integral PE may not exist for M2H games.

Theorem 19. For the M2H game:

1. If GC ⊆ GF then 2-PoA ≤ 2 + 2αk.

2. For the special case of GF=GC= Kn, a PE always exists and 2-PoA tends to

1+αk
1+α(k−1) as n→∞.

[Theorem 19, Proof of case GC ⊆ GF . ] First let us introduce some notation. let us define

the quantities P (M) and S(M) for a solution M as:

P (M) =
∑
u

∑
v:(uv)∈GC∩GF

xuv (4.48)

S(M) =
∑
u

∑
(uw)∈GF

(uv),(vw)∈GC

αxuvxvw (4.49)

The quantity P (M) is the combined direct benefit in M of all the nodes, and S(M) is the

combined two-hop benefit in M of all the nodes. Note that U(M) = P (M) + S(M). We

will prove the 2-PoA bound for GC ⊆ GF in two steps. In the first step, we will prove

that for any optimum solution M∗ and a PE M , we have P (M∗) ≤ 2 ·U(M). Then in the

second step, we will prove that S(M∗) ≤ 2αk · U(M). Combining these two steps with

the observation U(M∗) = P (M∗) + S(M∗) proves the desired 2-PoA bound.
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Now let us prove P (M∗) ≤ 2 · U(M). Let yuvu ’s (or ruvu ’s) denote the contributions

made by u in M∗ (or in M). Similarly, let yuv = min(yuvu , y
uv
v ) and ruv = min(ruvu , r

uv
v ).

To begin with, we claim that for an edge (uv) ∈ GF ∩ GC s.t. yuv > ruv, at least one

of its endpoints, say u obtains a direct benefit of exactly min(k, du) in M (note that no

node can obtain a direct benefit more than min(k, du)). In other words, for every edge

(uv) ∈ B, at least one of its endpoints belongs to set A where we define set A and B as

follows:

A = {u :
∑

(uv)3u

ruv = min{k, du}}

B = {(uv) ∈ GC ∩GF : yuv > ruv}

Suppose this claim is not true and that for some edge (uv) ∈ B node u (and node v)

obtains a direct benefit less than min(k, du) (less than min(k, dv)) in the PE M . Since we

have GC ⊆ GF , this implies that
∑

(uw)3u r
uw < min(k, du) and

∑
(vy)3v r

vy < min(k, dv).

Now combining
∑

(uw)3u r
uw < min(k, du) with the constraint

∑
(uw)3u r

uw
u = min(k, du)

we get that there must exist an edge in GC adjoining u, say (uz) s.t. ruzu > ruz. Similarly,

for v, there must exist an adjoining edge in GC , say (vp) s.t. rvpv > rvp. Now let us break

the analysis intwo two cases:

• Let (uz) = (uv) but (vp) 6= (uv): Since (uz) = (uv) we have min(ruvu , r
uv
v ) < ruvu , i.e.

ruvv < ruvu . We already have rvpv > rvpp . Now, let v decrease rvpv by an infinitesimal

quantity ε and increase rvpv by ε. Notice that since rvpv > min(rvpv , r
vp
p ) decreasing

rvpv by a tiny constant does not change the utility of v. However since ruvv < ruvu ,

increasing ruvv by ε increases ruv (i.e., min(ruvu , r
uv
v ). Given that (uv) is also in GF ,

in this process the direct benefit of v increases, increasing the utility of v in turn.

This contradicts our assumption of M being a PE.

• Let (uz) 6= (uv) and (vp) 6= (uv): The analysis of this case is similar to the previous

case, except that both u and v simultaneously will be able to increase their contribu-

tions to (uv) by a tiny constant (this is permitted as for (uv) ∈ B we have ruv < 1)

and both will be able to increase their utility. This contradicts our assumption of

M being a PE.

Hence we have proved that for every edge (uv) ∈ B, at least one of its endpoints belongs

to A. Because of this, the following inequality must hold:
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∑
(uv)∈B

yuv ≤
∑
u∈A

∑
(uv)3u
(uv)∈B

yuv (4.50)

Now consider the edges (uv) ∈ GF ∩GC which are not in B.

∑
(uv)∈B

yuv +
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

(uv)6∈B

yuv ≤
∑
u∈A

∑
(uv)3u
(uv)∈B

yuv +
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

(uv)6∈B

yuv

=⇒
∑

(uv)∈GF∩GC

yuv ≤
∑
u∈A

∑
(uv)3u

yuv +
∑
u6∈A

∑
(uv)3u
(uv)6∈B

yuv (4.51)

Let us analyze the terms that appear on the right hand side of (4.51):

• First let us consider the terms
∑

(uv)3u y
uv for u ∈ A. We now that this is in total at

most min{k, du}, since this is the largest amount u can contribute to all the incident

edges. However, by definition if A, we also know that min{k, du} =
∑

(uv)3u r
uv.

Thus, this term is at most
∑

(uv)3u r
uv. This is at most the direct benefit obtained

by u in M since GC ⊆ GF and hence is at most Uu(ru, r−u).

• Now consider the terms
∑

(uv)3u
(uv)6∈B

yuv for u 6∈ A. Since we are only summing over

edges not in B, and by definition of B this means that yuv ≤ ruv, then the above

term is at most
∑

(uv)3u r
uv. As argued in the previous case, this upper bound is at

most Uu(ru, r−u) for GC ⊆ GF .

Using the above, we get

∑
(uv)∈GF∩GC

yuv ≤
∑
u∈A

Uu(ru, r−u) +
∑
u/∈A

Uu(ru, r−u)

=⇒ P (M∗)/2 ≤ U(M)

Hence we have proved that P (M∗) ≤ 2 · U(M) for M2H games whenever GC ⊆ GF .

Now let us prove that S(M∗) ≤ 2αk · U(M) for M2H games whenever GC ⊆ GF .

Consider the two-hop benefit obtained in M∗ by a particular node u. It can be bounded
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as

∑
(uv)3u,(vw)3v
(uw)∈GF ,w 6=u

αyuvyvw ≤

 ∑
(uv)3u

αyuv

 ∑
(vw)3v

yvw ≤

 ∑
(uv)3u

yuv

 · αk (4.52)

Because GC ⊆ GF , we have that
∑

(uv)3u y
uv is at most the direct benefit obtained by u

in M∗. Thus summing the above bound over all the nodes, we get S(M∗) ≤ αkP (M∗).

We have already proved that P (M∗) ≤ 2 · U(M). Thus we have S(M∗) ≤ 2αkU(M).

Thus we have proved that whenever GC ⊆ GF , we have P (M∗) ≤ 2 · U(M) and

S(M∗) ≤ 2αkU(M). Combining these observations with U(M∗) = P (M∗) + S(M∗), we

get the desired 2-PoA bound of 2 + 2αk.

[Theorem 19, Proof of case GC = GF = Kn. ] Now consider the case of GF = GC = Kn.

For the existence of a PE, it can be verified that every node making a contribution of

k/(n− 1) to every adjacent link is a PE. Now we give a brief outline of how to prove the

bound on 2-PoA. We will assume that n is large enough, in particular at least 2k. Thus

every node has degree of at least 2k − 1. First we prove that when GF = GC = Kn, for a

pairwise equilibrium, if two nodes u and v satisfy
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k and

∑
(vw)3v x

vw < k

respectively then xuv = 1. We use this claim to bound the cardinality of the set T defined

by T = {u :
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k}. Then using this bound on cardinality, we bound the

utility U(M) obtained in a PE M from which the 2-PoA bound will follow. Now we will

proceed to the proof.

We claim that when GF = GC = Kn, for a pairwise equilibrium, if two nodes u

and v satisfy
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k and

∑
(vw)3v x

vw < k respectively then xuv = 1. To

see this, notice that whenever
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k, there exists an edge (uz) such that

xuzu > xuzz and thus u can decrease its contribution xuzu without affecting its utility. Such

an edge exists because otherwise if xuzu ≤ xuzz holds for all the adjoining edges of u then∑
(uw)3u min(xuwu , xuww ) will become eqaul to min(k, du) using the fact that

∑
(uw)3u x

uw
u =

k. Thus whenever
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k, there exists an edge adjoining u such that u can

can decrease its contribution xuzu without affecting its utility. Suppose for v also similar

inequality holds, i.e.
∑

(vw)3v x
vw < k. In such a case, if the mutual consent xuv is

less than 1 then u and v can increase their contributions to (uv) without decreasing

the utility obtained because of their contributions from other edges. This would be a

contradiction to our assumption of pairwise equilibrium. Thus we have proved the claim
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that for GF = GC = Kn, in any PE, if two nodes u and v satisfy
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k

and
∑

(vw)3v x
vw < k respectively then xuv = 1. We will call an edge (uv) with mutual

consent xuv = 1 as “full” edge. We have just proved that all the nodes belonging to the

set T = {u :
∑

(uw)3u x
uw < k} form a clique in the sense that all the edges between such

nodes are full. Each node in this set can have at most k−1 full edges adjoining it because

if it were k for any node u in set T then we will have
∑

(uw)3u x
uw = k, contradicting the

criterion for a node to be included in T . Thus, |T | ≤ k.

Let us denote the cardinality of T by q, which is at most k as argued above. For

large n, the cardinality of T̄ (complement of T ) will also be at least k. For each node

u in T̄ , the direct benefit component of Uu(xu,x−u) is exactly k. Thus the cumulative

direct-benefit component of the nodes in T̄ is given by k · |T̄ |. Now the two-hop benefit

component of a node u in T̄ would be

α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T̄

xuv
∑

(vw)3v,w 6=u

xvw + α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T

xuv
∑

(vw)3v,w 6=u

xvw

≥ α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T̄

xuv · (k − 1) + α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T

xuv · (q − 2) (4.53)

The above inequality holds because for a node v ∈ T̄ we have
∑

(vw)3v x
vw = k and for a

node v ∈ T we have
∑

(vw)3v x
vw ≥ q−1. Expressing q−2 as (k−1)− (k− q+ 1), a lower

bound on the two-hop benefit component of a node u in T̄ can be further expressed as

α
∑

(uv)3u

xuv(k − 1)− α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T

xuv(k − q + 1) = αk(k − 1)− α
∑

(uv)3u
v∈T

xuv(k − q + 1)(4.54)

Adding it over all the nodes in T̄ , the cumulative two-hop benefit obtained by nodes in T̄

is lower bounded by

αk(k − 1) · |T̄ | − α
∑

(uv)3u
u∈T̄ ,v∈T

xuv(k − q + 1) ≥ αk(k − 1) · |T̄ | − αq(k − q + 1)2 (4.55)

The above inequality holds because for any node in T , it is contributing q− 1 to edges to

other nodes in T , and thus can only contribute at most k − q + 1 to edges to nodes in T̄ .

Thus, the total contributions on edges between T and T̄ are at most q(k − q + 1).

Adding it to the cumulative direct benefit component k · |T̄ | of all the nodes in T̄ ,
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the total utility of all the nodes in T̄ , and thus the utility U(M) of a PE M is lower

bounded by

U(M) ≥ k|T̄ |+ αk(k − 1) · |T̄ | − αq(k − q + 1)2 (4.56)

It is easy to see that an upper bound on the utility U(M∗) of an optimum solution M∗ is

given by

U(M∗) ≤ n(k + αk2) (4.57)

From (4.56) and (4.57), we obtain

U(M)

U(M∗)
≥ |T̄ |

n
· 1 + α(k − 1)

1 + αk
− αq(k − q + 1)2

n(k + αk2)
(4.58)

As n grows, |T̄ |/n→ 1 and the second term in the above bound decreases, thus we get

2-PoA→ 1 + αk

1 + α(k − 1)
as n→∞ (4.59)

4.6 Empirical Findings

We begin by presenting the models and the settings used for the simulations we

carried out for our experiments. Then we will present the findings that we obtained,

relating them to the theoretical results for Weighted S2H and Weighted M2H games.

Let us start by describing the base model that we use for the simulations. In the

base model, we consider networks of 100 nodes placed uniformly randomly inside a unit

square. Thus each node corresponds to a point (x, y) inside a unit square. Each node

has an edge joining to every other node in the network. These edges have weights fuv’s

which depend on the distance d(u, v) between the nodes. We will specifically consider the

following three kinds of weight functions:

1. Inverse: For the inverse weight function, we set fuv = 1/d(u, v).

2. Exponential: For the exponential weight function, we set fuv = e−d(u,v)−e−
√
2

1−e−
√
2

. The

weight function has been normalized to take value 1 when d(u, v) = 0 and 0 when

d(u, v) =
√

2, with
√

2 being the largest distance between any two nodes located in
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a unit square.

3. Linear: For the linear weight function, we set fuv = 1 − d(u, v)/
√

2. Again, the

weight function has been normalized to take value 1 when d(u, v) = 0 and 0 when

d(u, v) =
√

2.

The attenuation with respect to distance becomes steeper as the weight functions change

from linear to exponential to inverse. In the model that we consider for simulations, we

allow the variable xuvu ’s to take values only from {0, 1}, i.e. we allow the system to converge

only to integral equilibria. We set k = 3. The nodes in this base model engage in either

S2H or M2H games.

Now we describe the settings for the simulations. For each new instance of simu-

lations, we start by placing 100 nodes uniformly randomly inside a unit square. Then in

the second step, the values of its contributions are set for each node u. Here we explore

two possibilities: for a node u, we choose any other three nodes randomly and make u

contribute (with a contribution of 1) to the edges joining to these nodes OR make u’s

contributions 1 on the edges joining u to the three closest nodes. Note that as k = 3,

a node can contribute 1 corresponding to only three adjoining edges. After this initial

assignment of the variables, a random permutation of nodes is generated in the third step.

In each iteration of the instance the nodes are examined in the order given by this per-

mutation. When a node u gets examined, we execute a better response for node u (if a

better response exists for node u) where a node u increases its contribution xuvu to 1 on

some edge (uv) by removing its contribution on some other edge. Note that this better

response is executed for M2H games only if it is a better response also for node v, since

for M2H games we are interested in pairwise deviations.

If none of the nodes have any better response, then it means we have found a NE

(PE) for Weighted S2H (Weighted M2H) games. We run the simulations for a large number

of iterations, typically 500−1000. We found that whenever an instance converged, it took

much less number of iterations, typically of the order of 10 iterations. Hence we consider

that an instance is not likely to converge if it fails to converge within 500 iterations.

We will evaluate the simulations based on two criteria:

• Existence of an (integral) equilibrium: If a simulation instance converges within

1000 iterations, it implies we have found a NE if it was an instance of Weighted S2H

games (or a PE for Weighted M2H games). However, if a simulation instance does
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not converge, then it may or may not have an equilibrium. Based on how many

instances converged for a model under consideration, we can evaluate the likelihood

of an instance for that model to have an equilibrium.

• Price of Anarchy: If we are considering an instance of Weighted S2H games that

converges (to a NE M) then the utility U(M) of the resultant NE is given by adding

the utilities obtained by all the nodes. Computationally it is difficult to compute the

worst NE as well as optimum solution in our settings. However if we take the ratio of

U(M) to an upper bound U(M∗) on the value of an optimum solution then we have a

bound on the quality on the resultant NE. We will slightly abuse the notation to call

this ratio as the price of anarchy in this section. Thus in this section, price of anarchy

means the quality of the solution to which the simulation converged. An upper bound

on U(M∗) for Weighted S2H games is given by
∑

u 2(1+αk)·(wu1+wu2+wu3) where

wu1, wu2, wu3 are the maximum 3 values of weight functions among the weights of

the edges adjoining a node u. To see why this is is an upper bound, notice that the

maximum utility that a node u can obtain is given by 2(1 +αk) · (wu1 +wu2 +wu3)

as per (4.40). We will see that the average value of the equilibria whenever the

instances converged is close to the value of an optimum solution. For the instances

of Weighted M2H games, we evaluate the upper bound on U(M∗) in the similar way

except that the upper bound on U(M∗) is given by
∑

u(1 +αk) · (wu1 +wu2 +wu3).

We will examine how the average value of the equilibria obtained varies with α.

Now we present the results of the simulations in Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2.

4.6.1 Existence of an (Integral) Equilibrium

Although in Section 4.4 we gave an instance of S2H games where an integral NE

does not exist, we found that in simulation better-response dynamics converge to an

integral NE almost all of the time, at least for the types of graph structures that are

considered in the simulation settings. To give specific numbers, we found that for linear,

exponential, and inverse weight functions, we have convergence for 99%, 97% and 73% of

the simulation instances for Weighted S2H games. Moreover, the convergence, when it

occurs, is extremely fast: all the instances either converged within 10 rounds, or did not

converge within 500 iterations. The same is not true for Weighted M2H games: over 65

percent of our instances did not converge to a PE even after 5000 rounds. Thus, in the

settings that we examine, we found that we are much more likely to have an (integral)
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NE in S2H games (with extremely fast convergence to a stable solution) compared to

Weighted M2H games. See Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 for some typical outcomes. We explore

these outcomes in details later.

4.6.2 Price of Anarchy

The quality of NE that our simulations converged to was extremely close to opti-

mal, usually within a few percent of the centralized optimal solution, indicating that our

theoretical bounds are truly only for the worst case, not average case. Table 4.1 shows the

average values of the equilibria obtained for our simulations when the weight functions are

linear. The values for exponential and inverse weight functions also showed similar trends.

We can see that on average, the value of the equilibria obtained is very close to the value

of an optimum solution. The values are also consistent with worst-case PoA being 1 +αk,

which decreases as α decreases. As α decreases, the NEs and optimum solutions both

converge to nodes following the strategy of contributing to edges leading to their closest

neighbors. Thus there is less tendency to deviate from the strategy in OPT, resulting in

better equilibria.

Table 4.1: Average value of equilibria obtained with α for n = 100, k = 3 for
linear weight functions. PoA here refers to the ratio between the
computed NE and the optimum solution.

α Average PoA (with std dev) Average PoA (with std dev)
Weighted S2H games Weighted M2H games

1/2 1.033 (0.0021) 1.043 (0.0063)
1/4 1.031 (0.0018) 1.037 (0.0049)
1/6 1.029 (0.0016) 1.032 (0.0040)
1/8 1.028 (0.0025) 1.030 (0.0043)

As α decreases or as the weight functions become steeper from linear to exponential

to inverse, we also observed that nodes increasingly form a “backbone”-type network

by connecting to the closest nodes. We explain this as follows: As α decreases, the

contribution of two-hop benefit to node utility starts losing its significance. When α is

small, nodes simply attempt to connect to their closest k nodes and little clustering takes

place, instead forming a backbone-type of network. This effect is especially pronounced

in M2H games (see Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.7, for α = 1/2, two-hop benefit plays a significant

part in the utility obtained by a node. Because of bidirectional nature of contributions,

the structures that can increase two-hop benefit for a node in M2H games are cliques -
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Figure 4.7: Typical pairwise equilibria computed for the Weighted M2H games
with linear weight function and (Left) α = 1/2 (Middle) α = 1/8
(Right) α = 1/16.

Figure 4.8: Typical NE computed for the Weighted S2H games with linear
weight function (Left) and exponential weight function (Middle)
and inverse weight function with α=1/6.

as it is easy to see in a clique, a node is a part of maximum possible k(k − 1) two-hop

paths. However, for α = 1/8 and α = 1/16 in Fig 4.7, two-hop benefit plays increasingly

insignificant role in node utility, thus the outcome is a backbone-type network as predicted.

It would be interesting to investigate further if a phase transition occurs as α decreases,

where the clustering effect suddenly disappears, or whether it disappears gradually.

We plot the effect of increasing the steepness of weight functions in Fig. 4.8, where

as the weight functions become steeper the nodes increasingly form a “backbone”-type of

network by connecting to the k closest nodes. Although the rationale is similar to the

effect of decreasing α with M2H games, there are slight differences between Fig. 4.7 and

Fig. 4.8 as they correspond to equilibria of S2H and M2H games respectively. For steeper

weight functions with S2H games, two-hop benefit plays a significant part in node utility

but it manifests in a slightly different way than M2H games. In S2H games, the nature

of contributions is unidirectional, thus a node has no control over incoming (one-hop or
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two-hop) paths. Thus if a node u were to contribute on an edge (uv) where the other

endpoint v has already contributed, then u can be a part of at most (k − 1) outgoing

two-hop paths through node v. However, if a node u were to contribute on an edge (uv)

such that v does not contribute to (uv), then u can be a part of k outgoing paths through

node v. Thus in S2H games, in order obtain a higher two-hop benefit encouraged by less

steep (linear) weight function, nodes tend to contribute to edges where the other endpoint

does not contribute, thus reducing the tendency of nodes to form cliques and also making

the edges that get contributed close to 2kn. This leads to a dense network with higher

connectivity in a typical outcome, as shown in Fig. 4.8 for linear weight function. Note

that such a typical outcome also has higher number of unidirectional (orange-blue) edges

as predicted. When the weight functions become steeper, two-hop benefit contribution to

node utility becomes increasingly insignificant, thus nodes tend to contribute to the edges

leading to closest k neighbors. If v is among k closest neighbors of u then u is also highly

likely to be among k closest neighbors of v because of the nature of node distribution

(random in a unit square) - thus it is highly likely that an edge that gets contributed to,

gets contributed from both its endpoints as two-hop benefit becomes insignificant. This

can be observed in increasing percentage of blue-colored edges (denoting contribution from

both endpoints) in Fig. 4.8 as weight functions change from linear to exponential to inverse

(increasing their steepness). Most of the contributed edges being bidirectional with nodes

connecting to k closest neighbors also means a typical outcome in S2H games with steep

weight function (e.g., inverse weight function) resembles to a typical outcome with small

α in M2H games as observed from the rightmost subfigures of Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.

Let us summarize the simulation results. We investigated Weighted S2H and Weighted

M2H games with nodes scattered uniformly randomly inside a unit square. We used three

different classes of weight functions - linear, exponential and inverse with the attenuation

of weight function becoming steeper with distance as they change from linear to exponen-

tial to inverse. We found that for Weighted S2H games, we are much more likely to have

an (integral) NE compared to Weighted M2H games. The quality of NE that our simu-

lations converged to was extremely close to optimal, usually within a few percent of the

centralized optimal solution. We also saw that as α decreases or as the weight functions

go from linear to exponential to inverse, the nodes stop forming “clusters” and instead

form a “backbone”-type network resulting from their connecting to the closest possible

neighbors.



CHAPTER 5

Coalitionally Stable Pricing Schemes for Inter-domain Routing

In this chapter, we shift our focus away from incorporating social context into well-known

games to interdomain routing in the Internet. In particular, we will concentrate on the

problem of existence of stable and efficient pricing for inter-domain routing. We consider

a general network topology with multiple sources and sinks of traffic, and organized into

separate domains managed by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) solely interested in max-

imizing their own profit. In this framework, we prove that there exists a pricing scheme

that attains network-wide efficiency and is yet coalitionally stable, where the coalitions

correspond to the ISPs that are acting in self-interest. This implies that this pricing

scheme not only maximizes the overall utility of the resulting traffic flows, but is also

such that ISPs cannot expect to improve their profit through deviation from it, even if

multiple ISPs deviate at the same time. Through simulations on uniformly-random as

well as BRITE-generated topologies, we evaluate the convergence of best-response based

simple price updates, and show that they quickly attain near-optimal network utility in a

majority of network topologies.

5.1 Model and Preliminaries

We consider the multi-provider structure of the Internet by modeling it as a “net-

work of networks”, where each ISP is a network (subnetwork), or a collection of networks

(subnetworks). The ISPs quote destination-specific prices to each other for forward-

ing/transiting the traffic for a specific destination, on the inter-ISP links that connect

them. It is also through these inter-domain links that ISPs direct flows toward each

other, which are directed through the ISP’s internal network topology, possibly to other

neighboring ISPs to the destination. Other than forwarding each other’s traffic, ISPs also

generate and forward traffic of their own, which originate from the end-users that the ISP

directly serves. Prices are quoted by the ISPs, and traffic is generated and forwarded by

them (in response to the prices quoted by their neighbors), so that their individual profits

are maximized. Fig. 5.1 overviews the pricing and forwarding scheme from the perspective

of ISP i.

For simplicity of exposition of the basic ideas, the discussion in the rest of this

section assumes that each ISP is abstracted (modeled) as a single node. In this case,

98
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Figure 5.1: Price setting, flow generation, and forwarding by ISP i for traffic
to destination t.

the internal topology of an ISP becomes inconsequential, and gets represented as a nodal

capacity constraint. Our main results – those for the general model where each ISP is

modeled as a subnetwork (or collection of subnetworks) – are presented in Sections 5.2

and 5.3.

5.1.1 Prices and Profits

Next we proceed to describe the pricing scheme that we consider, and how flows are

determined in response to those prices; we refer to this as the Price Model. Consider a

network G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes (ISPs) and E is the set of edges (inter-ISP

links), with each node (ISP) in the network being a player. Each node in the network

is either a source node or a transit node. As will be evident from the discussion below,

a destination node can be viewed as a special case of a transit node. A source node s

desires to send an amount dst of traffic to some destination node t (different source nodes

may want to send traffic to different destinations) and is not willing to transit any traffic

of others, while a transit node does not send any traffic of its own, but instead forwards

traffic of others. As we will see later, this distinction does not matter, and all our results

hold if the same node acts as both a source node and a transit node, or desires to send

traffic to multiple destinations; however, it simplifies the exposition to consider source

nodes and transit nodes to be separate.

Each transit node v has a capacity cv ≥ 0 for all traffic being transited through

it. While we associate capacities with nodes for simplicity of exposition, our model and

results easily extend to the case where capacities are associated with the edges (links)
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instead. Each source node s can send traffic to destination t up to a maximum rate of

dst, and derives a value of λst ≥ 0 per-unit of traffic that it sends to destination t, i.e. the

utility source s derives from sending x ≤ dst traffic to destination t is λst · x. It is worth

noting that the results in this work hold even if the utility that s derives from sending

traffic to t is allowed to depend on the route this traffic takes; for the sake of simplicity,

however, we do not consider that more general case in this work.

Each node v’s strategy is to choose a desired profit πv ≥ 0. πv specifies how much

profit v is determined to make from each unit of traffic that it transits (if v is a transit

node), or from each unit of traffic that it sends (if v is a source node). The strategies

chosen by the nodes give rise to prices and flows of traffic as follows.

Denote by ptv the price that node v charges for forwarding a unit of traffic to desti-

nation t. We assume that any node with an edge to v can send any amount x to t through

v by paying ptv · x. Then, the prices are determined by ptv = πv + min(v,w)∈E p
t
w. In other

words, node v looks at the cheapest price that it has to pay to get traffic to t, adds its

desired profit πv to this price, and asks everyone to pay this amount. Thus, the prices are

completely determined by the desired profits πv.

Let p(π) be the price vector resulting from the profits using the process described

above. Note that these prices may differ across destinations, since forwarding to some

destinations may be more costly than to other destinations. Given these prices, the source

nodes send their flow to their neighbor with the cheapest price (as long as by doing so they

receive more than πs profit), and transit nodes forward their traffic to their neighbors with

the cheapest price. Due to tiebreaking (which can be arbitrary) between several nodes

with the same price, many possible flows may form: to make this precise we define the set

of reasonable flows as follows.

Definition 4. A valid flow f given prices p(π) satisfies the following properties:

1. Each node v (either a source or a transit node) which sends or forwards flow destined

for t forwards it only to neighbors w with the smallest price ptw.

2. Let ptw be the minimum price asked by a neighbor of a source node s for forwarding

traffic to destination t. If λst − ptw > πs, then s sends all of its dst traffic (since it

receives at least the desired πs profit for each). If λst− ptw < πs, then its sends none

of its traffic.

In other words, a valid flow is what we would expect to happen when nodes send their
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traffic to neighbors charging the smallest price, and when sources send traffic only if they

would make enough profit. We define the utility of a source node s to simply be Us(π, f) =

λst · fst − ptw · fst, where fst is how much flow node s sends to t, and w is the neighbor of

s with the cheapest price ptw. Similarly, the utility of a transit node v is the amount of

money it receives minus the amount it spends, i.e., Uv(π, f) =
∑

t[p
t
v ·f int −ptw ·f int ], where

f int is the amount of flow v receives destined for destination t, and w is the neighbor of

v with minimum ptw. If the total flow being transited by v is more than its capacity cv,

then the utility of v is assumed to be negative infinity. Thus, a valid flow is simply a flow

that would form if all nodes chose to forward flow in order to maximize their utility. Let

F (π) denote the set of valid flows given profits π (and thus prices p(π)).

Note that (as in [86, 87]) when sending traffic to v, neighbors of v do not care about

the capacity of node v. One can think of this interaction as follows: if a transit node

becomes over-capacitated, then it will be forced to pay penalties to its customers due

to the failure to uphold its routing obligations; for customer nodes, these penalties more

than compensate for the loss in traffic throughput, and thus it is always in the customer’s

interest to forward traffic to the lowest-priced downstream node, regardless of available

capacity. If node v is running low on capacity it is always free to increase its desired profit

πv and thus its asking price, thereby reducing the amount of traffic it receives. Thus prices

that lead to over-capacitated nodes are never stable, since the over-capacitated node will

always have incentive to increase its profit πv.

We will study stable solutions of this game. Specifically, we call a flow and vector

of desired profits stable if the following holds.

Definition 5. A flow-profit pair (f, π) is stable if it satisfies the following properties:

1. f is a valid flow with respect to p(π).

2. No node v can change its desired profit πv and obtain a higher utility. Formally, let

π′ = (π′v, π−v) be the profit vector which is identical to π except for node v changing

its desired profit to any π′v 6= πv. Then, Uv(π, f) ≥ Uv(π
′, f ′), for every valid flow

f ′ ∈ F (π′).

Thus, no matter what valid flow may form due to node v changing its strategy

to π′v, if the solution is stable then node v would not be better off. This definition is

stronger than the usual Nash equilibrium: no matter which valid flow would result from

changing its strategy to π′v, each node v should still not be able to benefit. Although
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this solution concept is quite strong, we show that it always exists, and in fact that by

choosing appropriate profits π we are able to stabilize the optimum flow (i.e., maximize

total network utility at equilibrium). In other words, the price of stability is 1.

5.1.2 Our Contribution

We provide a game-theoretic model of price-setting by ISPs, where each ISP is solely

interested in maximizing its profits, while anticipating the changes to the overall traffic

pattern that will result from changes to its pricing scheme. We establish the existence

and efficiency of a coalitional equilibrium for this game, where each coalition corresponds

to an ISP network. In our model, an ISP is represented as a cloud – a subnetwork of

nodes (routers) and edges (links) connected in an arbitrary topology, or even a collection

of (possibly disjoint) subnetworks. This general ISP model is well representative of the

administrative structure in the current Internet where an ISP can control multiple Au-

tonomous Systems (ASes) [20]. Our view of ISPs as coalitions aligns well with the fact

that an ISP will jointly optimize the prices it quotes at all its ingress points, along with

the traffic forwarding paths inside its network.

As discussed before in Chapter 1, we consider a notion of stability (coalitional equi-

librium) that is quite strong, and is resilient to (i) ISPs being optimistic about the flows

that may result from changing their price; (ii) any ownership (coalition) structure in the

network, or equivalently, any partitioning of the network (Internet) into ISP boundaries.

The notion of social optimality we consider amounts to maximizing the aggregate utility

(generalized network throughput) in the entire network (Internet); this does not need to

take into account the ISP boundaries. Despite our strong stability concept, we show that

socially optimal flows are stabilizable, i.e., how to compute prices which form a coalitional

equilibrium, and result in a socially optimal flow. Thus, we show that the price-of-stability

(PoS) is unity.

These results hold even for the case when per-node traffic constraints are modeled

as a hard capacity limit, as well as when they are modeled as convex transit costs. The

results can be shown to extend even if capacities or transit costs are associated with links

instead of nodes. The corresponding prices would not only maximize the total utility of

the flow resulting in the Internet, but will remain stable even if the ownership structures

(ISP boundaries) change, as long as the underlying physical topology remains unaltered.

Unlike most of the existing related work (as we discuss in the next section) our results
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apply to any number of sources and destinations of traffic, and to ISPs which consist of

an entire network, instead of a single node. Through simulations on random as well as

BRITE-generated topologies, we evaluate the convergence of a best-response based simple

price update solution where an ISP changes its price incrementally if the change improves

its profit. We observe that this incremental price update process converges quickly in all

cases simulated, and show that it attains near-optimal network utility in the majority of

cases, particularly for BRITE-generated topologies.

5.1.3 Equivalence of Price and Path Models

Since the prices are completely determined by the profits π in the above model, we

can define the following equivalent model (which we call the Path Model) by omitting

prices entirely. The strategy of each player v is still to choose a profit πv. Define the

π-length of a path P to be
∑

v∈P πv, and let Dπ(s, t) be the shortest π-length between

nodes s and t. Then, we can define a valid flow as follows.

Definition 6. A valid flow f given profits π satisfies the following properties:

1. Flow only travels on shortest paths (in terms of π-length).

2. If λst > Dπ(s, t), then s sends all of its dst traffic to t. If λst < Dπ(s, t), then it

sends none of its traffic.

Proposition 1. A flow f is a valid flow with respect to prices p(π) in the Price Model

exactly when it is a valid flow with respect to profits π in the Path Model.

Proof. By the construction of prices, ptw is exactly the shortest π-distance from w to t.

Thus, saying that flow is forwarded to nodes with smallest ptw is equivalent to saying that

flow travels on shortest paths with respect to π-distance. Similarly, the shortest π-distance

Dπ(s, t) from s to t is exactly equal to πs + ptw with ptw being the smallest asking price of

a neighbor of s. Thus, λst − ptw > πs exactly when λst > Dπ(s, t).

We define the utility of a source node for the Path Model to be Us(π, f) = πs ·fst,

where fst is the amount of traffic s sends in flow f . Similarly, the utility of a transit node

v is the amount of profit it obtains from forwarding traffic, i.e., Uv(π, f) =
∑

t[πv · f int ],

where f int is the amount of flow v receives destined for destination t. If the total flow being

transited by v is more than its capacity cv, then the utility of v is defined to be negative

infinity (from v’s point of view, this means that v should raise its desired profit πv, and
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thus obtain less flow). We can now define a stable solution in exactly the same way as in

the Price Model.

Definition 7. A flow-profit pair (f, π) is stable if it satisfies the following properties:

1. f is a valid flow with respect to π.

2. No node v can change its desired profit πv and obtain a higher utility. Formally, let

π′ = (π′v, π−v) be the profit vector which is identical to π except for node v changing

its desired profit to any π′v 6= πv. Then, Uv(π, f) ≥ Uv(π
′, f ′), for every valid flow

f ′ ∈ F (π′).

We now show in Proposition 2-3 that the stable solutions in the Path and the

Price models have a strong relationship, and that if good stable solutions exist in the

Path model, then they are also stable in the Price model.

Proposition 2. If a flow-profit pair (f, π) is stable for the Path Model, then it is stable

for the Price Model.

Proof. Consider a transit node v. First we will prove that if v does not want to change

its strategy (i.e., it is stable) under (f, π) in one model, then it is also stable in the other

model. Since the strategy space is the same, and due to Proposition 1, it is enough to

show that the utility obtained by each node v is exactly the same for any flow-profit pair

(f, π) in both the profit and pricing model, with f being a valid flow with respect to π.

This would mean that the set of possible deviations for node v is the same in both models,

and so if v is stable in one, then it is stable in the other as well. The utility of node v is∑
t[p

t
v · f int − ptw · f int ] in the pricing model with ptw being the cheapest outgoing price to

t, which is exactly equal to
∑

t[πv · f int ] due to the way the prices are chosen. Thus, if a

transit node is stable in one model, then it is also stable in the other.

We now show that if (f, π) is a stable flow-profit pair in the Profit Model, then

it is also stable for the Price Model. We already argued that all transit nodes will be

stable, so consider a source node s. The utility of s in the profit model is Us(π, f) = πs ·fst,

where fst is the amount of traffic s sends in flow f . Suppose fst > 0. Since f is a valid

flow, this implies that λst ≥ D, where D is the π-distance of the shortest path from s to t.

In fact, since (f, π) is stable, then we know that λst = D, since if λst were strictly smaller

than D, then s could increase πs by some amount and obtain larger utility. Due to the

way prices are constructed in the pricing model, this means that λst = πs + ptw, where
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ptw is the cheapest outgoing price to t from s. Thus node s is also stable in the pricing

model: if it increases πs then its utility becomes 0, since no flow will be sent because s

is asking for too much profit. If instead s decreases πs and improves its utility (due to

sending more flow), then it could have performed the same deviation in the profit model.

To see this, consider that before lowering πs, node s has utility πs · fst. After lowering

πs to πs − ε, node s can obtain utility (λst − ptw) · dst = πs · dst in the pricing model, or

(πs−ε)dst in the profit model. If πs ·dst > πs ·fst, then there must be some ε > 0 such that

(πs− ε)dst > πs · fst. Thus, if lowering πs is an improving deviation for the pricing model,

then it is also an improving deviation for the profit model, giving us a contradiction.

If on the other hand, fst = 0, then due to f being a valid flow it must be that

λst ≤ D, where D is as defined above. In fact, λst ≤ D−πs, since otherwise s could lower

πs so that the shortest path becomes smaller than λst, and thus obtain positive utility

instead of zero. Due to the construction of prices, this means that λst ≤ ptw, and so the

utility of node s will be zero in both models no matter what choice of πs it makes. This

completes the proof of the fact that a stable (f, π) is the Profit Model is also stable in

Price Model.

Proposition 3. If (f, π) is stable in the Price Model, then there exist profits π′ such

that (f, π′) is stable in the Path Model.

Proof. Suppose (f, π) is stable in the Price Model. For each source node s, set the

profits π′s to be as follows. If s is sending a positive amount of flow (i.e., fst > 0), then

set π′s = λst − ptw, where ptw is the amount node s is paying to its neighbor w to forward

this flow. π′s is nonnegative, and π′s ≥ πs, since otherwise this would not be a valid flow.

For all other nodes, set π′v = πv. We claim that (f, π′) is stable in the profit model.

First, notice that f is a valid flow for π′. No transit node would increase its π′v, since

then it would get utility 0 due to the shortest path lengths being equal to λst. It could

decrease its π′v and obtain more flow, but then it could have done the same in the Price

Model with profits π. No source node s with fst > 0 would increase its π′v, since then it

would get utility 0. It could decrease its π′v and obtain more flow, but then it could have

done the same in the Price Model with profits π. Finally, a source node s with fst = 0

cannot gain anything from decreasing π′s, since otherwise it could have done that in the

Price Model with profits π. This completes the proof.

Thus, the set of flows for which there exist stable prices is the same in both models.
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Because of this, we will mostly focus on the Path Model for the rest of the chapter; our

results for the Path Model will have immediate implications for the Price Model as

well.

5.2 Coalitional Stability of Networks of “Clouds”

So far we defined only a simple model in which every player controls only a single

node. This was done with the purpose of defining the basic concepts; our main goal,

however, is to consider the more general case where a player may own an entire subnetwork

of nodes (a “cloud”), or even several non-contiguous subnetworks. This is necessary to

model ISPs as players, each of which may control one or more subnetworks (“domains”

or Autonomous Systems (AS)). Also, a single player may control both transit and source

nodes, and the utility of this player would consist of the total utility of the nodes under

their control. Note that this also lets us handle cases where the same node (ISP) is both

a source and a transit node (ISP), or is a source node for multiple destinations, etc. For

a set S of nodes, we define US(f, π) =
∑

v∈S Uv(f, π) to be the total utility of the nodes

in the set. Then, we define a coalitionally-stable solution as follows:

Definition 8. A flow-profit pair (f, π) is coalitionally-stable if it satisfies the following

properties:

1. f is a valid flow with respect to π.

2. No set of nodes S can change their desired profits π and obtain a higher total utility.

Formally, let π′ = (π′S , π−S) be the profit vector which is identical to π except for

nodes v ∈ S changing their desired profit to any π′v. Then, US(π, f) ≥ US(π′, f ′),

for every valid flow f ′ ∈ F (π′).

A coalitionally-stable solution is one such that no matter what subset of nodes falls

under the control of a single entity (player), the current flow is still stable since this entity

would not be able to increase its total utility by changing desired profits π. Note that this

notion of a stable solution is quite strong, as it remains stable even if the ISP topologies

(association of nodes/routers with ISPs) change, as long as the physical network topology

remains unchanged. Despite this strong notion of coalitional stability, we show below that

a stable solution always exists.

In our cloud model, the prices quoted (for any specific destination) by an ISP to

different neighboring ISPs need not be the same, but will in general depend on each other.
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Figure 5.2: Example: profit choices and price dependencies in the cloud
model. The numbers across the arrows represent the per-unit
prices to be paid (in the direction of the arrows) towards sending
traffic to destination t.

An ISP would choose profits at all of its internal nodes (routers), and the prices that

it quotes on its inter-domain connections will be composed from these chosen per-node

profits, and the prices quoted by its neighboring ISPs, in a manner identical to that

described in the previous section. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

Similarly to the non-coalitional stability concept, we have the following relationship

between the stable solutions in the Price and Path models.

Proposition 4. If a flow-profit pair (f, π) is coalitionally-stable for the Path Model,

then it is coalitionally-stable for the Price model.

Proof. Define tight profits in the Price Model to be profits such that for all sources s,

πs ≥ λst − ptw, where ptw is the smallest price of any neighbor of s. Then, we can prove

the following helpful lemmas.

Lemma 6. In the Price Model, for any (f, π) there is a tight (f, π′) such that f is a

valid flow for π′ and for all nodes v, Uv(f, π) = Uv(f, π
′).

Proof. For any source node s with a profit πs which is not tight, simply set π′s = max{λst−

ptw, 0}, so π′ is clearly tight. First, we show that f ∈ F (π′). The prices at transit nodes

do not change, so the flow is still forwarded to neighbors asking the cheapest price. Since

π′ is tight, then it never occurs that λst − ptw > π′s. On the other hand, if λst − ptw < π′s,

then π′s = 0 and λst < ptw. Thus, it must be that λst − ptw < πs, since πs ≥ 0, and so f

does not send any flow from node s, as desired.

To confirm that all nodes obtain the same utility in both (f, π) and (f, π′), note

simply that utility for all transit nodes depends only on flow f and prices, which are
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unchanged. For a source node s, the utility is λstfst − fstptw, which is unchanged.

Lemma 7. For a tight (f, π), with f a valid flow, the utility of every node v is the same

in both the Price and the Path models.

Proof. For a transit node, the utilities are Uv(π, f) =
∑

t[p
t
v · f int − ptw · f int ] for the Price

Model and Uv(π, f) =
∑

t[πv · f int ] for the Path Model. Due to the construction of

prices, ptv − ptw = πv, so these are always the same.

For a source node, the utilities are Us(π, f) = λst ·fst−ptw ·fst for the Price Model

and Us(π, f) = πs · fst for the Path Model. For fst = 0, these are the same. If fst ≥ 0,

then since f is a valid flow and π is tight, it must be that πs = λst− ptw. Thus, the utility

values are identical.

We now proceed to proving the proposition. Let (f, π) be a coalitionally-stable

solution in the Path Model. Since it is coalitionally-stable, we know that for every

source s with λst − minwDπ(w, t) ≥ 0 for w being neighbors of s, we have that πs =

λst − minwDπ(w, t), since otherwise s could increase πs and obtain more utility. Thus,

when we consider π in the Price model, we see that π is tight.

Consider an arbitrary deviation π′ = (π′S , π−S) by a set of nodes S, and suppose to

the contrary that in the Price Model this is an improving deviation, i.e., US(f ′, π′) >

US(f, π) for some f ′ ∈ F (π′). Due to Lemma 6, there exists a tight profit vector π′′

such that f ′ ∈ F (π′′), and the utilities of all nodes are the same in both (f ′, π′) and

(f ′, π′′). This profit vector π′′ differs from π′ only at nodes which are not tight in π′.

However, since π is tight, the nodes not tight in π′ must be nodes of S. Thus, we can

think of π′′ is a deviation of the set S from the state (f, π), i.e., π′′ = (π′′S , π−S). This

deviation to (f ′, π′′) gives the same utilities to each node as in (f ′, π′), and so we still have

that US(f ′, π′′) > US(f, π) in the Price Model. However, due to Lemma 7, and since

both π and π′′ are tight, we know that the same holds in the Path Model, which is a

contradiction to (f, π) being coalitionally-stable for the Path Model.

5.3 Stability of Optimum Flows

In this section we consider flows that maximize social welfare, and prove that for

both the Price and Path models, there are profits which make these flows coalitionally-

stable. In other words, we prove that the price of stability is 1: there are stable solutions

(prices and profits) which are as good as the social optimum, and so we do not need to
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sacrifice any social welfare in order to obtain stable prices, even in the presence of clouds.

First, let us consider what the socially optimum solution looks like.

Define the social welfare of (f, π) to be
∑

v Uv(f, π). Since transfers of utility cancel

out, in the Price Model this simply equals
∑

st λstfst, where fst is the amount of flow

sent from s to t in f . Thus, the socially optimal flow f∗ is simply the flow which obeys

all node capacities cv and dst, and maximizes the total flow value
∑

st λstfst. It is easy to

show that the socially optimum flow is the same in the Path Model. One main result

of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 20. There exist profits π such that (f∗, π) is coalitionally-stable in both the

Path and the Price models. Here f∗ is a flow maximizing social welfare.

Proof. Due to Proposition 4, it is enough to show that the optimum flow f∗ is stable in

the Path Model, since this immediately implies its stability in the Price Model. Thus

in the rest of this proof, we will only deal with the Path Model.

We give a brief outline of the proof. To begin with, we will state a linear program

(LP) to compute the optimal flow and its dual LP. Then we will analyze the implications

of complementary slackness conditions and show that the optimal flow is a valid flow if

we set node profits equal to the values of dual variables. Finally, using the implications

of complementary-slackness conditions, we will prove that setting node profits π in such a

way with f∗ being the flow implies that no coalition of nodes can change their profits to

obtain a higher utility, thus proving that (f∗, π) is coalitionally-stable.

Consider associating each path p from a source node to a destination node with

utility λp (per unit flow sent on this path). This notion generalizes associating each

source and destination pair (s, t) with utility λst. Now a LP to compute optimal flow

when we associate utilities with paths can be given by:

max
p

∑
p

λpfp (5.1)

s.t. ∀v :
∑
p3v

fp ≤ cv (5.2)

∀p : fp ≥ 0 (5.3)

This LP computes a flow f∗ corresponding to maximum social welfare such that the

capacity constraints of each node are not violated (See (5.2)). The dual LP corresponding
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to the primal LP (5.1)-(5.3) is given by the following:

min
v

∑
v

πvcv (5.4)

s.t. ∀p :
∑
v∈p

πv ≥ λp (5.5)

∀v : πv ≥ 0 (5.6)

We claim that setting node profits exactly equal to their respective dual variables will

stabilize f∗. We denote this set of node profits as π∗. To prove our claim, we first analyze

the implications of complementary slackness conditions which (f∗, π∗) satisfies. These

conditions for the above primal-dual LP are given by:

∀v :

(
cv −

∑
p3v

f∗p

)
· π∗v = 0 (5.7)

∀p :

(∑
v∈p

π∗v − λp

)
· f∗p = 0 (5.8)

We make the following observations from the above complementary slackness conditions:

1. From (5.7), if a node v has profit π∗v > 0 in (f∗, π∗), then it must be saturated, i.e.,

the total flow carried by the paths of which v is a part totals to exactly cv.

2. From (5.7), if a node v is not saturated, then π∗v = 0 in (f∗, π∗).

3. From (5.8), if a path p carries a positive flow in (f∗, π∗), then the π-length of path

p (i.e., the total profit of the nodes lying on this path) must be equal to the utility

λp corresponding to this path.

4. From (5.8), if π-length of path p is strictly greater than λp (note that it cannot be

strictly less as per (5.5)), then such a path carries no flow in (f∗, π∗).

Now with the help of above observations, let us prove that f∗ is a valid flow for π∗.

Lemma 8. f∗ is a valid flow for π∗.

Proof. From (5.5), the π-length of any path in (f∗, π∗) is at least λp. Combining this with

observation 3 made above, the first condition of f∗ being a valid flow for π∗ is satisfied,

i.e., flows in (f∗, π∗) travel on shortest paths with respect to π-lengths. Now let us prove

the second condition (see the definition of valid flows for the Path Model). Let Dπ(s, t)
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be the π-length of a shortest path from a source node s to a destination node t. From

observation 4 above, if Dπ(s, t) > λp then fp = 0 and since Dπ(s, t) is never strictly less

than λp in (f∗, π∗), the second and remaining condition for f∗ being a valid flow for π∗ is

also satisfied.

Now that we have proved f∗ is a valid flow for π∗, the only part remaining to prove

is that no set of nodes can change their profits to obtain a higher utility. First, let us

notice that the total utility of nodes in a coalition S can be expressed in two alternative

forms:

US(f, π) =
∑
v∈S

Uv(f, π)

=
∑
v∈S

πv ·
∑
p3v

fp (5.9)

=
∑
p

fp
∑

v∈p:v∈S
πv (5.10)

Equation (5.9) follows from the definition of node utility in the Path model and (5.10)

follows from (5.9) by exchanging the order of summation. From (5.10), the total utility of

nodes in a coalition can be interpreted as the sum of the profits the coalition earns from

each path that passes through the coalition.

Now suppose to the contrary, that given (f∗, π∗), there exists at least one coalition

S such that the nodes in S can change their profits such that there exists at least one valid

flow for the changed profits in which the total utility of nodes in the coalition S increases.

Denote by π′v the changed profit of a node v ∈ S in such a process (here π′v = π∗v for all

v /∈ S) and let f ′ denote a valid flow corresponding to these new node profits in which the

nodes in the coalition obtain a strictly higher utility in total. Using this with 5.10, we get

US(f ′, π′) =
∑
p

f ′p ·
∑

v∈p:v∈S
π′v > US(f∗, π∗) (5.11)

Let us denote
∑

v∈p:v∈S π
′
v by π′p and

∑
v∈p:v∈S π

∗
v by π∗p. Thus we have

US(f ′, π′) =
∑
p

f ′p · π′p (5.12)

Notice from the dual LP that π-length of any path in (f∗, π∗) is at least λp. Hence if

π′p > π∗p then the π-length of path p exceeds λp, implying that f ′p must be zero as per the
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definition of valid flows. Hence (5.12) changes to:

US(f ′, π′) =
∑

p:π′p≤π∗p

f ′p · π′p ≤
∑
p

f ′p · π∗p =
∑
p

f ′p
∑

v∈p:v∈S
π∗v (5.13)

Using similar reasoning as (5.9)-(5.10), we can express (5.13) as

US(f ′, π′) ≤
∑
v∈S

π∗v ·
∑
p3v

f ′p (5.14)

Now note that if the total utility of all the nodes in S has to increase, then
∑

p3v f
′
p ≤ cv

for each v ∈ S, because if
∑

p3v f
′
p > cv then the utility of node v becomes negative infinity.

Also notice that whenever π∗v > 0, we have
∑

p3v f
∗
p = cv from observation 1 made above

from the complementary slackness conditions. Hence we have
∑

p3v f
′
p ≤

∑
p3v f

∗
p for any

node v ∈ S such that π∗v > 0. Using this in (5.14), we obtain

US(f ′, π′) ≤
∑
v∈S

π∗v ·
∑
p3v

f∗p

= US(f∗, π∗) (5.15)

This contradicts our assumption that in (f ′, π′), the utility of the coalition S strictly

increases, thus proving our claim that (f∗, π∗) is coalitionally-stable.

5.4 Convex Transit Costs

In this section we consider the case when instead of hard capacities cv, the transit

nodes have costs for transiting an amount of traffic fv. These cost functions are assumed

to be non-decreasing, convex, and continuously differentiable. Such cost functions often

represent the internal motivations of ISP’s much more accurately than hard capacities.

More formally, instead of capacities cv, we are given cost functions rv for each node,

with rv(fv) being the cost faced by node v for transiting fv amount of traffic. Everything

else in this model is precisely the same as before. The only difference is that instead of

transit node utility being Uv(π, f) = πv · fv when fv ≤ cv and Uv(π, f) = −∞ otherwise,

the transit node utility now is simply Uv(π, f) = πv · fv − rv(fv), where fv is the total

amount of traffic being routed through v in flow f .

All of our results hold for this version with convex transit costs instead of capacities.

It is easy to see that Proposition 4 holds with an identical proof. Thus we focus on showing
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that Theorem 20 still holds for this case. To do this, first consider what the flow f∗

maximizing social welfare looks like. The sum of node utilities for the model with transit

costs becomes ∑
st

λstfst −
∑
v

rv(fv),

the payments between nodes cancel out as before. f∗ is the flow that maximizes the above

quantity, maximizing the quality of the flow routed minus the total transit cost. The

following theorem states our main result for this model.

Theorem 21. For the model with convex transit costs instead of capacities, there exist

profits π such that (f∗, π) is coalitionally-stable in both the Path and the Price models.

Here f∗ is a flow maximizing social welfare.

Proof. As before, it is enough to prove this for the Path model. To form stable profits,

we simply use marginal pricing as follows. For each transit node, set π∗v = r′v(f
∗
v ), where

f∗v is the total amount of flow transited through v in f∗, and r′v is the derivative of v’s

cost function. For a source node s with traffic destined to t, let D be the π∗ distance from

s to t, not counting π∗s . Then, set π∗s = max(λst−D, 0). In other words, we set π∗s so that

Dπ∗(s, t) ≥ λst.

Due to the fact that f∗ is socially optimal, we can now make the following obser-

vations. As in the proof of Theorem 20, f∗p is the flow sent on path p in f∗, and λp is

shorthand for λst with s and t being endpoints of p.

1. Due to our choice of π∗, we know that the π-length of any path p is at least λp.

2. If f∗p > 0, then
∑

v∈p r
′
v(f
∗
v ) ≤ λp. If this were not the case, then we could decrease

f∗p to obtain a solution better than the optimal one. Thus, due to our choice of π∗,

we have that when f∗p > 0, then the π-length of path p equals λp.

3. Also note the contrapositive of the above observation: if the π-length of path p is

strictly greater than λp, then f∗p = 0.

4. If a source node s is not sending all of its flow (i.e., f∗st < dst), then
∑

v∈p r
′
v(f
∗
v ) ≥ λp.

Otherwise, we could increase f∗p to obtain a solution better than the optimal one.

Thus, we have that if a source node s is not sending all of its flow, then π∗s = 0.

Using the above observations, we can prove that f∗ is a valid flow for π∗ in a manner

identical to Lemma 8. We must now show that no set of nodes S can deviate from (π∗, f∗)
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and obtain a total higher utility. Suppose to the contrary, that some coalition S can

change to π′ and create a flow f ′ such that US(π′, f ′) > US(π∗, f∗). Most of the proof is

identical to the proof of Theorem 20, until we get to the equivalent of (5.14):

US(f ′, π′) ≤
∑
v∈S

π∗v · f ′v −
∑
v∈S

rv(f
′
v). (5.16)

Here f ′v =
∑

p3v f
′
p is the total amount transited through node v in flow f ′. Since

US(f ′, π′) > US(f∗, π∗) =
∑

v∈S π
∗
v · f∗v −

∑
v∈S rv(f

∗
v ), then it must be that for some

node v ∈ S, it holds that

π∗v · f∗v − rv(f∗v ) < π∗v · f ′v − rv(f ′v). (5.17)

We will show (5.17) cannot hold, and thus obtain a contradiction. First consider a

source s, with destination t. For source nodes, we assume that there is no cost for sending,

so the above inequality simply becomes π∗sf
∗
st < π∗sf

′
st. This can only occur when f∗st < dst,

but due to Observation 4 above, this implies that π∗s = 0, and thus (5.17) cannot hold for

source nodes.

Now consider a transit node v; we want to show that the function g(x) = π∗v ·x−rv(x)

is maximized at x = f∗v , thus proving that (5.17) cannot hold. Note than g is concave

since rv is convex, and thus is maximized when g′(x) = 0. This occurs exactly when x is

such that r′v(x) = π∗v . Since we set π∗v = r′v(f
∗
v ), this implies that g(x) is maximized when

x = f∗v , as desired.

This contradicts our assumption that in (f ′, π′), the utility of the coalition S strictly

increases, thus proving our claim that (f∗, π∗) is coalitionally-stable.

5.5 Simulation Studies

In this section, we study the convergence and flow optimality properties of some

simple price update strategies. For our experiments, we consider the following two types

of network topologies:

• Uniformly-random connectivity: This is essentially the Erdos-Renyi model [114]

of network connectivity, i.e., a network with uniformly-random connectivity which

is generated by independently creating a link between each pair of nodes with a

probability p.
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• BRITE-generated connectivity: Here we use the BRITE simulator [115] to generate

the network topology using the Barabasi-Albert model of scale-free networks with

preferential attachment. These networks are often better approximations of the

connectivity in the Internet as seen in practice [116].

We run simulations both for the cases of ISP’s being a single node, and ISP’s owning

a subnetwork (cloud model). When we model an ISP as a subnetwork, it translates to

having two layers of networks: 1) The inter-ISP network topology, and 2) the intra-ISP

network topology of routers. We use BRITE to generate both intra-ISP and inter-ISP

network topologies. Here the existence of a link between two ISPs i and j in the inter-ISP

network implies that there exists an outgoing link from some egress router in i to one of

the ingress routers in j.

In our experiments, we choose a simple incremental profit update strategy for the

nodes (See Section 5.1 for how it translates to prices on individual links). When considering

a node u, we increment the profit πu by 1, decrement πu by 1, or keep it unchanged

depending on which of these strategies maximizes the utility of the cloud that u belongs

to in the resulting flow. For simplicity, when there are multiple valid flows that can

result with the new prices, our experiment chooses an arbitrary new valid flow which is

as similar as possible to the old flow. Note that for the case when ISPs are modeled

as single nodes, maximizing the utility of the cloud that a node u belongs to simply

amounts to maximizing the utility of u itself. We divide each experiment into rounds,

where in each round, we consider all the nodes in a random sequence and update the

profits as per the above incremental profit update policy. We stop the simulation when

incrementing/decrementing profit of any of the nodes by 1 does not increase the utility

of clouds it belongs to. This notion of stability is with respect to the simple strategy of

unit changes in the profit of the individual nodes, i.e., nodes may still benefit by changing

their profit by a larger amount. However, in the case when each ISP is modeled as a

single node, we observed that ≈ 90% − 95% of the nodes for BRITE and ≈ 85% − 90%

for uniformly-random connectivity could not benefit in the final solution no matter what

profit they chose.

5.5.1 Experimental Results

First we describe the setting and the results of the experiments with ISPs modeled

as single nodes. For these experiments, we generate a network of n = 100 transit nodes
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of rounds taken for the experiments to converge with
BRITE-generated connectivity with average degree 25 when the
ISPs are modeled as single nodes.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of rounds taken for the experiments to converge with
uniformly-random connectivity with average degree 25 when the
ISPs are modeled as single nodes.

using either uniformly-random connectivity or BRITE-generated topology as described

above. Four arbitrary transit nodes are designated as sink nodes for the traffic. We add

28 source nodes (with 7 sources assigned to send traffic to each of the 4 sinks) to the

network by forming a single link from each source node s to a random transit node. The

contribution λst to the social welfare of the flow from a source s to its assigned destination

t is set to a randomly chosen integer from [1, 10].

We set the demand dst = 1 of each source s for its assigned destination t. We let the

capacity cv of a sink node be 7, i.e., the number of sources it can receive traffic from. We

also set the capacity of every other transit and source node to 1. This is done because for

higher values of node capacities, the network is too uncongested: the nodes quickly lose

all the incentive to increase prices and all the flow gets routed through the network easily.

Since Definition 4 leaves it unspecified what occurs when the outgoing price of a source

node equals exactly λst, we choose the tie-breaking rule for s to send all of its dst = 1

traffic in that case.

Convergence: We conducted simulations of our simple incremental profit update
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Figure 5.5: BRITE-generated networks take less rounds to converge than the
networks with uniformly-random connectivity.
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Figure 5.6: The number of unstable nodes after each round decreases quickly,
with BRITE-generated networks having smaller number of unsta-
ble nodes than the networks with uniformly-random connectivity.
The figure corresponds to the statistic when the average degree is
10; for all other degrees a similar pattern was observed.

strategy for this setting. The first thing to notice is that all of our simulations converged

extremely quickly: convergence took ≈ 10 rounds, with BRITE-generated networks taking

less time to converge on average. See Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 for sample histograms of the

convergence time for average degree of 25; the histograms for other values of average

degree were similar. Fig. 5.5 shows that BRITE-generated topologies in general took less

time to converge as compared to topologies with uniformly-random connectivity, although

convergence time grows with average degree (and thus the density of the network). This is

most likely because in BRITE-generated topologies there is a small number of “popular”

nodes through which most of the routes must pass through; once these nodes stabilize the

rest of the network quickly follows. In addition, we considered the number of unstable

nodes after each round. As Fig. 5.6 shows, even after 3 or 4 rounds the majority of the

nodes become stabilized, and after 6 rounds only a few unstable nodes remain.

Quality of Solutions: We measured the social welfare (total utility) of the con-

verged solutions and compared them to that of the globally optimal utility (maximum
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closer to the maximum possible.
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Figure 5.8: A simple tie-breaking rule of sending half of dst traffic instead of
all greatly improves social welfare for uniformly-random network
topologies. This figure is for 100 transit nodes.

social welfare). We observed that for BRITE-generated topologies the social welfare of

the resulting solutions was on average only 1.5 − 1.8 times away from optimal (with a

standard deviation of at most 0.4). This can be seen from Fig. 5.7 where we plot the

ratio of the maximum social welfare to the social welfare after the instance converged

(denoted by SWmax/SW for convenience) averaged over 100 samples. Here we ignore the

samples which resulted in no flow being sent, (i.e., a social welfare of 0) because such

samples were present only for very sparse graphs (average degree 3) and in insignificant

proportion (≈ 1%). Another important observation from Fig. 5.7 was that the social

welfare obtained was significantly closer to maximum social welfare for BRITE-generated

network topologies, as compared to uniformly-random connectivity. For the latter, the

quantity SWmax/SW is very small when the network is uncongested (degree is large),

since it is easy to form a stable solution which routes all the desired traffic. Similarly, it

is small when the degree is small, since then fewer stable solutions are possible, and thus

our price updates are more likely to find a good one. In between, however, lies the “dif-
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Table 5.1: ISPs modeled as clouds: The variation in the average ratio of max-
imum social welfare to social welfare of converged instance, with
respect to average inter-ISP degree keeping the intra-ISP degree
constant at 5.

Average Degree BRITE Uniformly Random

3 1.32 2.39
4 1.59 2.38
5 1.59 2.74
6 1.58 2.57
7 1.71 2.86
8 1.68 2.70

ficult” region when the price updates can converge to solutions far away from optimum;

moreover, Fig. 5.7 indicates that this gets worse as the size of the network grows.

Fortunately, there are easy heuristics that can greatly improve the quality of our

solutions. Recall that in Definition 4, the amount of traffic that a source s can send to

t was not specified when s has to pay price exactly λst. So far in our experiments, we

assumed that in such a case a source sends all its traffic dst = 1 to the destination. This

always results in integral flows. However, the flows maximizing social welfare may not

be integral, and in fact can have large integrality gap. Because of this, for the case of

modeling ISPs as single nodes we experimented with a different simple tie-breaking rule:

when a source has to pay a price of λst, it will send half of the demand dst to destination

t. Although we observed that it did not make much difference for average social welfare

obtained for BRITE-generated topologies, it made a significant difference (See Fig. 5.8)

for the uniformly-random network topologies, essentially removing this “difficult” region.

This suggests that the solutions in Fig. 5.7 with low welfare compared to optimal were a

result of too-strict tiebreaking rules, and are not inherent to our types of price updates.

Clouds: When we model ISPs as “clouds” or subnetworks, we use BRITE to gen-

erate a two-layered network, as described above. We keep the total number of routers at

100, and choose the sinks and sources similar to the case of modeling ISPs as single nodes,

except that now each transit node translates to a router in the bottom layer. Furthermore,

we assume that each source is an independent subnetwork, as traffic-producers are often

separate customers of transiting ISP’s. We keep the number of non-source clouds (i.e.,

non-source ISPs) as 10 with each such cloud consisting of 10 router nodes, and simulate

the same price-updating rule described above, except now the profit change of u must

improve the utility of the cloud containing u, instead of just the node u itself.
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Table 5.2: ISPs modeled as clouds: The variation in the average ratio of max-
imum social welfare to social welfare of converged instance, with
respect to average intra-ISP degree keeping the inter-ISP degree
constant at 5.

Average Degree BRITE Uniformly Random

3 1.60 2.71
4 1.62 2.65
5 1.54 2.73
6 1.60 2.60
7 1.54 2.44
8 1.64 2.62

With these settings, we again found that all the instances converged within ≈ 10

rounds and the histograms observed were similar to Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. With respect to

social welfare, we studied the effect of varying inter-ISP connectedness keeping intra-ISP

connectedness constant (with average intra-ISP degree ≈ 5) and vice versa. We observed

that on average, the social welfare was only 1.5−1.8 times away from the maximum social

welfare for BRITE-generated topologies, which was significantly better than for topologies

generated uniformly-random connectivity (See Table 5.1 and 5.2). Also, varying either

intra-ISP or inter-ISP degree does not make a large difference to the social welfare of the

instances (measured after they converged) when the number of ISPs is comparable to the

number of nodes inside each ISP. In such a situation, the real bottleneck in the network is

inter-ISP links. Thus increasing the intra-ISP degree cannot make much difference to the

social welfare. Also, since the number of ISPs is not very large, even if all the ISPs are

connected with each other, the network density increases only a little as the connectivity

between two ISPs only means some router in ISP i being connected with some router in

ISP j. Thus, increasing inter-ISP connectivity also does not have much effect on the social

welfare: it remains in the range shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we modeled and analyzed stable and efficient pricing for inter-domain

traffic routing in the Internet, under the assumptions that ISPs are solely interested in

maximizing their own profit, and can/will anticipate the effect of the prices they quote

on the resulting traffic patterns. Using no assumptions about the network topology, we

proved that there exists a pricing scheme that attains network-wide efficiency and is yet

coalitionally stable, where the coalitions correspond to the ISPs that are acting in self-
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interest. In other words, the pricing scheme not only maximizes the overall utility of

the resulting traffic flows, but is also such that ISPs cannot expect to improve their profit

through deviation from it. Simulations reveal that for both random and BRITE generated

topologies, incremental best-response based simple price updates always converge, and

yield a solution that is near-optimal in terms of network utility (throughput) in most

cases.



CHAPTER 6

Network Formation in the Presence of Intermediaries

In Chapter 3 and 4, we investigated some models of network formation games (with social

context) and in Chapter 5, we studied the issue of inter-domain routing in Internet. We

bring together these aspects in this chapter. We study a network formation game in-

spired from the interaction between Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) and Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) in which ISPs exchange traffic through the IXPs in return of payment.

A substantial amount of traffic in today’s internet is exchanged in this manner [88, 89]

(however, it is not the only way for ISPs to exchange traffic, they can also have private

arrangements like private peering or customer-provider relationships).

We now provide a model of network formation game through intermediary inspired

from above scenario where nodes (e.g., ISPs) can form connections only through a central

intermediary (e.g., IXPs) and in return the intermediary charges fees to the nodes for

facilitating these connections. We investigate the existence and quality of stable solutions

for well-known pricing schemes of proportional pricing and marginal cost pricing that an

intermediary can adopt.

6.1 Model

Let us formally define the model of network formation game through a central

intermediary. Let there be n nodes. Denote by yij the strength of the connection between

nodes i and j. Let yi =
∑

(ij)3i yij denote the total strength of connections formed by

node u. In our primary motivation of the ISP-IXP example, yij is analogous to the traffic

between two ISPs and yi is analogous to the total traffic exchanged by an ISP. The cost

of each node is assumed to be the sum of the following two components:

• Connection cost: As discussed above, we assume that for any pair (ij) of nodes as

yij increases, the connection cost incurred by each endpoint due to this connection

decreases. We model the connection cost incurred due to connection (ij) as λij(Bij−

yij), which is a linear function of the connection strength yij . This connection cost is

incurred by both end points. Here Bij is the budget or maximum allowed connection

strength for the pair (ij). For the ISP-IXP setting, λij · Bij is analogous to the

benefit obtained by each ISP after exchanging a total traffic Bij committed to the

122
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end-consumers. Then λij(Bij − yij) is analogous to the losses incurred by each ISP

for failing to deliver the committed amount of traffic.

• Payment to the intermediary: We will focus on proportional pricing and marginal

cost pricing as discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1). The payments made by a

node i in both these pricing schemes can be expressed as γ · yi where γ = c(y)/y for

proportional pricing and γ = c′(y) for marginal pricing (recall that c(y) denotes the

operating cost of the intermediary for a total connection strength of y). This can be

also interpreted as each node paying a price γ per unit connection strength. This

thinking is consistent with the observation that typically an IXP charges an ISP

based on the capacity of allocated port(s), and thus the charges are proportional to

yi. We will call γ as the price of the intermediary.

Let us denote by ~y the vector of connection strengths yuv of all the pairs, which we

will also refer to as allocation vector. We will call a tuple (~y, γ) of an allocation vector ~y

along with an intermediary price γ as a solution. Based on the above discussion, the cost

of a node i in a solution (~y, γ) is given by

Ci(~y, γ) = γ ·
∑
j:j 6=i

yij +
∑
j:j 6=i

λij · (Bij − yij) (6.1)

We will assume the operating cost c(y) of the intermediary to be a strictly convex function

of total connection strength y =
∑

i 6=j yij , with c′(0) = c(0) = 0. Taking into account the

total payments from the nodes, the cost of the intermediary is then given by

X(~y, γ) = c(y)− γ ·
∑
i,j:i 6=j

yij (6.2)

We define the social cost of an allocation vector ~y as the sum of the costs of the nodes and

the intermediary. Note that since the payments cancel out, this summation is a function

of only ~y. Thus the social cost of an allocation vector ~y is given by

SC(~y) = c(y) +
∑
i,j:j 6=i

λij · (Bij − yij) (6.3)

Drawing a parallel to the capacity of the physical link connecting ISP i to the IXP, we

will assume a capacity of Li for each node, i.e., that yi ≤ Li for a node i. In more general
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networks, the capacity Li corresponds to the total amount of connections that an agent

can possibly make and maintain. Thus an instance of the network formation game with

an intermediary is completely specified by (~λ, ~B, ~L, c) where ~λ is the vector of variables

λij , ~B is the vector of budget variables Bij , ~L is the vector of node capacity constraints

Li and c(y) is the cost incurred by the intermediary for maintaining a total connection

strength of y.

We now describe the notion of a stable solution. In the network formation game

analyzed by Jackson and Wolinsky [22], a stable network was defined as a network where

no pair of nodes could add an edge to lower the cost of both, and no node could remove

an adjoining edge to lower its own cost. Analogous to this definition (as well as similar

definitions of stability in other works [95, 24]), we consider a solution to be stable in our

network formation game when no (ij) pair of nodes can increase yij to lower the cost (of

both of them), and no node can reduce yij to lower its own cost. We formally define below

the notion of a stable solution. We use τ imin(~y) to denote min{λij : (ij) 3 i and yij > 0},

i.e., the minimum λij among the pairs adjoining node i having a connection with positive

strength.

Definition 9 (Stable Solution). A solution (~y, γ) formed by the allocation vector ~y and

intermediary price γ is said to be a stable solution whenever every pair of nodes (ij)

satisfies the following conditions:

1. yij > 0 implies λij ≥ γ

2. yij < Bij implies either λij ≤ γ OR at least one of the endpoints, say i, satisfies

yi = Li and λij ≤ τ imin(~y).

To understand above definition, let us first consider the simpler scenario when all

Li are infinite. In this scenario, there is no limit on how much total connection strength

any node is allowed to have, thus the only limiting constraint for a pair of nodes is the

intermediary price and their own budget Bij . Consider the following equation obtained

from (6.1):

∂Ci(~y, γ)

∂yij
= γ − λij (6.4)

Thus the relation between γ and λij dictates whether increasing or decreasing the connec-

tion strength yij would benefit a pair by lowering the cost of both endpoints: if λij < γ
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then a pair would benefit by decreasing yij whereas if λij > γ then a pair would benefit

by increasing yij (See (6.4)). Thus in a stable solution yij > 0 implies λij ≥ γ because

if λij < γ then both the endpoints would decrease yij to lower their cost. Similarly, we

obtain that yij < Bij implies λij ≤ γ for the simplified scenario of all Li being infinite.

Introducing finite node capacity constraints Li does not change the first condition

for stability (i.e., yij > 0 implies λij ≥ γ). However with finite capacity constraints, even

when increasing yij can benefit a pair (i.e., λij > γ), one of the endpoints, say i, may not

agree doing so if it is using all its capacity for more beneficial connections (i.e., yi = Li and

λij ≤ τ imin(~y)). This implies that if yij < Bij then either λij ≤ γ (same as the case with

no capacity constraints) or one of the endpoints, say i, satisfies yi = Li and λij ≤ τ imin(~y).

To measure the quality of stable solutions, we will use the popular measure of Price of

Anarchy (PoA) (see for example [34, 10]). Let ~y∗ be the allocation vector which minimizes

the social cost (see (6.3)) given an instance I. Then the price of anarchy for marginal cost

pricing is given by

PoA = max
I

max
(~y,γ) is stable

s.t. γ=c′(y)

SC(~y)

SC( ~y∗)
(6.5)

In other words, the price of anarchy (for marginal cost pricing) is the maximum factor by

which the social cost of a stable solution (with marginal cost pricing) can differ from the

social cost of an optimal solution. We can define PoA similarly for other pricing schemes.

Now we briefly summarize our contributions in the next section and later proceed to

characterizing the structure of stable solutions, and bounding their PoA.

6.2 Our Contribution

We define network formation games with an intermediary, which are a natural gen-

eralization of the basic model in [22] as discussed in Related Work. We investigate the

existence and PoA of stable solutions in which payments made to the intermediary sat-

isfy well-known notions of proportional pricing and marginal cost pricing. We show that

despite requiring the payments to satisfy these pricing schemes, stable solutions always

exist for both pricing schemes. In fact, we show a stronger result that stable solutions

exist for any pricing scheme in which the payments made by any node u are of the form

p(y) · yu, where p(y) is any continuous and increasing function. We also provide a charac-

terization of all stable solutions for any such pricing scheme, in which we show that any
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stable solution can be generated recursively from other stable solutions. Our main results

are on bounding the worst-case efficiency (PoA) of the above pricing schemes. We show

that under marginal cost pricing PoA is upper bounded by 2, and thus all stable networks

of connections are close to optimum in cost. We also show that under proportional pricing

PoA is upper bounded by max(2,maxy≥0
yc′(y)
c(y) ). For example, under a common assump-

tion that the operating cost c(y) of the intermediary is a convex polynomial of degree at

most d, this bound evaluates to at most d, and thus proportional pricing becomes very

reasonable as long as the operating costs of the intermediary are not too convex.

6.3 Characterization and Existence of Stable Solutions

In this section, we investigate the existence and provide a characterization of stable

solutions in which payments made to the intermediary satisfy well-known notions of pro-

portional pricing and marginal cost pricing. We show that despite requiring the payments

to satisfy these pricing schemes, stable solutions always exist for both pricing schemes. In

fact, we show a stronger result in Theorem 24: that stable solutions exist for any pricing

scheme in which the payments made by any node i are of the form p(y) · yi, where p(y) is

any continuous and increasing function. In Theorem 22, we provide a characterization of

all stable solutions, in which we show that any stable solution can be generated recursively

from other stable solutions.

Let us introduce some notation to begin with. We will use λk to denote kth biggest

value from the set of λij variables for a given instance. We will also use λ0 to denote any

arbitrary value greater than λ1. For example, if there are three pairs in an instance with

λij values {16, 16, 15} then λ0 is any value greater than 16, λ1 = 16 and λ2 = 15.

By T (α) we will denote the set of the pairs {(ij) : λij = α}, e.g., T (λk) is the set

of pairs having λij = λk. For rest of the text, we say that a pair (ij) is tight whenever

either yij = Bij or at least one of the endpoints, say i, satisfies yi = Li. Thus a pair is

tight whenever its connection strength cannot be increased being constrained by either

connection budget or node capacities.

Before we characterize the recursive structure of stable solutions in Theorem 22, we

give some intuition behind it. Suppose we are given a stable solution (~f, β) for intermediary

price β such that λ2 < β < λ1. Now using this solution, let us construct a stable solution

(~y, γ) for a lower intermediary price γ such that λ3 < γ < λ2.
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Initially, let ~y = ~0. Now let us set yij = fij for all the pairs in T (λ1). This ensures

that all the pairs in T (λ1) satisfy the conditions for stability (by virtue of (~f, β) being

stable). Now let us iteratively increase yij for the pairs in T (λ2) until all such pairs are

tight. We claim that this makes (~y, γ) a stable solution. To see this, observe that none

of the pairs in T (λ2) can violate the first condition for stability. Now let us check for

the second condition of stability: All the pairs in T (λ2) have λij = λ2 > γ. Also, by

making these pairs tight, we have ensured that for every pair (ij) in T (λ2) has at least one

endpoint, say i, satisfying yi = Li (note that i also satisfies λij ≤ τ imin(~y) by construction).

Thus all the pairs with λij ∈ {λ1, λ2} meet both the conditions for stability, and

having yij = 0 for the pairs with λij < γ < λ2 ensures that no other pair violates stability

conditions. This proves that (~y, γ) is a stable solution. It turns out that if γ = λ2 then

we need not ensure the tightness of all the pairs in T (λ2) while constructing ~y.

It can be shown that the above approach of constructing stable solutions can be

applied recursively to construct stable solutions for any price γ and vice versa every stable

solution can be constructed in such a manner. This gives us the following theorem:

Theorem 22 (Characterization). A solution (~y, γ) where γ ∈ (λk+1, λk] is a stable solu-

tion if and only if there exists a stable solution (~f, β) with β ∈ (λk, λk−1) such that

(a) If γ = λk then the allocation vector ~y is obtained by increasing fij for all the pairs in

T (λk) in any arbitrary manner without violating the budget and capacity constraints.

(b) If γ ∈ (λk+1, λk) then then the allocation vector ~y is obtained by increasing fij for

all the pairs in T (λk) until all such pairs are tight.

Proof (Theorem 22, Only if part). Suppose we are given a stable solution (~y, γ) with γ ∈

(λk+1, λk]. Now we need to prove that stable solution (~f, β) exists as described in the

theorem statement.

The definition of stability implies that if λij ≤ λk+1 then yij > 0. Hence we need

to concentrate only on the pairs with λij ≥ λk in order to prove the theorem. Given this,

we will prove the theorem in two steps. In the first step, we will prove that a solution

(~f, β) is a stable solution where β ∈ (λk, λk−1) and ~f is ~y restricted to S(β) (where such a

restriction means fij = yij for (ij) ∈ S(β) and fij = 0 otherwise). In the second step, we

will prove that ~y can be obtained by augmenting ~f as described in the theorem statement.

Let us begin with the first step. Consider the solution (~f, β) where β ∈ (λk, λk−1)

and ~f is ~y restricted to S(β). As observed before, yij = 0 for all the pairs with λij ≤ λk+1.
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Thus restricting ~y to S(β) to obtain ~f is equivalent to setting yij = 0 for the pairs with

λij = λk. Given this, the first condition for the stability of (~f, β) is straightforward to

observe using stability of (~y, γ). Now suppose there exists a pair for which the second

condition of stability did not hold. Such a pair must have λuv > β > γ and yuv = fuv <

Buv. Now we break the analysis into four cases:

(a) fu < Lu and fv < Lv: Stability of (~y, γ) implies that for at least one endpoint, say

u, yu = Lu and λuv ≤ τumin(~y). This together with λuv > β tells us that for each

pair (uw) 3 u such that yuw > 0, we must have β < λuv ≤ τumin(~y) ≤ λuw. Thus

restricting ~y to S(β) would have ensured that fuw = yuw for all (uw) 3 u. Hence

yu = fu = Lu which contradicts the assumption of fu < Lu made for this case.

(b) λuv > τumin(~f) and λuv > τ vmin(~f): This implies λuv > max{τumin(~y), τvmin(~y)}. This

implies that (uv) violates the second stability condition in (~y, γ) as both endpoints

violate at least one inequality contradicting that (~y, γ) is a stable solution.

(c) λuv > τumin(~f) and fv < Lv (with λuv ≤ τvmin(~f)): Note that we assume λuv ≤

τumin(~f) as otherwise we can use the analysis from the previous case. Observe that

λuv > τumin(~f) ≥ τumin(~y). Suppose if we also have yv < Lv then (~y, γ) could not have

been a stable solution as pair (uv) would violate the second stability condition in the

solution (~y, γ) — this is because both endpoints would violate at least one inequality

(namely yv < Lv and λuv > τumin(~y)). Hence it must be true that yv = Lv, giving us

fv < yv. This together with the construction of ~f implies that there must exist a pair

(vx) with λvx = λk with yvx > 0. This gives us λuv > τvmin(~y). We already know for

this case λuv > τumin(~f) ≥ τumin(~y). Hence we get λuv > max{τumin(~y), τvmin(~y)}. This

implies that (uv) violates the second stability condition in (~y, γ) as both endpoints

violate at least one inequality contradicting that (~y, γ) is a stable solution.

(d) fu < Lu and λuv > τ vmin(~f): This is same as the previous case after exchanging the

roles of u and v.

This proves that (~f, β) where β ∈ (λk, λk−1) is a stable solution. This also completes

the proof for γ = λk as ~f was obtained by restricting ~y to S(β) which was discussed

above to be equivalent to setting yij = 0 for the pairs with λij = λk. Now suppose

γ ∈ (λk, λk+1). For every pair with λij = λk > γ with yij < Bij , the second condition for

stability applied to (~y, γ) tells us that for at least one of the endpoints, say i, it holds that
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yi = fi + (yi − fi) = Li. In other words, ~y is obtained by incrementing fij by yij − fij for

all pairs with λij = λk until all such pairs are tight.

Proof (Theorem 22, If part). We will focus only on part (b) of the theorem statement

in this case, as proof of part (a) follows similar reasoning. Suppose there exists a stable

solution (~f, β) with β ∈ (λk, λk−1). Now we need to prove that a solution (~y, γ) constructed

from this solution as described in part(b) of theorem statement is a stable solution (where

γ ∈ (λk+1, λk)).

For each pair (ij), observe from the construction of ~y that xij > 0 implies yij ≥ γ

where γ ∈ (λk+1, λk). Hence all the pairs satisfy the first condition of stability in the

solution (~y, γ). Now let us examine whether the second condition of stability holds for

(~y, γ). Notice that stability of (~f, β) implies that whenever λij < λk then fij = 0. This

together with the construction of y gives us that λij < λk implies yij = 0. Thus in order

to examine whether the second condition holds for (~y, γ), we need to concentrate only on

the pairs with λij ≥ λk. We break the analysis into two cases:

1. Pairs (ij) with yij < Bij and λij > λk: Since we have assumed the solution (~f, β)

to be stable, it means that for such a pair at least for one endpoint, say i satisfies

yi = Li and λij ≤ τ imin(~y). Since such an endpoint i has no more spare capacity,

constructing ~y from ~f maintains yiw = fiw for all pairs (iw) 3 i. This implies that

for the pair (ij) we also have yi = Li and λij ≤ τ imin(~y). Hence we have proven

that all the pairs with yij < Bij and λij > λk > γ satisfy the second condition of

stability.

2. Pairs (ij) with yij < Bij and λij = λk: For suc a pair at least one endpoint, say i,

satisfies yi = Li by construction of ~y.

If fi = Li then we have yij = fij since there is no spare capacity left at node i. This

gives us λk = λij ≤ τ imin(~x) along with yi = Li (i.e, the second condition of stability

is satisfied).

On the other hand if fi < Li then for some pair (iw) 3 i with λiw = λk, it must

be true that yij > 0 (since we already have yi = Li as discussed above). This again

gives us λij = λk = λiw ≤ τ imin(~y) along with yi = Li. Hence we have proven that

every pair (ij) with yij < Bij and λij = λk satisfy the second condition of stability.

This completes the proof of the if part of Theorem 22.
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Notice that (~0, λ0) is the unique stable solution for a price γ = λ0 where λ0 denotes

any arbitrary value greater than λ1. Starting with this solution, we can keep constructing

stable solutions recursively for lower prices as described in Theorem 22. This leads us to

the following result:

Theorem 23. There exists a stable solution (~y, γ) for every constant price γ ≥ 0. More-

over, whenever all λij are distinct, there exists a unique stable solution for any constant

price γ in the open interval (λk+1, λk) for all k ≥ 1.

Proof. Let us first prove that there exists a stable solution for every constant price γ.

If γ ∈ [λ1,∞], then it is easy to verify that (0, γ) is a stable solution. Suppose that

γ ∈ [λk+1, λk). Now we can apply Theorem 22 recursively to obtain a stable solution for

such a γ ∈ [λk+1, λk). After a careful thought, we conclude that Theorem 22 holds even

when γ ∈ [0,min(ij) λij).

For the uniqueness part when all λij are distinct, let us begin by observing that

solution (0, γ) is the unique stable solution for γ > λ1. Beginning with this solution and

using the recursive approach described in Theorem 22(b), we obtain a uniquely stable

solution for every γ ∈ (λk+1, λk), since there is a unique pair to be made tight at each

step of the recursive construction.

Note that Theorem 23 guarantees the existence of a stable solution for any constant price

γ independent of any other parameters (with the node payments to the intermediary

being of the form γ · yi). However, Theorem 23 does not guarantee the existence of a

stable solution for any particular pricing scheme. For example, it could be that for a

pricing scheme in which the price is a function p(y) of total connection strength y (which

is the case for proportional pricing with p(y) = c(y)/y and marginal cost pricing with

p(y) = c′(y)), the only stable solutions guaranteed by the above theorem may have the

form (~y, γ) with γ 6= p(y). Fortunately, we can prove Theorem 24, which guarantees the

existence of stable solutions for a large class of pricing schemes.

Theorem 24 (Existence). There exists a stable solution of the form (~y, p(y)) for any

continuous non-decreasing price function p(·) with p(0) = 0.

This result can be motivated as follows: let us begin with the stable solution (~0, λ0)

(where λ0 is any value greater than λ1), which has a total connection strength of 0. Then

we recursively construct solutions as described in Theorem 22, increasing the total con-

nection strength of the allocation vector in the process until the total connection strength
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and intermediary price satisfy the relation prescribed by the price function p(·). Now we

give the proof below:

Proof (Theorem 24): Recall that λ0 denotes some arbitrary value greater than λ1. Let

λm denote minij λij and let λm+1 = 0. Let ~f0 denote the zero vector ~0. Consider a

sequence of solutions {(~fk, γk)}mk=0 where γk ∈ [λk, λk+1) and the allocation vector ~fi

is obtained recursively from ~fi−1 as specified Theorem 22(b) by making all the pairs in

T (λk) tight. Observe that all these solutions are tight for γk ∈ [λk, λk+1) as any solution

obtained in part(b) of Theorem 22 with an intermediary price in (λk, λk+1) is also stable

for intermediary price of λk in Theorem 22 part (a). We break the further analysis into

two cases:

• Case p(fm) < λm: As ( ~fm, γ
m) is a stable solution for γm ∈ [λm, λm+1) where

λm+1 = 0, we conclude that ( ~fm, p(fm)) is a stable solution.

• Case p(fm) ≥ λm: This together with p(0) = 0 tells us that there exists a λk such

that p(fk−1) ≤ λk−1 and p(fk) ≥ λk. Thus we know that there exists an α ∈ [0, 1]

such that p(fk−1 + α · (fk − fk−1)) = λk using continuity of p(·). This gives us

p(~g) = λk where ~g = ~fk−1 + α( ~fk − ~fk−1). Applying Theorem 22 (part(a)), we get

that (~g, λk) is a stable solution. This together with the already known fact p(~g) = λk

completes the proof for this case.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Discussion: Since we assume c(y) is strictly convex with c′(0) = c(0) = 0, the marginal

cost pricing scheme satisfies Theorem 24. It can also be shown that under these conditions

c(y)/y is an increasing function of y. Thus setting c(0)/0 = 0 allows Theorem 24 to hold

also for proportional pricing.

Now that we have proved the existence of stable solutions along with providing their

complete characterization, we proceed to providing bounds on the worst-case efficiency

(price of anarchy) of proportional pricing and marginal cost pricing.

6.4 Price of Anarchy

In this section, we provide our main results on bounding the worst-case efficiency

(PoA) of the above pricing schemes. Recall that PoA quantifies the maximum ratio by

which the social cost of a stable solution can differ compared to the social optimum over all
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instances (See (6.5)). Hence even though the strategic behavior of nodes may not always

result in a socially optimal solution, having a small PoA implies that the quality of all

stable solutions will be close to the optimal.

Indeed, we show that under marginal cost pricing PoA is upper bounded by 2, and

thus all stable networks of connections are close to optimum in cost. We also show that

under proportional pricing PoA is upper bounded by max(2,maxy≥0
yc′(y)
c(y) ). For example,

under a common assumption that the operating cost c(y) of the intermediary is a convex

polynomial of degree at most d, this bound evaluates to at most d, and thus proportional

pricing becomes very reasonable as long as the operating costs of the intermediary are not

too convex.

The critical step for both these schemes is to prove Lemma 11 which states that to

bound PoA, we need to consider only those instances with all pairs having equal λij values.

However, before that we will first state some elementary observations, Propositions 5-6

and Lemma 9-10 which will be used later to prove our main results.

Observation 4. If a, b, c, d are positive numbers, with b − d > 0 and a/b > c/d then

a−c
b−d >

a
b .

Observation 5. If a, b, c, d, x, y are positive numbers such that x > y and a/b > c/d then

a+yc
b+yd >

a+xc
b+xd

The following Propositions 5-6 allow us to perform minor perturbations in λij values of a

set of pairs while maintaining stability of a solution (~y, γ). Before we state them, recall

that T (α) denotes the set of pairs {(ij) : λij = α}.

Proposition 5. If (~y, γ) is a stable solution with γ ≤ λk, then it is also stable in the

instance obtained by changing λij for every (ij) ∈ T (λk−1) to some fixed Λ in [λk, λk−2).

Proof. We need to concentrate only on the pairs satisfying λij = λk−1 as it can easily be

observed that even after transforming the instance as specified in the claim, every other

pair continues to satisfy both conditions for stability. It is immediate that all the pairs

whose λij was perturbed satisfy the first condition of stability even after the transformation

since γ ≤ λk. Also, as (~y, γ) was stable before the transformation with λk−1 > λk ≥ γ, all

such pairs must have at least one endpoint (say i) such that yi = Li and λk−1 ≤ τ imin(~y).

This does not change even after the transformation hence completing the proof.

The following proposition is immediate after noticing that if (~y, γ) is a stable solution then

every pair (ij) with λij < γ has yij = 0.
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Proposition 6. If (~y, γ) is a stable solution with γ > λk, then it is also stable in the

instance obtained by changing λij for all (ij) ∈ T (λk) to some fixed Λ in the open interval

(γ, 0).

Lemma 9. If (~y, γ) is a stable solution with γ < λ1 and ~g is any other allocation vector

then

∑
(ij)∈T (λ1)

Bij ≥
∑

(ij)∈T (λ1)

(2 · gij − yij)

Proof. Consider the allocation vector ~z obtained by setting zij = yij for (ij) ∈ T (λ1)

and zij = 0 otherwise. In other words, ~z is obtained by restricting ~y to T (λ1). This

construction makes all the pairs in T (λ1) satisfy both the conditions for stability with the

allocation vector ~z. Thus the solution (~z, γ) becomes stable if we eliminate all the pairs

with λij < λ1. Thus proving the above lemma is equivalent to proving the following claim:

Claim: For an instance I with all pairs (ij) having same value of λij = λ, if (~z, γ) is a

stable solution with γ < λ and ~g is any other allocation vector then

∑
(ij)

Bij ≥ 2 ·
∑
(ij)

gij −
∑
(ij)

zij

Notice that to prove the claim, it is sufficient to take ~g to be the allocation vector with

maximum value of
∑

ij gij and we will assume ~g to be such a vector for rest of the proof.

Let ~f denote the flow vector obtained by setting fuv = min{zuv, guv} from every pair (uv)

(i.e., ~f is the common component of ~z and ~g). Consider another instance I1 obtained from

I by iterating over all the pairs (uv) and subtracting fuv from each Buv, Lu and Lv in

each iteration. Let L′u denote the capacity of node u in the instance I1.

Note that whenever λij is equal to some λ for all the pairs, this along with λ > γ

makes the stability conditions take a very simplified form: In a stable solution any pair

(ij) must be tight. By our construction ~z − ~f is such a stable solution in the simplified

instance I with all λij = λ. If we let R(~y) =
∑

(ij) yij to denote the total weight of an

allocation vector ~y then a slight extension of the proof of Theorem 19.1 with α = 0 for

M2H games gives us that any valid allocation vector ~h must satisfy the following:

∑
(ij)

hij ≤ 2 ·R(~z − ~f) = 2 ·
∑
(ij)

(zij − fij)

Notice that ~g− ~f is a valid allocation vector for the instance I. Hence substituting ~h = ~g− ~f
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in the above equation, we get

∑
(ij)

(gij − fij) ≤ 2 ·
∑
(ij)

(zij − fij)

With simple algebraic manipulation, the above equation can also be written as

∑
(ij)

(zij − fij) ≥
∑
(ij)

(gij − zij) (6.6)

From our construction, we also have

∑
(ij)

Bij ≥
∑
ij

(gij + zij − fij)

Using (6.6) in the above equation completes the proof the above claim. This also completes

the proof of Lemma 9 as discussed before.

The following lemma says that budgets Bij have a simplified form in an instance that

achieves the worst-case PoA.

Lemma 10. Consider an instance that achieves the worst-case PoA with intermediary

price function p(·). Then we have Bij = max{fij , gij} where ~g denotes the allocation vector

corresponding to the minimum social cost and (~f, p(f)) is a stable solution of maximum

social cost in this instance.

Proof. The ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) is given by

SC(~f)

SC(~g)
=

c(f) +
∑

(ij) λij · (Bij − fij)
c(g) +

∑
(ij) λij · (Bij − gij)

If Bij > max(fij , gij) for any pair (ij), then we can obtain another instance by reducing

Bij by a tiny positive ε without affecting the stability of (~f, p(f)). Using Observation 4,

it can be shown that in this process the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) strictly increases. Thus the

original instance could not have been an instance achieving the worst-case PoA.

The following critical lemma says that worst-case PoA is achieved in an instance where

all pairs have equal λij .

Lemma 11. Consider an instance that achieves the worst-case PoA with price function

p(·) and suppose that PoA > 2. Then for all pairs (ij) we have λij = λ for some λ > 0.
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Proof. Let τ~y denote min{λij : yij > 0} for a given allocation vector ~y, i.e., τ~y is the

smallest λij that a pair with positive connection strength have in ~y. In the instance that

achives the worst-case PoA, let ~g be an allocation vector corresponding to the minimum

social cost and let (~f, p(f)) be a stable solution of maximum social cost. This means that

the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) equals the worst-case PoA in the instance under consideration.

The proof of the above lemma involves a series of steps, each requiring careful

analysis. The first step involves proving that for the instance under consideration that

achieves the worst-case PoA, τ~g ≥ τ~f . The second step involves showing that λij ∈ {τ~g, τ~f}

for every pair (ij). Given this, the final step involves proving τ~g = τ~f .

The theme of all these steps is to make use of Proposition 5-6 to create an instance

by perturbing λij values for some intelligently chosen class of pairs, while maintaining the

stability of the solution (~f, p(f)). Later carefully applying Lemma 9-10 we show that in

the newly created instance, the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) strictly increases. This contradicts

our initial assumption that the original instance achieves the worst-case PoA.

Claim: τ~g ≥ τ~f .

Suppose we had τ~f > τ~g on the contrary. We break the further analysis into two cases:

(a) Case when p(f) > τ~g: Recall that connection cost incurred by a pair (ij) for a

connection strength of yij is given by λij(Bij−yij). Now ee claim p(f) > τ~g, implies

that the pairs in the class T (τ~g) incur strictly positive connection cost in total for

the allocation vector ~f but incur zero connection cost for the allocation vector ~g.

Note: recall that T (τ~g) is the set of all pairs with λij = τ~g.

Note that p(f) > τ~g implies that the intermediary charges a price higher than τ~g in

the solution (~f, p(f)). Thus by the first stability condition, fij = 0 for (ij) ∈ T (τ~g).

This, together with Lemma 10 implies Bij = gij for (ij) ∈ T (τ~g). Hence the pairs

in T (τ~g) incur zero cost for the allocation vector ~g. At the same time, the definition

of τ~g implies that at least one pair with λij = τ~g has gij > 0. Combining it with

fij = 0 and Bij = gij (as discussed above), we get that the pairs in T (τ~g) incur

strictly positive cost in total for the allocation vector ~f .

Now let us obtain another instance by increasing λij for all the pairs in T (τ~g) to

any fixed Λ in the open interval (p(f), τ~g) while Proposition 6 ensures the stability

(~f, p(f)). Notice that in this procedure, the connection cost of the pairs in the

set T (τ~g) strictly increases for the allocation vector ~f . However as Bij = gij , they
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still incur zero connection cost for the allocation vector ~g even in the transformed

instance. Thus during this transformation SC(~g) does not change but SC(~f) strictly

increases. Thus the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) becomes strictly greater in the transformed

instance, contradicting the assumption that the original instance achieves the worst-

case PoA.

(b) Case when p(f) ≤ τ~g (and λ1 ≥ τ~f > τ~g): In this case, we claim that the following

holds true

λ1 ·
∑

(ij)∈T (λ1)(Bij − fij)
λ1 ·

∑
(ij)∈T (λ1)(Bij − gij)

≤ 2 (6.7)

To see it, suppose that the following held true:

∑
(ij)∈T (λ1)

fij ≥
∑

(ij)∈T (λ1)

gij (6.8)

If the condition in (6.10) holds true then it trivially implies the bound in (6.9).

Now suppose that the condition in (6.10) does not hold. By our assumptions, we

have p(f) ≤ τ~g < τ~f < λ1. Thus the bound given in Lemma 9 holds true. It can

be shown that the left hand side term in (6.9) gets maximized when the bound in

Lemma 9 is met with equality to give us a desired upper bound of 2.

Now if it were true that PoA > 2 then we can create another instance by reducing

λ1 by a tiny ε such that 0 < ε < λ1 − λ2. Note that (~f, p(f)) still stays a stable

solution in the transformed instance by Proposition 5. However, reduction in λ1

leads to an increase in the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) by Observation 5. This contradicts

the assumption that the original instance achieves the worst-case PoA.

Thus assuming τ~f > τ~g leads us to contradictions in both the above cases. Hence it must

be true that τ~g ≥ τ~f .

Claim: λij ∈ {τ~f , τ~g} for any pair (ij).

We already know that τ~g ≥ τ~f . We also know by Lemma 10 that Bij = 0 whenever

λij < τ~f ≤ τ~g, thus we can ignore all such pairs. We break the further analysis into two

cases:

(a) Suppose there exists a pair with λij > τ~g: This implies λ1 > τ~g. Now we claim that
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the following holds true

λ1 ·
∑

(ij)∈T (λ1)(Bij − fij)
λ1 ·

∑
(ij)∈T (λ1)(Bij − gij)

≤ 2 (6.9)

To prove our claim, suppose that the following holds:

∑
(ij)∈T (λ1)

fij ≥
∑

(ij)∈T (λ1)

gij (6.10)

If the condition in (6.10) holds true then it trivially implies the bound in (6.9). Now

suppose that the condition in 6.10 does not hold. We already know that p(f) ≤ τ~f

from the first stability condition and the definition of τ~f . Combining this with our

assumptions, we have p(f) ≤ τ~f ≤ τ~g < λ1, giving us p(f) < λ1. Thus the bound

given in Lemma 9 holds true. It can be shown that the left hand side term in (6.9)

gets maximized when the bound in Lemma 9 is met with equality to give us a desired

upper bound of 2.

Now if it were true that PoA > 2 then we can create another instance by reducing

λ1 by a tiny ε such that 0 < ε < λ1 − λ2. Note that (~f, p(f)) still stays a stable

solution in the transformed instance by Proposition 5. However, reduction in λ1

leads to an increase in the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) by Observation 5. This contradicts

the assumption that the original instance achieves the worst-case PoA.

(b) Suppose there exists a pair with τ~g > λij > τ~f : Note that by definition of τ~g that

these pairs satisfy gij = 0. Thus for these pairs, Bij = fij . Since we only allow

Bij > 0 in our problem settings, we have fij > 0 for all these pairs. This implies

that these pairs have zero connection cost in the allocation vector ~f (because of

Bij = fij) but strictly positive connection cost in the allocation vector ~g (because of

gij = 0).

Now Consider all the pairs (uv) which satisfy the condition λuv = min{λij : τ~g >

λij > τ~f}. By applying Proposition 5, we can reduce λuv of all such pairs to τ~f

without affecting the stability of (~f, p(f)). In this process, the connection cost of all

these pairs stays zero in the allocation vector ~f but strictly decreases in the allocation

vector ~g. Hence in this process SC(~f) does not change but SC(~g) strictly decreases,

increasing the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) leading to a contradiction with the assumption

that the original instance achieves the worst-case PoA.
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Thus we have proved the claim that λij ∈ {τ~g, τ~f}.

Claim: τ~g = τ~f .

We already proved above that in the instance I we have λij ∈ {τ~f , τ~g} for every pair

(ij) and τ~g ≥ τ~f . Now if τ~g > τ~f , then we can apply the analysis from case (b) of proof

of the claim τ~g ≥ τ~f to prove that we can construct another instance by reducing λ1 = τ~g

by a tiny ε keeping (~f, p(f)) stable while the ratio SC(~f)/SC(~g) strictly increases in this

transformation. This leads to the contradiction that the original instance could achieve

the worst-case PoA hence proving our claim. Proving the above claim completes the proof

of Lemma 11 as discussed before.

Theorem 25 (PoA of proportional pricing). With proportional pricing, we have PoA ≤

max

(
2,max

f≥0

f ·c′(f)
c(f)

)
where we define c′(0)/c(0) = 0.

Proof. If PoA ≤ 2 then there is nothing to prove, hence assume that PoA > 2. Consider

an instance achieving worst-case PoA with proportional pricing. Let ~g be an allocation

vector corresponding to the minimum social cost and let (~f, p(f)) be a stable solution

of maximum social cost in this instance. Since we have assumed PoA > 2, this implies

that Lemma 11 holds. This gives us λij is the same for all pairs (ij) and furthermore

λij = τ~g = τ~f holds for each pair. Thus we get the following equation (where we denote∑
(ij)Bij by B):

SC(~f)

SC(~g)
=

c(f) + τ~g · (B − f)

c(g) + τ~g · (B − g)
(6.11)

We break the further analysis into two cases:

(a) Suppose g > f : This gives us c(f)/c(g) < 1. This lets us apply Observation 4
to (6.11) gives us

SC(~f)

SC(~g)
=
c(f) + τ~g · (B − f)

c(g) + τ~g · (B − g)
≤
τ~g · (B − f)

τ~g · (B − g)
=
B − f
B − g

(6.12)

We now claim that whenever g > f , we have λ1 > γ (where γ = c(f)/f for

proportional pricing). We know that for the instance under consideration, all λij

values are equal. Furthermore, we have τ~g ≥ c′(g) from the optimality of ~g and

using g > f with convexity of c(·) also gives us c′(g) > c′(f) > c(f)/f . This gives

us λ1 = τ~g > γ. Since all the λij are equal for the instance under consideration,
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this gives us λ1 = τ~f = τ~g > c(f)/f = γ. Having λ1 > γ lets us apply Lemma 9 to

give us B ≥ 2g − f . Then we can apply Observation 4 to subtract (B − (2g − f))

from both numerator and denominator on the right hand side of (6.12) to obtain

SC(~f)/SC(~g) ≤ 2. This contradicts our initial assumption that PoA > 2.

(b) Suppose f ≥ g: This implies (B − f) ≤ (B − g). This lets us use Observation 4 to

subtract τ~g · (B − f) from the numerator and the denominator of the ratio in (6.11)

to give us

SC(~f)

SC(~g)
≤ c(f)

c(g) + τ~g · (f − g)

≤ c(g) + c′(f) · (f − g)

c(g) + τ~f · (f − g)
. . . by convexity

≤ c′(f)

τ~f
. . . by Observation 4

From the stability conditions and the definition of proportional pricing, we get τ~f ≥ γ =

c(f)/f . Substituting it in the above expression completes the proof of the theorem.

In particular, for a common assumption of c(y) being a polynomial of degree d (without

a constant term as we assume p(0) = 0), Theorem 25 gives us the following:

Theorem 26. PoA ≤ d with proportional cost sharing whenever the operating cost of

intermediary c(y) is a polynomial of maximum degree d without a constant term.

Theorem 27 (PoA of marginal cost pricing). For marginal cost pricing, PoA ≤ 2.

Proof. Assuming PoA > 2, we follow the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 25.

The analysis for the case of g > f remains the same except that we use γ = c′(f) instead

of γ = c(f)/f . The analysis for the case of f ≥ g also remains the same until we arrive at

SC(~f)

SC(~g)
≤ c′(f)

τ~f

Now we use τ~f = c′(f) for marginal cost sharing in the above expression which contradicts

our initial assumption that PoA > 2, thus proving the theorem.

It is worth noting that the above bound is tight, i.e., there exist stable solutions

under marginal pricing which are a factor of 2 away from optimum. To construct an

example, consider an instance with four nodes u, v, w, z. Let Buv = Bvw = Bwz = ε� 1
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and let other pairs have zero budget. Also, let λuv = λvw = λwz = λ >> 1 and let λij = 0

for rest of the pairs. For node capacities, let Lu = Lv = Lw = Lz = 1 and let other node

capacities be 0. Let the operating cost be given by c(y) = y2. It is easy to verify that

the optimal allocation vector ~g that minimizes the social cost is to obtained by setting

guv = gwz = ε and gij = 0 otherwise. Thus the minimum social cost is λ+ 4ε2. Now note

an allocation vector obtained by setting yvw = ε (and yij = 0 for all other pairs) forms a

stable solution along with an intermediary price of c′(ε) = 2ε. Thus the social cost of this

stable solution is 2λ + ε2. The ratio of SC(~y) to SC(~g) can be made arbitrarily close to

2 by making ε arbitrarily small. Thus the PoA bound for marginal cost pricing is tight.

Although marginal cost pricing and proportional pricing have good worst-case effi-

ciency, equal pricing where each node makes a payment of c(y)/n to the intermediary has

an unbounded worst-case efficiency. This happens because the connection costs of pairs

with high λij can get subsidized because of the fees paid by the pairs with less beneficial

connections (i.e., small λijBij). As a result, in stable solutions the pairs with high λij can

end up setting connections of very high strength to increase the operating costs c(y) in a

disproportionate manner. This does not happen in proportional pricing or marginal cost

pricing as the payment p(y) · yi made by a node i depends on total connection strength y

as well as the strength of the connections yi formed by a node.

For example, consider an instance with a pair (vw) with λvw = 2 and Bvw = 20

with 10 other nodes with rest of the pairs having tiny λij as well as tiny Bij . Let the node

capacities be infinite and let the intermediary function of c(y) = y2. It can be verified

that in the optimal allocation vector ~g, we have gvw = 1 and gij = 0 for the rest. Thus

the minimum social cost is ≈ 39. However, since all the nodes have to share the operating

cost of a solution equally, in an allocation vector ~y with yvw = 20 (and yij = 0 for the

rest), the nodes v and w pay to the intermediary an amount of c(y)/n < λvwBvw. Thus ~y

is a stable solution with equal pricing. The social cost of ~y is ≈ 400, which is more than

ten times the minimum social cost. This example can easily be generalized by varying

value of Bvw and increasing the number of nodes apart from v and w to prove that with

equal pricing, the social cost of stable solutions can be arbitrarily high compared to the

optimal solutions.
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6.5 Conclusion

Although different kinds of network formation games have been extensively studied

in the literature, the natural setting where nodes need to pay an intermediary in order

to form connections has not been explored. Based on the classic network formation game

introduced in [22], and inspired especially by IXP pricing, we formulated a model of

network formation games with intermediaries. For this model, we showed how to efficiently

determine stable prices and allocations (and the fact that such prices exist) for a natural

class of pricing schemes. Moreover, we proved that all stable solutions are close to optimal

for marginal cost pricing (factor of 2 away), and the same is true for proportional pricing

as long as the intermediary costs are not too convex.



CHAPTER 7

Conclusion and Future Directions

The focus of this thesis has been investigating the quality of stable solutions in games

with two major themes: Network formation games where agents compete in a social

context and Interdomain routing games where ISPs compete to maximize their profit by

choosing an appropriate combination of routes and prices for forwarding the traffic. In

Chapter 3 and 4 we presented two variations of game-theoretic models with social context

and analyzed existence and efficiency of stable solutions, whereas in Chapter 5 we focussed

on existence and efficiency of stable solutions in game-theoretic models of interdomain

routing. In particular, our main results were 1) Introducing friendship in agent utilities

help create higher quality solutions (Theorem 4 and 6) 2) Incorporating two-hop benefit

in agent utilities has a counterintuitive effect of increasing Price-of-anarchy in natural

extensions of some well-known games, and this increase is small for some intuitively mild

assumptions on the contribution of two-hop benefit to agent utilities (See Theorem 14

and 19) 3) Existence of pricing scheme that stabilizes a socially optimal solution against

coalition of nodes changing routes or prices (with these coalitions can be interpreted in

terms of clouds) in a well-motivated model of inter-domain routing.

7.1 Open Problems

• Smoothness Framework for strong Nash equilibria with altruistic agents

Smoothness framework proposed by Roughgarden [107] characterizes upper bound

on PoA for a wide class of games. Although this work characterizes PoA for a

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer. (2012, Apr.) Friendship, altruism, and reward sharing

in stable matching and contribution games. [Online]. Available: http://arxiv.org/abs/1204.5780 (Last

Accessed on Feb. 8, 2015).

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Hoefer, “Friendship and stable matching,” in Algorithms - ESA,

vol. 8125. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 49–60.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” in Algorithmic Game Theory, vol. 8146. Berlin Heidelberg: Springer, 2013, pp. 62–73.

E. Anshelevich, O. Bhardwaj, and M. Usher, “Friend of my friend: Network formation with two-hop

benefit,” Theory Computing Syst., vol. 8146, pp. 1–42, Oct. 2014.
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range of equilibria concepts - mixed Nash equilibria, correlated equilibria, coarse-

correlated equilibria - this work neither does consider deviations by coalitions of

agents nor does it consider agents that altruistic (or the agents with friendship

utilities). An important problem is to extend this smoothness framework to allow

both coalitional deviations and friendship/altruism. In fact, smoothness framework

has already been extended to account for friendship/altruism but with single agent

deviations [106] and an ongoing work considers extending smoothness framwork to

coalitional deviations [117].

• The Price of Malice/Spite

The notions of Friendship, altruism, that we investigated come with a positive con-

notation of sentiment - it is generally assumed in the society that they make things

better. Similarly, there are forms of social context with negative connotation of

sentiment - malice, spite, etc. For some works considering effect of negative social

context, see [118], [119], [120] for auctions with antisocial/spiteful agents and [121],

[122], [123] for the effect of malicious agents on congestion games. We suspect that

malicious/spiteful agents (i.e., the agents whose perceived utility can decrease with

increase in the utility of the agent they despise) in our framwork can lead to very

inefficient outcomes and if that happens, we can look for various ways to influence

the agents (e.g., by offering them payments) to bring up the efficiency.

• Existence of a pairwise equilibrium in M2H games

For both S2H games and M2H games, one of the factors determining utility of an

agent is how much benefit it gets from its two-hop neighbors which depends on the

strength of its ties with neighbors. The concept of Nash equilibrium was more suited

to analyze the stability for S2H games, and we could prove that Nash equilibria ex-

isted for S2H games using Proposition 20.3 from [33]. However, Proposition 20.3

cannot be applied for pairwise stability in M2H games as it does not capture the

essence of pairwise deviations, i.e., a pair of agents deviate only if such a deviation

improves utilities of both agents. For existence of stable matchings (and pairwise

stability), Scarf’s lemma is a widely used tool, see [124] for the lemma and its appli-

cations. When used for proving results like Gale-Shapley stable marriage theorem,

Scarf’s lemma requires required that entries in a particular matrix are constants,

which roughly correspond to the utility obtained by agents after forming ties with
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their neighbors. Since in M2H games, the utility that an agent obtains from a tie

depends on the ties of the agent at the other end, it is not straightforward to define a

suitable matrix for applying Scarf’s lemma. We believe that developing extension of

tools such as Proposition 20.3 from [33] or Scarf’s lemma for deciding the existence

of a pairwise equilibrium for M2H games. Or if we could prove a pairwise equilib-

rium may not exist for some instances of M2H games using some other method, it

will shed new light on the conditions for applicability of Scarf’s lemma for deciding

existence of stable matchings. If we obtain the result where a pairwise equilibrium

may not exist for M2H games, we can look into existence of approximate equilibria.

• PoA/PoS bounds for friendship utilities when agents form a hypergraph

In Chapter 3, we considered friendship utilities where the agents formed a simple

graph. An immediate question is extending it to the framework of agents forming a

hypergraph. In [9], the authors have already shown that without friendship (and with

equal reward sharing), hypergraphs lead to a tight upper bound of k on both PoA

and PoS, where PoA and PoS is now considered with respect to setwise equilibria.

Although the Price-of-anarchy bound still stays valid with friendship utilities, it

is unclear how the Price-of-stability upper bound will change as coming up with

an upper bound on Price-of-Stability would require altering algorithm in Fig. ??

suitably and analyzing the resulting dynamics. Similar questions can be asked for

unequal sharing on hypergraphs with friendship utilities.

• PoS bound for friendship utilities with unequal reward sharing

We do not have a tight upper bound on PoS for unequal reward sharing with friend-

ship utilities, although we have narrowed down the interval to [Q′, Q′ + 1] in The-

orem 7 of Chapter 3. It is our conjecture that Q′ is a tight bound on PoS, which

needs to be investigated.

• PoA bound for interdomain routing with coalitional deviations

In Chapter 5, in our game-theoretic model of interndomain routing, we showed that

the PoS is 1, i.e., there exists a pricing scheme which stabilizes the socially optimal

solution against coalitions of nodes changing their pricing or routes for the traffic

they forward. It is an immediate question to ask what is the price of anarchy bound

in such a situation. It is easy to show that under the model considered in Chapter 5,

when node are only individually allowed to change its strategy then PoA can become
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unbounded, however such examples typically involve a series of unsaturated nodes

charging unrealistically high prices for forwarding the traffic, effectively blocking

flows that carry higher utility. We believe that under some natural assumptions on

how high an unsaturated node can charge for forwarding traffic will lead to a small

PoA bound. Having a lower PoA bound will make our results even stronger.

• PoA/PoS for interdomain routing under concave cost structure

We derived PoS bounds in Chapter 5 under the assumption that the cost of a node

for forwarding each unit of traffic is either linear (until hitting the node capacity)

or convex. An immediate question arises where forwarding each extra unit of traffic

decreases the cost incurred by a node, i.e., the cost of forwarding traffic increases in

a concave manner.

• Existence of efficient and stable solutions in interdomain routing when

both source and destination nodes derive utility from a flow

Looking carefully at proofs of our results in Chapter 5, it can be seen that our results

for interdomain routing do not require the flows to be directional, i.e., the flows we

discussed consist of allocating node capacities to a source-destination pair. However,

the payments are directional from source to destination, i.e., a sources node can be

thought as the node deriving utility for establishing a connection between itself and

its destination. In a contrast with this, we can consider a scenario where both

source and destination derive utility from establishing a connection between them

and investigate stability and efficiency of solutions.

• Existence of stable and efficient solutions for point-to-anywhere pricing

More often than not in practice, the internet service providers charge customers a

fixed cost for sending their traffic anywhere in the internet (called point-to-anywhere

pricing) instead of destination-specific pricing implied by our model in Chapter 5.

It is not hard to believe that such a pricing strategy is made feasible by knowing the

average behavior of customer traffic. One of the ways to model average behavior of a

customer is to specify the destinations where he sends his traffic and the proportion

in which this traffic is split among these destinations. We can model this scenario in

a way similar to our model in Chapter 5, with ISPs charging a fixed price per unit

traffic to each customer, and each customer specifying the average in which its traffic
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is split among different destinations. We can investigate the stability and efficiency

of solutions in such a model.

• Stability and efficiency of solutions in network formation games with in-

termediaries with directional connections

In the network formation games in Chapter 6, the connections that nodes form were

bidirectional in nature. In another scenario motivated from ISP-IXP interaction,

we can consider that nodes can form directional connections where a pair of nodes

need to maintain a certain ratio of connection strengths when they form connections

with each other. We can also deviate from our assumptions of connection cost being

shared equally, and investigate how these conditions can affect stability and efficiency

of outcomes.

• Network formation games with multiple intermediaries

In Chapter 6, we modeled and analyzed a network formation game inspired from the

ISP-IXP interaction where the nodes (e.g., ISPs) need to pay the intermediary (e.g.,

IXP) to form connections. It immediately suggests the possibility to investigate the

case when there are multiple intermediaries and the nodes have access to (a subset)

of intermediaries to form connections. It would be interesting to see the effect of

various pricing strategies employed by intermediaries on the stability and efficiency

of solutions. It would also be interesting to analyze the case when different interme-

diaries can employ different pricing strategies (e.g., a subset of intermediaries can

employ proportional pricing whereas the others can employ marginal cost pricing).

7.2 Future Directions

Combining well-known classes of games with various notions of social context:

Our work with friendship utilities (Chapter 3) and Two-Hop games (Chapter 4) can be

interpreted as studing the effect of an underlying social context on well-known classes

of games : Friendship and stable matching studied the effect of friendship and altruism

between nodes on stable matchings which can be also extended to contribution games.

S2H and M2H games from Chapter 4 were also natural extensions of respectively (a

form of) contribution games and stable matching with multiple partners. One obvious

direction for future work could be experimenting with combining well-known games with

well-motivated notions of social context. An extensive study can lead towards identifying
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the forms of social context that generally have positive (and negative) effects on a wide

class of games.

Incorporating social context into mechanism design (elections/auctions): An-

other important direction suggested by our work is to explore the effect of underlying

social network on inherently social activities that so far have almost ignored the social

aspect. Elections and auctions immediately come to mind in this regard, where an agent’s

social connections can have a significant impact on the actions of an agent. Only recently

researchers have started taking into account the social nature of elections (for example

see [125] for a recent work) while spiteful bidding has received some attention in the con-

text of auctions - spiteful bidding can be thought of as a form of social context. It would

be interesting to see if different forms of social context can improve the election outcomes.

It is also natural to ask whether the properties of conventional mechanisms without any

social context (properties such as maximizing social welfare, incentive compatibility) still

remain the same or if different class of mechanisms needs to be designed to achieve the

desired aims.

Influencing the agents to improve the efficiency: It is likely that some forms of

social context have a negative effect on the outcomes of games/mechanisms. In such a

scenario, we can think of various ways to improve the efficiency. For example, although

it is known results from [9] that PoA of correlated stable matchings games with cardinal

utilities is 2, it can be shown that by increasing edge rewards of some edges by infinitesimal

amounts we can ensure that the only stable matching in the transformed instance is

the best possible matching in the instance before transformation. Various strategies to

improve the efficiency can be as subtle as small payments to nodes, minor perturbation of

the instance parameters or tougher measures as removing nodes or restricting interactions

of a few agents.

Interdomain routing: Our work on game-theoretic modeling of interdomain routing

from Chapter 5 also shows promising future directions. Here we considered that fully

saturated sources (i.e., they have unlimited traffic to send), convex transit costs and

arbitrary topology between ISP clouds. All of these assumptions are subject to change

depending on scenario being considered. For example, we can consider that the sources

have finite traffic to send, or we can consider ISPs having various kinds of service-level-
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agreements (SLAs) for carrying the traffic instead of assuming convex transit costs, or we

can make stronger assumptions about network topology based standard patterns observed

in ISP connectivity. Combinations of these assumptions point to a rich field of open

problems.

Models of internet by combining ISP-IXP interaction and ISP-ISP interaction:

In Chapter 5, we provided a model of routing and pricing when the traffic is shared directly

via the nodes (i.e., ISPs) instead of being shared via intermediaries like IXPs (which we

modeled in Chapter 6). We can combine these two aspects of today’s internet to model the

scenario when the traffic can either be routed directly between the ISPs or shared via IXPs.

Although there has already been some preliminary work in this direction, see e.g., [126],

[127], [128], we feel that there is a need for a more thorough investigation. Combining

ISP-ISP and IXP-ISP interactions can lead to models which are more representative of

today’s internet and can provide valuable insights into its structure.

Walrasian equilibria: As discussed in Chapter 2, Walrasian or competitive equilibria

is one of the key concepts in economics. In Chapter 5, although the optimal flow and the

pricing stabilzing the optimal flow is trivially a Walrasian equilibrium, our solution is a

significantly stronger concept: Unlike the Walrasian equilibria, the agents are in charge

of setting the prices in our model, yet our solution is stable under such an assumption.

It will be interesting to see if such stronger equilibria exist in various economic contexts,

and to characterize their efficiency if they do not exist.
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